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PREFACE

'

In tin.- Spring of 1071 the Structurcs and Materials Panel of the Advisory Group for
Aerospace Research and Development established a Working (innip on Helicopter V'STOI
Structures and Dynamics. The primary function ol the Working Group was to develop
means of enhancing the operational capability of helicopters and V/STOI aircraft, and to
provide tor better performance and reliability and reducing maintenance.
As an appraoch to the problem, the Working Group felt that a contribution to
improve the prediction methods of dynamic loads on helicopters was urgently needed.
In order to thoroughly survey the state of the art of loads prediction and to define areas
for further research and development, the Working Group decided to organize a
Specialists Meeting on "Helicopter Rotor Loads Prediction Methods". The meeting was
subsequently held in conjunction with the 36th Meeting of the Structures and Materials
Panel in Milan on 30-31 March ll)73. The Conference Proceedings document for this
Specialists Meeting contains a delineation of the analytical methods of predicting loads
on the rotors and the airframe of helicopters, as presently used by eight different airframe
manufacturers in the NATO Nations. These methods were critically compared by eight
reviewers with special regard to the correlation of the analytical results with experimental
experience. A general review of the state of the art was presented by l)r l.oewy, who
also pointed out those problems which still remain unsolved.
It is to be hoped that the results of the Specialists Meeting will stimulate efforts for
further improvement of the analytical prediction methods for loads on helicopter rotors
and airframes and will therefore contribute to an increase in the reliability of future
generations of helicopters.
The Working Group is indebted to the authors and the reviewers, who by their
valuable presentations contributed to the success of the meeting. Profound thanks are
extended to Mr R.S.Uerrislord and Mr F.Liard, Coordinators of the Working Group, and
to Mr P.K.Bamberg, Executive of the Structures and Materials Panel, for their excellent
work in the organization of the Conference and the preparation of the Proceedings of
the Conference which were edited in the relatively short period of three months after the
Specialists Meeting.

W.r.Tllll.lTMANN
Chairman of the Working Group
on Helicopter V/SI()1. Structures
and Dynamics
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ROTARY WING DESIGN METHODOLOOY
by
Andrew Z. LemnloB, Ph.P.
Chinf Research Rnqineer
Kaman Aerospace Corporation
Old Windsor Road
Bloomfield, Connecticut OfiOO:!
USA

SUMMARY

A nonlinear aeroelastic blade loads analysis is described for calculatlnq the
coupled responses, airloads distributions, and performance of helicoDtnr rotors. The
analysis is divided into two major parts; (1) calculation of blade transient stability
behavior by means of linearized, coupled equations of motion; (2) calculation of porlodlc
blade dynamics and airloads distributions usim fully coupled, nonlinear equations of
motion. The analysis includes six response modes and two input control modes. The
equations of motion include all nonlinear inertial couplinq effects and nonlinear .IITOdynamic effects such as reverse flow, Mach number variations, larqo induced flow annlos,
unsteady aerodynamics, and variable inflow. Additional features to the analysis arc
the inclusion of feedback mechanical couplinq amonq the assumed modes and tin' incluMlon
of springs and dampers for each mode. Springs are also included for the two control
systems in order that accurate control loads can bo calculated.
Unique to the anfllysls
is a trim/optimization analysis that automatically channos control inputs until preselected trimmed fliqht conditions are obtained. The trim analysis applies to rotors
with single controls or dual controls. The aeroelastic analysis, was used to evaluate,
design, and develop the new 101 Rotor for the HH2 helicopter.
Siqnificant imnrovcments
in stall speed, maximum speed, rotor power, and blade life have been demonstrated on the
final design. The aeroelastic analysis was also used to evaluate a new rotor system
with torsionally elastic blade and dual controls - the Controllable Twist Rotor. ''mi!parisons are made between a CTR and a conventional rotor that, are both sized to reel an
assumed mission. The comparisons indicate siqnificant advantaqes of the CTR in performance and blade dynamics.

INTRODUCTION
As each new generation of hel icopters become s more soohis'icated, incrnasod
emphasis is put on improving tho aerody namic and struc tural efficiency of rotors. The
accurate prediction of rotor blade load s and motions t hrouahout the flight spectrum
becomes increasingly important. An imp rovement in rot or efficiency comes about only by
understandinq the aeroelastic coupling effects within a rotor system. Detailed aeroelastic rotor analyses are required to achieve this un dorstanding. In order to improve
prediction techniques, the analyst must expand the mat hematical model that represents
the helicopter rotor by introducinq add itional deqrees of freedom. An increase of the
permissible modes of motion in the mode 1 introduces ma ny nonlinear terms in tho equations of motion. Solutions to these co mplete equation s can be approximated by analytic
or numerical methods.
In order to obtain analytical solutions to the qoverninq equations of motion,
past methods for solvinq a multi-degree-of-freedom rotor assumed small anqular motions
and linearizations of the resultant terms. Separate numerical methods wore also
developed which could handle larqe anqular amplitudes and nonlinear terms for sinaledegree-of-freedom flapping motion. A brief state-of-the-art review of helicopter rotor
blade airload and motion prediction techniques is presented in the following section.
I

The advent and widespread use of large, hiqh-soeed digital computers have
introduced a tool with the capacity for obtaininq numerical solutions to nonlinear
equations of motion for systems with many deqrees of freedom.
Thus, tho need has been
eliminated for limiting the methods of solution to linearized multi-doqree-of-freedom
models or to nonlinear sinqle-degree-of-freedom models.
The derivation of the complete nonlinear equations of motion for a multidegree-of-f reedom rotor requires extensive effort by tho analyst and is susceptible
to errors. In order to minimize the chance for errors durinq the derivation process,
a technique was selected for derivinq tho complete nonlinear equations with minimum
effort and for permitting an easy check on the derivation. The technique1 selected for
this development is based on the principle of virtual work and uses standard orthogonal
matrix notation to condense the bookkeeoinq problems in the expansion of these equations.
STATE OF THE ART
Several analytical techniques have been developed for predicting the blade airloads, blade response, and performance of rotors in forward fliqht. Early dovnlonments
were based on tho airloads analyses for autoqyroa by Rlauert and Lock (Refa 1 throuah ri).
In order to solve the airloads equations analytically, many simplifyim assumptions wore
-
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mado. Included amonq those were the assumptions of uniform inflow throuqh the rotor
disc, steady incompressible unstallod flow over the rotor blades, elimination of the
rotor reverse flow reqion, sinqle-deqroe-of-froedom inelastic blades, and linoarizat ion
of small motion'!.
Various ir.vostiqators modified the airloads analyses of dauert and Lock to
eliminate some of the aforementioned assumptions.
Whoatloy (Ref 6) extended the
orlqinal analyses and Bailey (Refs 7 and 8) simplified the rosultinq equations and presented them in chart form that could be used for practical enqineorinq calculations.
Gesaow and Myers (Ref 9) discuss these methods and their undorlvinq assumptions in
detail.
Among other contributors were llohonemser, Rissinqh, Tapscott, Oustafson, Geasow,
and Myers.
A list of reports by these authors is presented in Reference 9.
With the advent of the hiqh-spocd diqital computer i n the mid-1950,3, numerical
This new
solutions could be obtained of the hiqhly nonlinear blade airl oads equations.
powerful tool created a quantum jump in the analytical capabil ity of the rotor analyst,
Many numerical techniques and solutions to the rotor airloads problem have been formulated.
Amonq the early contributors usinq numerical methods o f solution are Gessow and
Trim (Ref 10), Piziali and Chanq (Refs 11 and 12), Brandt (Ref 13), Miller (Ref 14),
niankenship and Harvey (Ref 15), Borman (Rnf 16), LaKorqe (Ref 17), Scully (Ref 18),
and Duhon et al (Ref 19).
More recently, contributions to the theoretical prediction of
blade airloads, blade responses, and rotor performance have be on made by Lemnioa et al
(Refs 20 and 21), Arcidiacono et al (Ref 22) and Landarebe (Re f 2 3). This paper
summarizes the methods developed in Refs 20 and 21, presents a comparison of these
mi'thods with available tost data, describes their application to improve an exist inn
rotor, and summarizes the results of an optimization study of a now rotor concept.
DKSIC.N PROCEDURE
Two basic tenets were prescribed and maintained throuqhout the development of
the analyses reported herein.
First, the analyses provide sufficient detail to describe
blade behavior and rotor characteristics accurately.
Second, the analyses are automated
to minimize manual interfacinq and data handlina thereby minimizinq the possibility of
introducinq inadvertent errors.
A flow chart ill ustratinq the rotor blade desiqn process is shown in Fiquro 1.
The desian loop procedure is initiated by roadinq coordinates and material properties
from prepared drav.inas,
T hose data are used as input to computer proqrams that nenerate
distributions of mass, cen ter of qravity, moments of inertia, and stiffness.
Usually,
the number of radial stati ons and their location do not coincide with the correspondinq
input requirements of the aeroelasticity proaram.
Consequently, the data are submitted
to a proqram that automati cally reconfiqures all the distributions to prescribed radial
stations.
The reconfiqura tion analysis redistributes the input data so that the inteqrated blade physical char acteristics remain unchanqed.
Included amonn these physical
characteristics are blade mass, first featherinq moment, first flappinn moment,
featherinq moment of inert ia, flappinq moment of inertia, and cross product of inertia
The reconfiquration analysis outputs the distributions
between flapping and feath orinq.
automatically on punched c ards, maqnetic tape, or a storaqo disk.
This analysis is
especially useful and time savinq on blades that have non-uniform mass distributions.
Output from the reconfiquration proqram is used directly as input to the
aeroelasticity proqram and to an analysis for blade statics and dynamics.
This latter
analysis evaluates static droop and uses standard eiqenvalue procedures to calculate
frequencies and modo shapes of flatwise, edqewise, and torsion modes.
Frequencies and
modes arc automatically prepared as input to the blade aeroelasticity analysis.
The ae roelasticity analysis is derived in detail in Refert nee 20 and expanded
in Reference 21.
The coupled equations of motion include six respon se modes and two
control modes fo r a fully articulated rotor svstem as shown In Fi qur e 2. Tho response
modes fire treate d as normal modes and include blade pitching, blade laqqinn, blade
flappinq, blade flapwise bendinq, blade elastic twistinq, and contro 1 flap pitchinn.
Output from the aeroelastic analvsis includes transient time histori es of the six modes
in response to a step input to any of the modes selected bv the user
The transient
responses are a measure of the coupled system stability and can be u sed to predict
stability bounda ries.
Additionallv , the aoroelastic analvsis output s the steady state
time histories, load distributions, and anqle of attack distribution s of the fully
coupled, nonline ar equations of motion.
The load distributions are intoqrated to obtain
hub forces, hub moments, and main rotor horsepower.
A trim analysis proqram automatically changes rot or control inputs until the rotor is trimmed to a fl iqht condition
preselected by t he user.
The load distributions of the trimmed rotor are harmonically analyzed and are
automatically input to a bendinq moment analysis that, calculates root shears, blade
deflections, blade slopes, and blade bendinq moments.
The aeroelastic analysis and the
trim analysis are described in more detail, in the followinq sections.
Results of the above analyses ar^ examined and evaluated by the rotor blade
desiqn team and are used as a guide to modify the oriqinal desiqn thereby closinq the
first desiqn loop and initiating a second loop.
The process is repeated until a satisfactory desiqn is reached; usually three major iterations are sufficient.
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AEROELASTICITY ANALYSIS
As mentioned previously, the derivation of the equations of motion and basic
method of solution for the aeroelasticity analysis have been reported in detail in References 20 and 21. They are discussed in the present paper only to the extent that a
qenoral understanding of the method is developed.
The total energy of the system must satisfy a balance such that it can be
applied to the Lagranqian equations of motion for the Jth generalized coordinate as
established in Roforonco 20.
(1)

///x^ (^xi/3s . )dm + SUj/aa, + 3U2/as. = //(3x^3» , )dpi
The strain energy function is of the form

(2)

Ul = U1(8,)
and the dissipative energy function is of the form

(3)

U2 = U2(s.)
As in Reference 20, the coordinates of a point on the flap are given by

(4)

vt + S'[E1 + ?,{E2 + B[P + *tw0 0X(Q + E3 + aE2)]}]

and those for a point on the blades are given by
(5)

X1 = Vt + ffEj + zfE2 + B1P + *twQ 0X(0 + ^j^)]};

vheri- the transformation matrices are defined in Appendix I. The evaluation of
x.(>x./'s,) will produce all of the inertial terms for tho jth degree of freedom. The
-' order of multiplication is immaterial because tho resultant product is
is a
ncalar. If a matrix operator D^ is defined as in Appendix I, the inertial terms for the
equations of motion can bo evaluated from the following integral
/D,X dmX = inertial and centrifugal moments
(6)
In performing this matrix multiplication, advantage is taken of the orthogonality of
the matrices.
The strain energy potential fun ction, Uj, for the system is obtained by
assuming that each rigid body degree of f rccdom contains a torsion spring whose output
torque is proportional to the angular def lection (or slope) of the mode under considoration. Spring rates for the two types of control systems are also included in order that
accurate control loads can be calculated, The dissipation function, Uj' is obtained by
similarly assumina a viscous damper whose output torque is proportional to angular
velocity. The elastic modes are included in these two functions bv using the natural
frequency, generalized mass, and structur al damping associated with each mode. The
moments from the two functions, U^ and U2 , are evaluated by operating on them with the
two matrix operators, D^ and D2 that are defined in Appendix I.
(7)
spring and damper moments
1 1 + D2U2
The surface forces acting on the rotor blade and flap consist of the aerodynamic forces and moments which can be separated into steady and unsteadv components.
The generalized forces for Eq (1) are given by moments which account for the appropriate
boundary conditions in each mode. The generalized forces can be written in terms of the
virtual work done by the external forces.
D U

3x,
dW,
(8)
/; ,-i
dp,
=
-r—
BSj
1
ds .
l
1
1
Eq (8) is not in a convenient form for use with the equilibrium equations, because it is
written in terms of pressures rather than the more common aerodynamic lift, drag,
pitching moment, and hinge moment distributions alona tho blade and flap.
Q

;

Tho generalized forces can be expressed in terms of these aerodynamic parameters by using strip theory to apply the distributed loads along the blade and allowing
the blade to undergo a virtual displacement in each mode. When this is done, expressions
for each Q. can be written as follows;
Qr = /[l4

Q,

= na.

+ D(tt 1 (r - ei; dr
D*.

(r

e2)dr

Qn = /M0dr

'^(o

+

% = ^0*tWdr
tw
0,0 = /M,dr
'1

+ D$

(0 + 0

V

Hdr

(9)

Figures 3, 4, and 5 illustrate tho blade airfoil cross-section geometry, the
section aerodynamic force, moment, and velocity vectors, and tho blade generalized
forces.
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The present analysis cloacribes the behavior of articulated rotors with Inboard
pitch control input, with flap control input, or with dual control input. The
feathering input is given by

o.in - o c - 0,13*I|J
I, - o,lcT4.i|/ - o.2s*2ili
4,,. - o,2cr(j;,,
2iii +

I

K~,,(<

+

K,

^SR1'

+

K

OR

Or. i

(10)

and the flap input is given by
+

«18^

+

&

lc%

+

^a*2.).+ ^0*2,1.

+

«00

4

.r/-

(11

'

In Equations (10) and (11), the various azimuthal coefficients corroRDnnd to
collective, cyclic, and second harmonic inputs; the constants correspond to the mechanical feedback couplincis amonci the modes.
Because of the response modes and control inputs included in the analysis, the
equations can be used to analyze articulated rotors controlled directly with pitch horns,
articulated rotors controlled aerodynamically with flans, articulated rotors with dual
controls, hingeloss rotors controlled by pitch horns, hinqeless rotors controlled by
flaps, or hingeloss rotors with dual controls.
METHOD OF SOLUTION
Generally, nonlinear response equations are solved by numerical methods, for
computer adaptation. Most often, these solutions use a forward integration approach,
which requires a knowledge of initial conditions in order to precipitate the solution
(initial value problem). However, experience has shown that an estimate of the initial
conditions can be so far from the steady-state solution of a multi-modo analysis that it
is not possible to achieve stability or that it takes many Iterations to get to the
stable solution.
The method used for solving the above nonlinear equations is an exnanded version of the method described by Derman for a two-degree-of-freodom system (Ref 16). This
method is (enerally applicable to sets of nonlinear differential equations with coefficients that are arbitrary functions of a sinale independent variable; in this case,
the variable is time. A brief description of the procedures is outlined below.
Initially, the set of nonlinear equations is linearized bv makinct the usual
small angle assumptions and neglecting terms higher than first order.
The aerodvnamic
forcing functions are linearized onlv with respect to local anole of attack. Linearized
aerodynamic force and moment derivatives are tabulated versus Mach number for the normal
flow region, for the reverse-flow region, and for a narrow band around the reverse-flow
circle corresponding to low dynamic pressures. The linearized differential equations are
then written as a set of finite difference equations which are solved via the inteoratinci
matrix operator developed by Herman.
The direct application of an integrating matrix operator to the linearized
equations written in matrix form yields two import ant results.
First, the completely
coupled transient response of the linearized syste m to an initial disturbance is calculated. The initial disturbance can be a displac ement or a velocity step input in any
single mode or any combination of modes. Transien t responses are calculated for a prespecified time interval (usually 20 rotor revoluti ons) in order to evaluate the stability
characteristics of the coupled system. Second, th e response matrices of the system are
obtained which depend only on the coefficients of the linearized equations. When the
coefficients and the forcing functions are periodi c, the response matrices are modified
by the end conditions to yield periodic responses directly, without carrying the calculations through more than one cycle. Thus, the initial value approach for obtaining
linearized transient solutions is transformed into u boundary value approach for obtaining nonlinoarized periodic (steady-state) solu tions.
The response to the complete set of nonlinear equations is obtained through the
use of the above-mentioned periodic response matrices. The methodology is better understood by beginning with the general description of the linear solutions. The left-hand
side of the equation is composed of the linear inertia matrix [ILI and the linear airload
matrix (LL), the sum of which is sot equal to a forcinn function matrix [F]. This leads
to the followinc; equation:
(12)
(H i,' + [LL]) - IF1
The left-hand side of Eq (12) includes functions of the displacements,
velocities, and accelerations of the various response modes. Throuqh the techniques
reported in Ref 20, the loft-hand side can be made functions of accelerations only so
that Eq (12) can be rewritten in terms of the acceleration matrix [X], as shown in
Eq (13).
IM (XI - IF]
(13)
The periodic response matrix is defined by
lA-1!
[P]
where the matrices [A) and [P] are matrix operators.
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(14)
Eq (13) becomes

üi

[XI -

(r

[PI IF]

These matrices arc intcqratod by the methods in Referenod 16 to qivo velocities and dK
placements of the linear equations.
These linear solutions are subsequently used as
initial inputs for the Iterative procedures in order to obtain nonlinear solutions.

(INL1,
[FNLI

The nonlinear equations can bo similarly represented with nonlinear inertias
and nonlinear airloads [liNl.l > anr' sot equal to the nonlinear forcinq function
as in the followinq equation:

'^Nr,1

+

'W -

lF

(II

+

(16)

m.

This equation can bo rewritten

"W -

NJ

(17)

'SL"

If the linear inertias and loads are added to both sides, we qet Eq (18)
:iL] + [LL)) =

(tILl + [LL]) -

\L]

+

[L

NL])

+

[F

NL'

(18)

Using the definitions in Eqa (12) throuqh (15), we can write the accelerations
as follows;
1X1

[P1{([IL]

+

[I.L]) -

((INL]

+

II.NL1)

+

[PNL]

:i9)

Equation (19) represents a complete sot of nonlinear equations operated on by linear
response matrices.
The included linear effects are self cancG],linq by definition from
Eq (18).
The numerical solutions of the acceleration matrix [X] represent solutions for
each response mode at every azimuth position.
Because the right-hand side of Eq (19) has terms which include modal velocities,
displacements, and accelerations, it is solved by iterative methods.
Subscripts are
added to Eq (!')) to indicate the successive iterations.
The iterative nonlinear response
equation is defined as
'k

[P] I ([1,1

+

[LL])k_]

(U NL'

+

tWi

+

[F

NIA-I.

(20)

whore
k
k-1

=
=

and k has the range
converaenco.

present iteration count
previous iteration count
(1 1 k i Nlwith N bei no the number of iterations required for

The initial responses, i.e., displacements, velocities, and accelerations, are
determined from the linear solution of Eq (15).
These are substituted into the riqhthand side of Eq (20) to qonerato the nonlinear matrices which are used to determine the
second set of accelerations.
Tn qoneral, these now accelerations are not identical to
those that wore input on the riqt.t-hand side because tho linear solution does not have
the same accelerations as the nonlinear solutions.
Therefore, these accelerations are
integrated to obtain new displacements and velocities which are reinserted into the
riqht-hand side to obtain a third solution to the accelerations.
These substitutions
are repeated until tho kth responses coincide with the (k-l)th responses to within
specified tolerances.
The last sot is the converaod responses.
COMPUTER PROCRAM
A computer program for the aeroelastic analysis was writt en in FORTRAN IV
language for an IBM 360/40 digit al computer with a Disk Operating S ystem, and a 132,000
word storage capacity.
The comp uter program can handle a rotor hlaide with 16 radial
stations which are used to descr ibo nonuniform radial distributions of c'^ord, twist,
airfoil section, mass, moment of inertia, chordwiso center of gravi ty, bonding mode,
twisting mode, elastic axis, and aerodynamic center.
Sixty azimuth positions can be
evaluated for each of the six re sponso modes.
Aerodynamic force an d moment coefficient
wind tunnel data are tabulated f or each of 3 airfoil sections at 5 Mach numbers and 4 9
angles of attack, ono of the air foil sections has coefficient data tabulated for 5 flap
settings in addition to the Mach number and angle-of-attack ranges
Unsteady airfoil
characteristics are estimated by force and moment derivatives based on Theodorsen theory,
Variable inflow calculations are treated as a subroutine in the ovo rail aeroelastic
loads computer program and, as s uch, can be modified to incorporate any of the published
methods.
Figure 6 illustrates schematically the basic program logic for computation of
tho rotor airloads and responses.
Data for the specific rotor are input, and rotor
inertias and linear aerodynamic term? are calculated.
Pertinent information is stored on
the disk for intermediate storage.
The coefficients of the linearized equations are calculated and integrated to form the [A] matrix.
This matrix is inverted to form the
periodic response matrix which is stored on the disk for use in all subsequent solutions.
The initial value matrix is determined, and the transient responses are obtained as a
user option.
Tho boundary conditions are generated and also stored on the disk.
Tho above1 portion of the computer program is known as Part T and must be run
for every flight condition or for any change in the physical properties of the rotor.
Part II of the computer program contains the input requirements for the controls (i.e..
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pitch horn and/or flap controls) and calculates the steady-state roa ponsos of the fully
couple d nonlinear equations. Therefore, it must be run for each new control settinc.
Using the data stored on the disk and the input for the controls, th e linear forcing
functi ons are now calculated, and the linear steady-state responses are determined. The
local angles of attack are computed from these linear responses, and the local airloads
are de termined from blade element theory. The nonlinear forcing fun ctions are obtained
using these airloads, and new blade responses are computed. A triva riate interpolation
scheme is used to obtain aerodynamic data for conditions that are in termodiate to tabulated values. The iterative process of computing nonlinear airloads and nonlinear
respon ses is cycled until convergence is reached between successive iterations.
Rotor performance is calculated from the converqed airloads by intearating the
various airload distributions radially and azimuthally over the disk. The expressions
used to evaluate rotor thrust, torque, drag, and side force are given below.
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Blade responses are printed in the form of radial and azimuthal distributions of angles
of attack, airloads normal to the shaft plane, airloads in the shaft plane, feathering
moments, torque. Mach numbers, and critical Mach number ratios. Time histories of the
six coupled blade responses, pitch horn control loads, and flap rod control loads are
also output. Standard harmonic analysis techniques automatically resolve the waveforms
of angles of attack, airloads, moments, and blade responses to yield the harmonic content
of each parameter. Angle-of-attack distributions are also interpolated automatically to
locate radial stations corresponding to integer values in angles of attack. These
latter results are used to generate angle-of-attack contour plots.
ROTOR TRIM
The aeroelastic loads analysis produces a set of forces, blade responses, and
rotor performance for a specific set of control inputs. However, the forces produced
are not necessarily the forces required for trim at the particular flioiit conditions.
The method for achievinq the proper control inputs to obtain the necessarv trim forces
is called the trim program.
Fiaure 7 is a flow chart that shows how the trim proaram is used. Several
cases are run with control inputs which are estimated to produce trim, and rotor forces
and moments are generated. These initial forces and moments are used to produce
derivatives which are then used to estimate new control inputs. This procedure is
iterated until a trimmed condition is achieved.
As seen in Fi gure 8, a rotor system with a sinale control (either pitch horn
or aerodynamic flap), h as a unique combination of collective and cyclic control inputs
which will generate the required hub trim forces at a specified speed. However, a rotor
system with dual contro Is has several combinations of collective and cyclic inputs which
will produce the same t rim forces. Thus, optimizing the control inputs for a dual control rotor involves a p roceduro which requires several times as many trimmed computer
runs as is normally reg uired for a conventional sinale control rotor. The trim conditions resultina from this optimization procedure generate a response surface that is
used to estimate contro 1 inputs which maximize performance and/or minimize blade dynamic
response. To complete the procedure, those estimated optimum control inputs are used to
generate new trimmed op timum fliaht conditions for the rotor.
BENDING MOMENTS
The linear partial differential equations of motion for combined flatwise
bendino, edgewise bending, and torsion of twisted nonuniform rotor blades are derived
in detail by Houbolt and Brooks in Reference 24 and are extended in Reference 20 to
include the Coriolis force in the edqewise direction due to flatwise bendina. The
structural dynamics equations are solved in Reference 20 throuqh the use of harmonic
analysis techniques. The aerodynamic forces and solutions are assumed to be periodic
of the form:
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Subst itution Of Equations (25) into the s tructural dynamics equations results in a set of
three simult ancous differential equations in terms of Y , Z , and * and their derivatives. The resulting equations are into grated numerically from the blade tip via
integrating matrices. Boundary condition s are applied at the blade root that are
approDriato to articulated, hingeless, or teetering rotors. Thus, the equations are
trans formed into a set of finite differen ce equations in Yn", Zn", and '!'n' onlv which
can bo solve d to generate harmonic respon se matrices similar to those of Reference 25.
Post-multipl icat ion of these response mat rices by the airloads harmonics obtained in
the aeroolas tics analysis yields the blad o bending moment responses and the vibratory
hub shears. Details of the method of sol ution are orosented in Reference 20.

(25)
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APPLICATIONS
In order tj evaluate the accuracy of the analyses, comparisons were made with
flight test data obtained on an H-34 fully instrumented rotor blade (Reference 26). The
data are compared for level flight conditions at advance ratios of 0.129, 0.228, and
0.299; all comparisons are shown in Reference 20. Ronresentative comparisons of aerodynamic loading, pitch horn loads, flatwise bondina moments, and radial bending moment
peaks for two advance ratios are shown in Figures 9 through 12, respectively.
As seen in Figure 9, the predicted aerodynamic loads on the advancing blade
contain impulses that are more severe than those measured on the blade. The iir-iulsive
behavior results from the use of a simplified variable inflow theory that contains two
trailing vortices in the wake pattern located at the tip and at 35 percent of blade
radius. The predicted airload comparisons can be improved by using a more detailed
variable inflow analysis that includes more trailing vortices, a shed vortex wake, and
a finite core diameter for the vortices.
Peak values of pitch horn loads in Figure 10 compare well with the flight loads;
an aooroximato 30 degree pitch phase shift occurs between the two curves. The analytical
results can bo used confidently to predict linkage design loads for nitch horn rotor
systems.
Figure 11 shows azimuthal variations in flatwise bending moments for the
critical radial station. The steady bending moments were subtracted from the total
measured values because of inconsistencies between flight. The correlation between tost
and analysis indicates that the analytical results can be used to predict realistic blade
design loads and to estimate blade life.
Figure 12 presents double amplitude values of
flatwise bending moments along the blade radius. These curves contain the values obtained from Figure 11 as well as values at other stations reported in Reference 26. The
calculated bonding moments correlate well with test data.
As a result of the confidence gained in the aeroelasticity and bondinn moment
analyses,a rotor modification program was initiated to improve the performance and flving
qualities of the U. S. Navy 11-2 helicopter at a gross weight of 12,500 lbs. The design
improvement program resulted in the 101 Rotor. Among the key obioctivos of the 101 Rotor
design were a guaranteed 40 knot increase in retreatina blade stall margin and a
guaranteed increase in blade life to 3000 hours. These imnrovements were to be achieved
with no chan )o in blade geometry, airfoil section, or blade solidity.
The rotor design loop described in Figure 1 was used to optimize the blade for
the 101 Rotor. Predictions for the 101 Rotor confiauration indicated an increase in
retreating blade stall margin of 40 knots.
Retrimming the servo flap, and thereby redistributina airloads along the span, provides 22 knots of stall relief. Increasing
rotor speed from 287 rpm to 300 rpm adds another 18 knots to the stall margin. A 3000
hour blade life is achieved by reducing tho peak spanwise bending moments by 15 percent
via mass balance changes to detune blade response. Blade mass balance selection was
also influenced by comparing criteria for blade stability on the aeroelasticity program
witli test criteria.
Flight tost measurements on the 101 Rotor are reported in Reference 27.
Figures 13 and 14 present lest curve:; obtained with the 101 Rotor compared with those of
the standard rotor and show that tho opt imizal ion efforts gave test results better than
predicted. The level flinht retreating blade stall, boundarv exceeded tho stall boundary
guarantees bv an average of H knots. The blade peak bending moments were 20 to 25 percent lower l'lan those of tho standard confiquration.
Blade lives calculated from flight
strain measurements exceeded the iooo hour guarantee.
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Anottior recent application of the aoroolastic loads and trim analysis was a
parametric investigation of the Controllable Twist Rotor aystem. This rotor system consists of torsionally soft blades with dual controls. The controls consist of conventional pitch horn linkaqoa at the inboard end and an aerodynamic control flap at the
outboard end.
A general blade confiquration was selected for study of both a conventional
pitch horn rotor system and a CTR sys :om. The blades selected had identical chords and
radii. A broad parametric evaluation of the CTR system was performed with a four-b'. aded
confiquration to determine the effects of blade torsional frequency, blade built-in
twist, flap confiquration, flan size, and flap location on rotor performance and blade
dynamics. Based on the results of those analyses, a nearly optimum CTR confiquration was
chosen for further analysis and for comparison with the conventional rotor system which
was analyzed with four, five, and six blades.
Full details of the optimization study ana the comparison are presented in
Reference 21. The comparison between the CTR and the conventional rotor was made by
sizing the rotor systems to perform a nominal utility helicopter mission. The results
indicate that the dual control CTR is smaller and has fewer blades than the comparable
DCR (Direct Control Rotor) thereby rosultinq in a lighter, smaller vehicle with lower
power requirement. The followinq tables summarize the comparisons between the two
rotors.
TABLE
ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS AND WKIGHT BREAKDOWNS FOR THE
MISSION ANALYSES COMPARING THE 4-BLADED CTR TO A 6-BLADED DCR
Aircraft Performance Parameters

Rotor Diameter (ft)
Solidity (o)
Draq Area (ft )
Installed Power (Mil SL 59C,F Ratinq)
tinq)(HP)
(HP
Disk Loadinq (lb/ft2)
Blade Loadinq (lb/ft2)
Main Rotor Tip Speed, fiR (fps)
Hover Power Roquirnments (OGE, 4000 ft, 95°F)
Hover Power Available (4000 ft, 950F)

DCR

CTR

48
.156
28.3
4520
7.56
48.5
661
2000
3200

44
.104
25
3500
7.56
72.8
661
1700
2500

DCR

CTR

Statistical Weiqht Breakdown

6120
850
2050
3380
300
1000

Structures, Rotor, Transmission
Equipment
Twinned Poworplants & Installation
Fuel
Fuel System
Mission Load
Takeoff Gross Weiqht

13700

5360*
790
1680
2460
210
1000
11500

* Includes CTR Woiqiit Penalties; 80 lb for Flaps and Mass
Balance; 170 lb for Duplicate Control.
CONCLUSIONS

1.
A comprehensive nonlinear aeroelastic loads analysis has been developed
to evaluate articulated or hinqeless rotors with single or dual controls.
2. A fully automated trim/control optimi7ation analysis has been developed
and intcqratod with the aeroelasticity analysis.
3. An automated blade bendinq moment analysis has been developed and integrated
with the aeroelasticity analysis.
4. Automated input data preparation analyses have been developed and integrated
with the aeroelasticity analysis.
5. The analyses have been correlated successfully with available test data from
a fully instrumented blade.
6. The analyses have been applied successfully to improve the performance and
dynamic behavior of a rotor system in Service use.
7. The analyses have been used to evaluate and optimize a new dual control
rotor system.
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APPENDIX I
MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS
The followinq is a list of matrix transformations used in Eqs

(4) and (5)
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where (t
= cosine u
T
u

Note that the rotation matrices are orthogonal so that the transpose of each is equal to
its inverse.
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Furthermore, each rotation matrix depends only on one Generalized coordinate.
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Prediction of fattgue design loada IN caaontlnl for propt'r i mi nl hi'lU'opter rolor ayatema. BoelngVertol hiiH developed iht- C-60 rotor loads computer prognini, li Ini'oriMjrolpa the uffi'dii nl ulrfoll lection geometry,
compreBitblllty, itall, three-dimensional How, unstcadj uerodynnmira, and nonuniform Inflow id provide reliable
rotor IOIKIN for steady-state lll^ht conditions even into the blade HIHII region. Holor IOIKIH predictions are compared
with actual ilintii test data from Boeing (11-17 und Model 347 hellcMiptors, An approach lo component HI/.IIIK IH presented in which a i:iii|.;iir design loads histogram IN constructed UNIH^ calculated sleady-atute ilirjii IOIKIN und
empirlcatly-determined maneuver loads. Current efforts to improve rotor IOIKIH predictions through Incorporation
of fully coupled lag-pitch-flap routines, simulation of coiitml system dynamics, und dcvelopmonl of maneuver loads
programs are discussed.

SYMBOLS
l
I
(i
,i

B, :■:

a
A
Si
Al,
I

of Elasticity
Moment of Inertia
Shear Modulus
Polar Moment of Inertlii
Airfoil Lift Coefficient (Subscripts Jl)
and 3D Indicate Ü-Dln ensional and
3-Dimenaional Coefficienti No
Subscript Indicates 21)
Blade Element
Annie of Attack
Sweeper Yaw Ar'(?lc
Rotor Annular Velocity
Average Adjacent Blade Lift
Hay Length
Air Density
MCMJUIUN

V
I'
C'T

V
i!|)
GW
CO
N^
HI'M
r/R
IN.-I.H

Local Air Velocity, Aircraft forward
Speed
Vortex Circulation Strength
Coefficient of ThruNt
Motor Solidity, Standard Deviation
Advance Hallo
Density Altitude
Modal frequency
Gross Weight
Center of Gravity
Hotor Blade Rotational frequency
Revolutions Per Minute
Blade Station, Percentage Measured
Outboard from Rotational Center
Moment or Torque Inch Pounds
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This paper discusses helicopter rotor slzlnn from a loads viewpoint. The rotor loads prediction methods
currently in use at The Hoeing i ompany's Vertol Division have been developed to fit Into the Iterative process of
rotor sizing. Of course, rotor loads depend In part on the elastic and mass properties of the rotor, and therefore an
estimate of the rotor properties Is required to generate loads (hence the iteration process). Tor this paper, the word
rotor means blades, hub, und upper controls.
Helicopter systems are developed to perform a given mission or series of nilsslons. It IH beyond the
scope of this paper to discuss In detail the trade studies conducted to determine basic helicopter configuration. Indeed, such a discussion would be a paper In Itself, it is sufficient to say that mission requirements expressed in
such terms as payload, rannc, hover performance, fuel reserve, and maneuver capability provide the basis for eonfiguration selection. Thrust requirements (dictated by hover performance at design gross weights and by maneuver
capability over the operating envelope) and airfoil characteristics are used to determine blade radius, blade chord,
rotor RPM and horsepower required. Blade radius is constrained further by disc loading criteria, blade chord by
flying qualities criteria, rotor RPM (i.e. tip speed) by noise criteria, and so on.
The net result of these preliminary trades is a configuration selection for which basic helicopter geometry and helicopter system target weights are identified. Hotor blade radius and chord, hub geometry, control system configuration, and target weights for each system are defined. The discussion of rotor loads, for the purpose of
this paper, presumes the configuration selection has been completed. The success of rotor system compoient sizing
(i.e. structural reliability at minimum weight) depends strongly on the proper definition of rotor system design
loads.
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AER0ELA8TIC HOTOK LOADS COMPUTER PROGRAM
Doelng-Vertol has developed an aeroelaHtlc rotor loads program, the C-60 program, which has proven adequate for helicopter loads predictions. Typical program running time on the IBM .160 computer is 10 minutes. Program
C-60 calculates rotor blade flapwise, chordwlse, and torsional deflrctions and loads together with rotor performance,
control system forces, and vibratory hub loads. Articulated and hlngeless rotors with from 2 to 9 blades and low
twist may be analyzed. The analysis is limited to calculations involving steady-state flight at constant rotor tlpspeeds.
The blades may be of arbitrary planform, twist, and mlial variation in airfoil section.
The analysis considers coupled flapwise-torsion deflections and uncoupled chordwlse defluctlons of the
rotor blades. The blade is represented by 20 lumped masses interconnected in scries by clastic elements. Boundary
conditions for either articulated or hlngeless rotors are applied and the solution obtained by expanding the vnrinhlcs
in a 10-harmonic Fourier series. Rotor blade idealization is shown in Figure 1.
ACTUAL BLADE
THE BLADE HAS:

• SMALL, NONLINEAR
TWIST
• VARIABLE SHEAR
CENTER 5. VERTICAL
NEUTRAL AXIS
• NONLINEAR MAGS &
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
• VARIABLE PLANFORM
& CROSS SECTION

APPROXIMATION

EACH SECTION HAS:
NO TWIST

BLADE SECTION
BOUNDARIES

CONSTANT SHEAR
CENTER & VERTICAL
NEUTRAL AXIS
NO ELASTIC DEFLECTION BUT IS
CONNECTED TO THE
ADJACENT SECTION
THROUGH EQUIVALENT
STIFFNESS
CONSTANT PLANFORM
& CROSS SECTION

EQUIVALENT SYSTEM
APPLIED
AIRLOADS
CONSTANT El & GJ
ELASTIC BAY

mumm

"I

BLADE SECTION
BOUNDARIES

L

PITCH AXIS

MASS BAY
EQUIVALENT MASS
Figure I.

Comparison of Actual Blade and Idealized Blade

Airload calculations Include the effects of airfoil section geometry, compressibility, stall, 3-dimensional
flow, unsteady aerodynamics, and nonuniform Inflow. Static airfoil tables are used to account for compressibility,
static stall, and airfoil shape. The unsteady aerodynamic loads are calculated by modifying the static loads resulting
from the airfoil tables to Include Theordorsen's shed-wake function modified by the assumptions shown In Figure 2,
dynamic stall effects based on oscillating airfoil data (Figure 3), and yawed flow across the blade (Figure 4).
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PARALLEL WAKE
ACTUAL SHED WAKE
PATTERN

PARALLEL WAKE
ASSUMPTION

2. Or
(DYN)

SUED VORTICES

C,

1.0

STATIC C

BLADE

ii

ANGLE 01
ATTACK

LINEAR RELATION BETWEEN VORTEX STRENGTH AND
ANGLE OF ATTACK

ASSUMED LINEAR
RELATION
___ ACTUAL
VARIATION

SHED
VORTEX
STRENGTH

DYNAMIC
STATIC- STALL
STALL

Figure 3. The Dynamic CL, Calculation in Stall Is
Dependent on the Dynamic Stall Delay
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ENGINEERING
APPROXIMATION,

to

ANGLE OF ATTACK

u

A-eo»

I

REDUCED FREQUENCY
USES THE INSTANEOUS RELATIVE VELOCITY AND
ASSUMES ONLY 1/REV BLADE MOTION IS PRESENT

A^s*
iu

w
o

Figure 2. Shed Wake Assumptions
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The nonuniform inflow calculations are based
on a tip and root vortex trailed from each blade (Figure
5). Through an iterative technique, each trailed vortex
is made compatible with the calculated blade lift distribution; and the lift distribution is compatible with the nonuniform downwash field. The effect of downwash on lift
is shown in Figure fi. The vortex wake is assumed to be
rigid and to drift relative to the hub with a constant resultant velocity composed of thrust-induced uniform
downwash and the speed of the aircraft.
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A flow diagram of this analysis is shown
in Figure 7. The solution for the nonlinear aerodyFigure 4, Engineering Approximation Accounting
for Yawed Flow
namic loads and the coupled flap-pitch blade response
is performnd in series. Up to 10 iterations between
the airloads and blade response are used to obtain the final solution. An iterative solution is used to account for the
nonlinear coupling between the blade deflections and airloads that result from airfoil stall and compressibility.
Iteration techniques are also used to obtain compatibility between the airloads, downwash, and vortex strength and
to obtain a match with a specified rotor thrust. The following is a brief outline of the computer procedure.
The C-60 program is started by calculating initial deflections and defining boundary conditions from input
(I.e. collective and cyclic pitch and root flap deflections). These inputs are either known (as in the case of a model
test) or are obtained from an aerodynamic trim analysis. The trim analysis calculates the rotor trim (i.e. aircraft
angle of attack, thrust, collective pitch, cyclic pitch, and blade root flap angle) by considering aircraft gross weight,
center of gravity, fuselage drag, rigid blade properties, quasilinear static airfoil characteristics, nonuniform downwash, forward speed, and rotor speed to determine the airloads required to maintain the free flight aircraft in
equilibrium for a steady-state flight condition.
Next, the rotor-induced velocities are calculated to provide a downwash field for each blade. First, uniform downwash is determined either from input or a simple calculation. If only uniform downwash is required, the
program exits from the downwash routine and proceeds to the airload routine. If nonuniform downwash is required,
a complex iteration loop is initiated. The downwash field resulting from this routine is used throughout the program
with no updates or modification.
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After the downwaih
Hold IH calculated, the ny,ul
binde deflootioni (inltlnl deflec-

11AV

ADJACENT
TO CUTOUT

Figure 5,

NO

tioni), iiiiiiiiiilfonn (iownwiiHli,
ami nonlinear aerodynamic
coefftcienta are thtii combined
to calculate thu airloads. Here
BKoin, a thrust routine Iteration
Is provided to guarantee u
thruit match If desired. Kollowlng the airload routine, the
aerodynamic vertical force and
pitching moment are harmonically analyzed and used as
forcing functions to calculate
the coupled flap-pitch dynamic
response of the blade. Since
the forcing loads are nonlinear
functions of the forced response
(due to stall and compressibility), iteration between aerodynamic loads and the blade dynamic response la required to
provide feedback. To perform
the iteration, the most recently
calcul ted coupled flap-pitch
deflections are substituted back
AVi:iiAi;i ADJACENT hl.ADI LIFT
into the aerodynamic analysis,
the aerodynamic forcing functions arc evaluated again, and
TY
the coupled flap-pitch response
analysis repeated. The iteraI.HCAI, VI I.DClT'i
tion is continued until a specific
number of iterations (usually
Calculation of Trailed Vortex StrctiKth
10) has been completed. The
number of iterations specified
should be sufficient to insure a converged solution.
IIIWNWASM

After the coupled flap-pitch airload iteration is
complete, the t'orlol Is force is calculated from the coupled
flap-pitch deflecAIHI'iM, ANGLI
tions and added to
the tangential
READ
aerodynamic
AIRFOIL
uri.ATivr VI l.i
TABLES
forces for the lag
forcing function.
The uncoupled lag
READ INPUT
response is calDATA AND
KITH liilWWKA::!!
CONVERT UNITS
culated In the
same manner as
the coupled flapINITIAL
pitch response;
CALCUREDUCEI
however,
no
iterLATIONS
LIFT
ations are pert
formed. The
A 1RLOADS
DOWNWASH
Influence of lag
& THRUST
ROUTINE
ROUTINE
deflections on
airloads and the
♦
THE DOWHWASH FROM THE THAII.H) VdlllllKS RKDl CKS nil
coupled flap-pitch
ANCLE OF ATTACK. Tilt IIKDI l TIHN IN ANlil.E of ATTACK
THRUST
1
AIRLOADS
res|)onse is asHUH CKS THE LIFT (LIFT DEFICIENCY) AMI IIKM I lUDIl'IS
ROUTINE 1
ROUTINE
THE STRENGTH of INK TIIAI1.KI) VOIITEX S NCE THE THAII.H)
sumed to be
VORTEX STRENGTH IS I'llcilliH] IONAI. TO I IK lil.AIH SECTION
negligible.
LIFT.
COUPLED
BLADE
1
FLAP
LOADS
1
PITCH
FLAP & PITCIll
Next,
RESPONSE
Figure (i. Effect of Downwash
blade radial
CORIOLIS
forces are calFORCE
CALCUculated by considering blade shortening resulting from flap and lag deLATIONS
flections; pitch link loads are calculated by determining the blade system
pitching moment and all loads are resolved from the rotor disc system
BLADE
1
UNCOUPLED
into the blade system. Finally, fixed and rotating system hub and
LOADS
j
LAC
lower control loads are evaluated by combining the root shears and
RESPONSE
CHORD
|
moments with the system geometry.
SECTION LIFT

(PROPORTIONAL T'
v2 AND a I

♦

♦

♦
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As the flow diagram shows, the aeroelastlc rotor analysis
is basically an aerodynamic analysis coupled by Iteration to a dynamic
analysis.

HUB AND
CONTROL
LOADS

(

NEXT CASE ^

Figure 7.
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HOiOH LOADS COHIU.I.ATION

The prooen of developing a rotor loadi prediction capability ROCH band-in-hand with u continual effort to
correlate predictions with actual tont results. The question Is; How good are the predicted rotor system loads?
Several examples of loads correlation results have beim selected to provide visibility on this question. Mlnht test
data from throe of Boelng-Vertol'l tandem rotor helicopters and one run of wind tunnel data Is shown. The Cll-47('
helicopter has two rotors with three constant-chord constant-thickness blades of steel-fiberglass construction; the
Advanced Geometry Blade CII-47 has two rotors with three tapercd-chord tapered-thiokneaa blades of fiberglass construction, and the Model 'J-il helicopter has two rotors with four CH-47C blades. Pitch link loads shown are from the
CH-47C aft rotor at u - 0.30(i and Cf/a of 0.1147 (well Into blade stall) and from a 14-l'oot-diameter wind tunnel
mode). Table I summarizes the fllKht conditions and test data shown In the correlation plots. All the test data shown
is for steady-state flight conditions.

TAiU.I.

Source

SUMMARY

OF CORRELATION DATA

Number Ulado
Dc nm ty
of
Radius Flight Cross
(ft)
Blades
Numb'-r Weight Altit ude
3

CH-47C

I

30

8J

Mllli

3')000

CC.
Locali an
HI'M
(in)
230

5 At 1

_

,

l(),.'l

_

WinJ
Tunnel

■1

7

CH-47(ACBI

3

Ml

272

46000

bOOO

24rj

Model

4

30

J13

4^000

1600

220

147

HVWT
102-44

Max
(■T.

M.ix
■

0.1147
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r

Com lonent
Pi tch
Kldp
Link
Bending
X

X

X

0 .Of. J

1) . I iil

■1 Al 1

O.OB'JO

0.299

X

6 Al 1

0.087 3

11 . 37 1

X

I'ilili Link l.ii.iiU
7 000 FT
CH-47C, FLIGHT X-a3, CT/a = 0.114,
The pitch link,
2400r
which reacts blade pitching
moments, introduces flight
loads into the control system.
a
Historically, hi^h control< 1600
c
system loads associated with
u
blade stall have limited the
zx
helicopter flight envelope.
M Z
E-i
H
Alternating pitch-link loads
< J
800
z
typically exhibit a rather con2s
sistent increase with increaswo
E- E^
ing airspeed until blade stall
QUASISTATIC
J M
< a.
is reached. Then pitch-link
THEORY
loads and hence control sys60
80
tem loads may exhibit rather
100
120
140
sharp increases in magnitude
TRUE AIRSPEED - KNOTC
Including significant harmonic
content from multiples of the
Figure 8. Comparison of Test and Analytical Pitch Link Loads lor an
oncc-per-rotor revolution
Airspeed Sweep
frequency. Figure 8 shows
measured CH-47C alternating
pitch link loads as a function of airspeed. The C-GO load predictions prior to the Incorporation of compressibility,
stall, dynamic stall hlsteivsis, and three-dimensional flow is labeled quasistalic theory and fails to predict pitch link
loads above 100 knots. With
the incorporation of unsteady
aerodynamic theory, the imFLIGHT X-83, V = 123 KNOTS, CT/o = 0.114, HD = 7000 FT
provement in pitch link load
correlation is dramatic. Not
\—
1 REVOLUTION
only arc the loads below stall
predicted well, but Rood
agreement with stall flutter
2000 •
loads is obtained, and the
inception of blade stall at !•"
1000 w
a
knots is accurately predicted.
<
Q
Figure !• shows the predicted
3
and measured pilch link wave0 »
x
form at 12.3 knots. The capaz
M
bility to predict the stall
-1
-1000 •
RADY
flutter load spike magnitude
X
AERODYNAMIC
and location in the fourth
u
THEORY
H -2000 L
quadrant is a significant advancement in rotor loads
600
technology,
400
500
ICO
200
300

BLADE AZIMUTH POSITION
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Pitch Link Load Waveform Correlation Using Unsteady
Aerodynamic Theory
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Figure lü shows
u pitch link loud waveform
taken from data recorded in
the Boeing-Vertol Wind Tunnel In Au(,rust 1972. The
model was a 14-foot-dlameter luur-bladed much scaled
rotor and the data was recorded for CT/O - 0. Ü(i2 and
u ~ 0. 350. The C-(!0 prediction, scaled down from full
size to model dimensions,
shows exceptional correlation in lx)th waveform and

magnitude.
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Rotor blade alu
ternatlng (one-half peak to
peak) flap bending m mients
for the CH-47C, CII-'17
(AGD), and the Model 347
o
are shown In Kifturos 11, 12,
to
and 13. The test data variation is indicated by a bar,
and the average or most
representative alternating
180
270
360
load recorded is indicated by
BLADE AZIMUTH - DEGREES
a circle. C-60 predictions
usinn both uniform and nonuniform downwash routines
Figure 10. Comparison of Wind Tunnel Pitch Link Load and the Scaled C'-OO
arc included in the high
Prediction
speed cases shown. The use
of nonuniform downwash in
the analysis more closely predicts the lift distribtuion along the blade as a function of azimuth and also introduces
blade tip vortices lying in or near the disc plane. For single rotor helicopters (or forward rotors on tandem helicopters), blade loads are increased by the impulse from the intersection of a blade with the vortex of a preceding blade.
In tandems, the alt-rotor loads can be increased by the intersection of aft blades with vortices trailing downstream
from the forward rotor. Vortex strikes or near strikes tend to impart impulse loads to the blade exciting the higher
flap bending modes. These modes are lightly damped and therefore contribute significant!) to the flap betiding moment
when vortex interference is involved.
For the CH-47C blade, the second (4.75 ü), third (7.90;.), and

AIRCRAFT B361
FLIGHT 272 - 10
CM - 46000 LB
CC. . 4 IN. AFT

Figure 11. CH-47C Aft Rotor, Predicted and Measured
Alternating Flap Bonding Moment at V« 123
Knots

i

Figure 12. CI1-47C With Advanced-Geometry Blades, Aft
Rotor Predicted and Measured Alternating
Flap Bending Moment at 132 Knots
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fourth (12.1Ü I!) Ilcxihli modou all \xsak ut 10 to
13 and HO to HS percunt rudluH. ThlH liulloatei that flap
bonding inomontH, whon opuriillnK with HlKnlflcunt vortex
disturbance, would have a hii'Ke lnlx)ard and outboard
peak. The effect of the fourth flexible mode IH not Included bocauso Iho ('-«o program capability IH limited to
10 harmonica.
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COMPONENT SIZIN(;
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During fllght qualification of an actual helicopter, an extonalve array of loadH are collected. These
loads cover the full ranne of helicopter gross weight,
center-of-gravlty locution, airspeed, altitude, rotor
RPM, cyclic trim and helicopter maneuvers. Flight
loads/stresses are recorded on many components
(approximately 150 stress parameters were recorded
during the CH-47C Chinook stress and motion survey)
Including rotor blade flap bending, chord bending, torsion and absolute spar stresses; rotating control system
stresses on hubs, pitch links, drive scissors, and
swashplate lugs; stationary control system stresses on
actuators and linkages; rotor shaft bending moment and
torsion; drive system torsion; and alrframe stresses at
selected locations. A helicopter mission (fatigue) profile
(Table II) is derived from the mission requirements and
used with the loads above to define the structural flight
envelope. A further step is the establishment of component retirement lives.

This process is fine for aircraft qualification, but during Initial component sizing measured flight
loads obviously do not exist. Even so, the definition of
a design fatigue load histogram relating to the helicopter
fatigue profile is now feasible. It can presently be done
by a mixture of pure analysis (C-60 rotor loads program), wind tunnel test data, and empirical use of flight
test data from existing helicopters. In the future, it
may be possible to predict envelope loads completely by
analytical means.

j

!

TABLE II.
TYPICAL HELICOPTER FATIGUE PROFILE**

CONDITION
Ground Conditions
Take Off
Steady Hovering
Turns Hovering
Hover Control Reversals
Sideward Flight
Rearward Flight
Landing Approach
Forward Flight
.""O Percent VH
40 Percent VH
50 Percent VH
60 Percent VH
70 Percent VH
80 Percent VH
90 Percent VH
vH
115 Percent VH
Climb, Takeoff Power
Climb, Full Power
Partial Power Descent
Turns

PERCENT OF
OCCURRENCES*

1.0
(400)
16.0
(1000)
(1000)
1.0
0.5
(500'

■IU.W.IKI'.II II.ITII«

irn ir

^__._...,. ,. ^
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18.0
16.0
16.0
1.0
1.0
3.0

■

!
!i
|!
l|

4.0
(500)

5.0

Controls Reversals
Pull Up
Power to Autorotation
Autorotation to Power
Steady Autorotation
Autorotation Turns

(800)
(250)
(40)
(40)

1.0

1

0.4

1

Autorotation Control Rev
Autorotation Landing
Autorotation Pull Up
Ground-Air-Ground
Power Drive

0.3
0.3
(40)
(100)

!
!

* Bracketed numbers are occurrences
per 100 flight hours
** Altitude, gross weight

and center

if gravity splits not shown for
convenience
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Figure 14 shows CH-47C flight tc;t data
which, for the example cited, repi"scnts a configuration similar to the new design. The CH-47C maneuver
data is used as the basis for maneuver loads for the now
design. For convenience, only pull-ups, turns, and
control reversals arc shown. Figure 15 shows the calculated (C-GÜ) steady state pitch link load for the new
helicopter as a function of airspeed for the dosit'ii gross
weight. The mission required airspeed Vn, the power
limit, and stall inception (indicated by the calctlated
waveform) are shown for reference. The maneuver
loads shown in Figure 15 are related empirically to the
actual CH-47C data shown in Figure 14. Care mui-t be
exercised in the determination of the maneuver loa Is to
properly account for penetration into blade stall and for
configuration differences such as delta three. The empirical relationships consider relative Cj/o and may
account for as many splits of maneuver severity (i.e.
load factor or bank angle) as desired. The pitch link
fatigue design loads histogram (Figure l(i) is now constructed using the loads data and the frequency of occurrence specified in the mission profile.
■

1
|
f
|

4.0
2.0
2.0
5.0

As an illustration of the semlempirical
process, consider the following pitch link discussion
which is presented as an example of compraent sizing.

Figure 13. Model 347 With CH-47C Blades, Aft Rotor
Predicted and Measured Alternating Flap
Bending Moment at V = 152 Knots
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The required pitch
link size depends not only on
loads but also on material
fatigue properties. With the
S-N curve shape of the structural material involved and
the loads histogram, a life
versus endurance limit curve,
Figure 17, is constructed by
setting the endurance limit at
various load levels and using
Miner's cumulative fatigue
damage rule. Entering the
lite versus endurance limit
curve at the required design
life defines the required pilch
link endurance limit expressed
in load. This design load is
used to size the part in conjunction with mean -3o fatigue
stress allowables. Conventional fatigue analyses accounting for stress concentrations, fretting, moan stresses,
and secondary stresses are
employed in component sizing.
The mean -3ö allowable provides structural reliability lor
inherent scatter in material
fatigue performance.
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Continued efforts
are required to achieve a
capability to predict rotor
loads for an entire helicopter
flight. Current efforts at
Boeing-Vertol include an expansion of the C-liO rotor
loads program, the development of an analog program
with the capability to slmulait
control system dynamics, ana
the development of loads programs for transient flight
conditions. Each of these
efforts is discussed below.
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Fatigue Design Data, Pilch Link Load versus True Airspeed
expanded (and hence redeslgnaled C-70) to allow the analysis of highly twisted propellers/
rotors. Improvements, which
should also benefit helicopter
loads predictions to some degree, Include the effect of large
blade twist, shear center chordwise location, vertical neutral
axis chordwise location, and
fully coupled blade deflections.
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For highly twisted
blades, the principal axes in
the chordwise and flapwise
directions change their orientation relative to the rotorshaft
at each spanwise location.
The C-OO analysis does not
consider this principal axis
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rotation! To aoourately calculate
tho blade (JuductlünH, including
principal axis rotation, requires
that either all calculntlonfl be performed In a local-axis system
coincident with the local principal
axis orientation or in a fixed-axis
system with all the cross-Inertia
terms included. In either case,
the analysis Is best performed If
the chordwise and flapwlse deflections are coupled. In addition,
since the chordwise mass center
is not coincident with the shear
center, coupling with torsion will
also result. Therefore, to properly analyze rotors with large
twist, a coupled chordwise-flapwise-torsion analysis is required.
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The present C-()0
rotor analysis assumes that the
n
pitch axis, vertical neutral axis,
4
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6
and shear center are coincident.
PITCH LINK ENDURANCE LIMIT
POUNDS X 10-3
This assumption is fairly accurate
when applied to long, slender
rotor blades with spar-type conFigure 17. Pitch Link Fatigue Life versus Endurance Limit
struction. However, recent developments In composite materials,
new construction techniques, and the larger chord-to-radius ratio of propellers have made the difference between the
pitch axis and shear center more important. Control input (cyclic and collective), as well as flexible control input
resulting from control loads, are input about the pitch axis while elastic twist resulting from blade torsional loads
pitches about the shear center. When the difference between the pitch axis and shear center is significant, both axis
systems must be taken into account when calculating the rotor loads.
1

1

The C-70 prediction
of flap bending moment on the
Model 160 performance model i
hover is shown in Figure 1H along
with the wind tunnel data. The
wind tunnel model is a 5. 5 foot
diameter 1/10 scale full span tilt
rotor model. The test data was
collected with a 3-dcgrces-ofcyclic and lO-degrees-of-collcctive control input. The blade has
36-dcgree twist over the airfoil
section. The result shown speaks
lor itself.
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A CBO analog analysis program is being developed In
account for the effects of control
-IS
120
180
360
system dynamics on loads. ParaROTOR
AZIMUTH
metric studies indicate that control system (i.e. , pitch link)
loads are affected by control sysFigure IH. Model 160 Performance Model, Predicted and Measured Flap
tern stiffness. This is not really
Mending Waveform in Hover for y° Cyclic and 10" Collective
surprising because the control
at 2:i()0 HPM
system may be thought of as a
rotor torsional spring connected
in scries with a torsionally flexible rotor blade. It is also apparent that control system damping can be effective in
delaying the onset or reducing the amplitude of pitch link load increases triggered by stall flutter. The CBO analog
analysis is a six-degree-of-lrecdom single rotor dynamical analysis for four rotating blades which are forced with
airloads that feature unsteady and stall delay aerodynamics. The rotor blades have individual first flexible torsional
degrees of freedom with each blade connected to the swashplate through its own torsional spring. Distributed or
lumped masses may be used to represent the swashplate under which three or four parallel spring-damper lower supports may be arbitrarily positioned about the azimuth. The system features individual blade aerodynamics with dynamic and aerodynamic swashplate-blade coupling.
The airloads are determined by a rapid blade radial airload integration on the analog computer. The loads
are stored and applied as the forcing function to a set of simultaneous differential equations. Updating of the aerodynamic forcing function occurs every four degrees of rotation. The loading technique allows solutions to proceed more
quickly than other programs. The analog receives control signals from the digital computer which also stores the
basic airfoil data. Figure 1!) is a schematic of the mathematical model.
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ROTATING

SWASHPLATE
STATIONARY
SWASHPLATE

GROUND PLANE
MODEL INCLUDES 4 BLADES, ONLY ONE
SHOWN HERE FOR CLARITY
Figure 19. Four-Bladed Rotor Pitch Damping Model
Model 347 night test data for the
lower supports is shown with analog results
in Figure 20. In this case, the analog blades
were disconnected and the corresponding
flight test pitch link waveform was used as
input data. Note the correlation is good in
amplitude but needs improvement in phase
angle.
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An area of extreme interest in
rotor loads technology is the prediction of
transient loads related to maneuvering flight.
An example of development efforts in this
area is Program L-32 which can be used to
predict vertical blade loads resulting from
maneuvers and uniform gusts. L-32, using a
companion program as a subroutine, calculates flap mode shapes of an articulated or
rigid rotor. It utilizes these mode shapes to
calculate the flap bending blade response and
hub loads during steady-state conditions and
during transient conditions following pilot
control changes of collective, cyclic, and/or
a gust. The collective and cyclic changes can
be put in together or separately as a step or
ramp function. The gust input is uniform
starting and ending as a step function but may
come from an arbitrary direction. The airloads include steady plus three harmonics,
determined by linear aerodynamic theory,
and a tip vortex prescribed by input in both
space and time. The effects of delta three
and precone are included and rotors with up
to six blades can be accommodated. Although
L-32 Is currently limited to vertical loads
and does not account for the removal of control inputs, some reasonable correlation
with measured CH-47B flight test data has
been achieved as shown in Figure 21.
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FORWARD ROTOR WITU VORTEX
FLIGHT TEST (+8° COLLECTIVE CHANGE)
GW - 32,400 LB
V = 117 KNOTS
.; = 233 RPM
CG = 7.5 IN AFT
TRIM ■ -2.8/-5.8
ALT = 1,600 FT

L-32 STEADY STATE
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CH-47B Rotor Blade Flap Bending Moment

CONCLUSIONS
The capability for predicting helicopter rotor system loads for rotating components Is well established for
unstalled level-flight conditions. Recent developments such as the Inclusion of unsteady uerodynumica in computer
programs allows calculation of stalled pitch link loads. Research efforts expanding loads prediction technology to
include lower control loads, to account for control system dynamics, to handle highly twisted prop/rotors, and to calculate transient loads during maneuvering flight are encouraging. They must bü continued to achieve a capability for
the analytical determination of total envelope loads. In the interim, empirical methods may be used with calculated
level-flight loads to determine design loads for new helicopters.
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REVIEW OF PAPKHS 1 AND ?
by

A J Sobey
Principal Scientific Officer
Struotures Department
Royal Aircraft Establishment
Farnborough
Hampshire
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A reTiew nay take several different forms - that of a book, for example, is a sales promotion
exercise. In that light, I Mould like to applaud the two papers which it has been my pleasure
to review and to declare that the first paper la an excellent account of the problem of rotor load
determination. Those who wish to enter this difficult field could scarcely improve upon
Dr Lemnlos' paper with Its extensive bibliography as an entree to the subject. Host of Dr Lemnios*
paper Is taken up with an account of the methodology which the rotor analyst performs and only a
nail amount, of text Is given up to other features so that the paper principally presents the
results of several man-years of work which the Kaman Company have done in this field. Mr Qabel's
paper Is somewhat different In its broad conception. The author reports not one method, on which
he aska to be Judged, but an organic set of programmes progressively growing. Thus it is more
candid In that it Is continuously changing as a result of experience. Such updating would seem
to be an essential part of any modern programme development.
A review may, however, like that of a TV programme, be critical and I will now pick up
some points which have caught my eye as a structures man. Firstly, though, I should trrad nome
delicate ground. The question of rotor load determination is one In which structural factors
Interplay with aerodynamic ones in such an interactive way that it Is scarcely possible to
separate the one effect from the other. Nevertheless, I will say very little about aerodynamic
matters. Let us, then, examine some of the structural problems which occur in both
programmes.
First of all there is the question of how to represent the blade. Now Dr Lemnios does
not spell out in great detail how the dynamic model la to be established but he makes two very
good points. The first Is that the governing equations of notion are non-linear and secondly
he uses the principle of virtual work to derive the governing equations of notion. He
subsequently talks about blade modes. Presumably the governing equations of motion are
simplified by the omission of certain forcing terms and the resulting free vibration equations
are recovered and linearised to that some normal modes may be calculated. Matrix concepts are
introduced into the analysis, so as to keep the book-keeping straight as he puts it, so
presumably the modes are used as a basis for blade analysis. Now in contrast Mr Gabel's
model of the blade Is quite different. In his first figure you see his expose of the blade as a
series of not disjoint but sdjointed elements with particular interrelationships between them.
His equations of motion are based upon this simplified model which are retained throughout the
calculation. He does not use a modal approach. It would seem to me, particularly in view of the
evidence from flight tests, that the harmonic analysis - the modal content - is very important
and In view of the fact that the corroboration between calculation and experiment ia principally
in the lower order modes. It Is perhaps in the inclusion of higher order harmonics that the next
stage In modifying the dynamic model will take place.
If we have got modes, and let us assume that that ia a really straightforward exercise,
there Is the question of how are we going to use them. One of the aspects here that disturbs
me Is that since cyclic pitch is essentially a finite amplitude excitation and since normal modes
exist only for Infinitesimal departures from steady coning, is the case for using normal modes
In the helicopter rotor analysis as overwhelming as it is in the corresponding fixed wing case.
Now If we are examining, let us say, the tall plane motion of a civil airliner, there is no
question that dynamical equations for that component would be written down in terms of normal
coordinates and we would expect the departures from the steady state condition to be smnll enough
to allow that treatment, and for that to be almost linear. But is the correspondinp; situation
In the rotary field as overwhelming? Is it, perhaps, the case - and I put this as a question to
all of us who are looking at the general strategy of how to conduct the aeroelastic analysis that we are better off using a modal approach, or using a continuous (or even discrete) system
of equations.
I would like now to say something about the integration of the blade governing equations.
Or Lemnios makes the point that if we take some value of the azimuth, anticipate the Initial
values of the blade variables and integrate round one cycle and hope to return to those values,
that this process may not work well. The forward integration process, euphemistically, may or
•ay not converge. But we know that it is physically possible to demonstrate situations in which
the motion is not periodic with basic period of one revolution but it is possible, as with the
split tip-path plane condition for solutions with period other than one revolution to interfere
with the ones that really interest us. I would like to suggest th-it we are unwise to demand of
our computers that we march, and integrate around the azimuth and that this is the best way of
solving the problem. It is an obvious way, but is it necesssrily the best?
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Now uome years ago, If we were faced with the quastion of the atablllty of a syatem deecrlbed
by a ayatam of non-linear differential equations we would be forced to do what IT Lamnios doss in
hie exanination of the stability during a change of ntata fron one position to another, that is to
look at the linearized aquations of notion about a particular point and teat the stability in that
region. But it is now poaaible due to the growth of B'/thoda that are essentially »cry old in concept
but rery modern in application - nanely that of Lyapur.ov - for stability of non-linear systens to
be explored in a global nenne. Now I put this out ar an idea; are we not ripe, in the non-linear
analyaia field, for some sort of parallel to the Lyepunov atability analyaia which will help ua with
the forced reaponse problem? Or Lemnioa given ua s." account of the Herman integrating matrix method,
which is a linear concept that derives from the IW.J-Baker or Matriunt method, that ralatea the
atate vector at one azimuth to its neighbour by a transfer matrix. We may progreaa around the
azimuth by more than one technique and the Herman method is one way of doing it. but the marching
forward proceaa ia not wholly vindicated and I would like to see the non-linear aspects broken by
some mathematical artefact rather than a numerical one. It is, in theory at leant, possible to
replace differential equations by finite difference ones and to set up a system of algebraic
equations whose order will be high but the matrix sparse ao that we can determine in a single
calculation conditions on the blade.
I do not want to say very much about the tests of credibility of the programme which I will
leave to my colleague Mr fiziali but I am impressed with the way in which both our speakers have
shown the effectiveness of their programmes in action. But here I must strike a ncte of warning.
You tend, like gardeners, to show only your best blooms. Thus in accepting that the evidence that
has been adduced looks very good I would invite us to inspect a little more closely and thia
cannot be done in open forun.
Both our speakers have a similar difficulty in that they have bean associated with
programme development over a long period of time - it is man-years of work that we are talking about and the quastion that goes through one's mind is: "What is the way ahead?" Here Dr Lemnioa makes
no comment - there is no space in his paper to squeeze it in. But the preponderant part of
Hr Gabel's paoer ia an account of the way in which his company has learned to adapt the C-60
programme to the chastening experiences of real life. I am delighted to aee the way in which
programme C-70 emerges after major surgery has taken place on C-60. In particular I note that
the blade motion in described by fully coupled equations, a point I am sure Dr Lemnioa will applaud
since he started with such equations. Blade motion in which the lagging motion is a derived
quantity that follows once you have basically set up the pitch-flap interaction doea not seem to
me to be right but its a good start. May be with the kind of blade on which Boeing Vertol have
tested their programme, the structural decouplings in the blade allow the lag and flap-pitch
separation, but it is significant that Mr Gabel has written in his paper that it is new blades,
new methods of construction that force the use of a fully coupled system. Also to be applauded
is the inclusion of the Tarzanin dynamic stall effects which creates the opportunity for making
more penetrative examinations of that very difficult region at high forward speed.
Now we ought to ask the cardinal question "How good is it all?" - how useful is it to be
able to predict loads at 1.0 g in level flight. It is unquestionably true that the loads that are
currently calculated are not fatigue damaging. The first sentence of Mr Qabel's paper declares
as objective the rotor fatigue life prediction and he bravely takes up the question of the way in
which the present capability can be used to estimate fatigue life. Somewhere in the middle of
Table II, listing flight conditions and deaignatlng the proportion of total flying life given to
each flight condition, in the fatigue-damaging 5^. It is a very difficult exercise to read across
from something which is non-fatigue Managing (an intermediate load) to a fatiguing (extreme) load.
Now what Mr Gabel says can be represented this way. We have a two state situation. On the one
hand a calculation for an existing design and flight observations on the aircraft in a variety of
conditions, on the other calculations only for another design from which we make the corresponding
projection - by simple proportion the schoolboy might say. But the credibility of that exercise is
in doubt. It does depend on one design being close enough to those which have gone - like the
motor car industry where this year's model looks very like last year's - so that you may iterate
the design. But we are now considering revolutionary concepts in rotary-wing design. With these
types of aircraft can we be so confident of the projections? If the end-product of all this effort
is that the analyses that we do, however interesting they are academically and scholastically, are,
in the end to be interpreted very loosely in design, one mieht ask "Is it really worth while?"
Thia is a rhetorical queotion for the answer is obviously yes, not that we all have a vested
interec'. in wanting this intriguing and difficult activity to go on. The fact is that we cannot
escape from doing so.
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ROTOR AEROELASTIC SIMULATION - A REVIEW
by
K.A. Piziali
VIZEX, INC.
4524 Bailey Avenue
Amtierst, New York 142 26
United States of America
SUMMARY
The comment s of this review are directed toward the overall community effort: to
develop rotor aeroela stic computer simulations. The observation is made that, while over
the past 10 to 12 yea rs there has been a significant expansion in the scope of the predictive capability of ro tor simulations, there has not been, in general, significant improvement in the correlati on of the predicted results with the real world. Those aspects of
the rotor simulations where It is believed future efforts should be focused are considered
they are (1) the aero dynamic representations used, (2) the validation procedures used, and
(3) the solution tech niques used. Finally, the practical usefulness of the present type
of rotor aeroelastic simulations to the rotor system designer is questioned.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The presentations by Mr. Lemnios and Mr. Gable describe two specific rotor airloads prediction methods which, I believe, are generally representative of the state-ofthe-art in the United States today. Therefore, while the discussion presented herein is
applicable to these two methods, my comments are really directed toward the overall
community effort to develop and improve rotor airloads prediction methods (or as 1 prefer.
Rotor Aeroelastic Simulations).
The objectives of rotor aeroelastic simulations are the structural dynamic
response of the system and its performance. The structural response includes, e.g.,
the blade and hub stresses, control system loads, transmitted shears, etc. while the
performance includes such information as the rotor lift, propulsive force, shaft moments,
and power required.
The efforts to formulate large scale, detailed digital computer simulations of
helicopter rotor systems began in the early 1960's (e.g. References 1, 2, and 3). These
early efforts assumed the blade motions to be known and concentrated on developing the
aerodynamic representations. As a degree of success was obtained with these first aerodynamic representations, elementary structural dynamics representations of the rotor blades
were added to the simulations and the aerodynamic representation improved (e.g. Reference
4). Since then the scope of rotor aeroelastic simulations has expanded considerably to
include all of the significant blade degrees of freedom and their couplings (linear .ind
non-linear), the control system response, trim of the rotor/fuselage combination, maneuvers
and transient response, free wake, stall and reverse flow aerodynamics, etc., etc. However,
there is one striking observation--that is, _in general the degree of correlation of the
predicted results with measured results has not improved significantly, if at all, since
those early simulation efforts. This is a general observation which can be made if one
compares the correlations of the early work with more recent correlations. Admittedly
exemptions can be presented but I reiterate that in general (i.e., for various configurations, operating conditions, etc.) the degree of correlation has not improved significantly.
Only as an example, I have presented in Figure 1 a comparison of the measured
and predicted time history of airload attr/R=0.75 ( extracted from Figure II of Reference 4)
for the same case as Mr. Lemnios has presented in the lower half of his Figure 9 (also
reproduced here in Figure i). (This comparison is in no way intended to reflect on the
simulation developed by Kaman but their result is convenient to illustrate the point.)
Similar qualitative comparisons can be made using other recent results! It should be noted
that the scales and units are different for these two comparisons but all that is intended
here is to show that there is no significant diffe rence in the degree of correlation
attained. As further example of the degree of cor relation which was being attained earlier
I have presented here in Figures 2 and 3 results e xtracted from Inferences 3 and 4,
respectively. So as not to be misleading, I have also presented in Figure 4 another
example of an early correlation (from Reference 4) where the agreement was not particularly
good. As is still true today, the capability of t he rotor aeroelastic siinulaLions to
predict the real-world results is not uniform over the range of applications (i.e., configurations and operating conditions).
Thus to reiterate--in the past 10 to 12 years while there has b n a significant
expansion of the scope of the predictive capability of rotor aeroelastic imulations, there
has been little significant improvement in the correlation of the predicted results with
the real world. One factor which has contributed to the lack of improve .lent in the accuracy
of the simulations is, I believe, the absence of adequate validation procedures. A good
validation procedure should not simply compare the final results in total but should provide
information as to the source of the discrepancies.
The following discussions and comments relative to the state-of-the-art will cover
several aspects--they are,
. representations for rotor aeroelastic simulation
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solution techniques
vaiidation considerations
practical usefulness - applicrtions.
2.

REPRESENTATIONS FOR ROTOR AEROELASTIC SIMULATION

The rotor aerotlastic simulation can be considered as being composed of two
separate but interacting aspects—the structural dynamic representation and a representation
of the system aerodynamics. Given the forces acting on the structural dynamic representation, it must be capable of predicting the dynamic response of the system. Similarly,
given the motions of the blades and of the air relative to a common reference, the aerodynamic representation must be capable of adequately predicting the resulting aerodynamic
forces.
It is generally agreed that the latter aspect, aerodynamics, is by far the least
developed.
Structural Dynamics
The technology of structural dynamic representation is not presently the limiting
factor in rotor aeroelastic simulations. The only practical limitation relative to the
structural representation is the analyst's willingness to wrestle with the resulting
complexity in the equations of motion, and the resulting increase in the computational
effort. Thus structural dynamic representations can be as detailed as you please. The
structural dynamic representation described by Mr. Lemnios is an example of the detail and
sophistication possible. Because the technology of structural dynamic representation is
not the limiting aspect of rotor aeroelastic simulation, there is no need to consider it
further, at least not for the time being.
Aerodynamics
The aerodynamic representation of the rotor blades can conceptually be subdivided
into two aspects for the purposes of discussion and for developing a suitable model. This
subdivision is based on cause and effect relationships. First, there is the "stimulus"or
excitation which Is cause of the airloads.
It consists of the relative motion of the
airfoil with respect to the air, i.e., the blade section angle-of-attack, motions, wake
iiuiuced velocities, and gust velocities. The second aspect, i.e., the effect, is the
pressure response on the surfaces of the airfoil due to the stimulus. This is controlled
uy the airfoil shape, the boundary layer response, and the near wake shed vorticity streaming from the trailing edge.
Within the stimulus aspect of the aerodynamic represen tatlon there Is no partlcular difficulty in determining those contributions from the blade operating conditions and
dynamic response. However, th e induced velocity contribution is a problem area. This Is
the result of each blade passi ng
the trailing vortex wake o f preceding bla'le passages.
'8 over
It has been referred to as the cobblestone road of the helicopt er'. These induced
velocities experienced by the rotor blade pre a function of the time and spacial development
of the rotor wake.
The rotor trailing vortex wake detennines th e rotoi blade airloads and
at the same time is determined by them.
If the rotor aeroelasti c response is to be
simulated, the stimulus to the force generating mechanism of the rotor must be accurately
defined
While much effort ha s been directed to this problem (e g., ReTerences 5-8)
the representation of the roto r wake is still probably one of th e weakest aspects of rotor
aeroelastic simulations.
The pressure response at the surfaces of an airfoil, for a given stimulus is
controlled by the airfoil shape, th e boundarv layer response, and the nf.T-shed wake from
the airfoil, Before proceeding, th e functloiuil dependence of the airfoil lift and moment
pressure inte grals on the airfoil " stimulus" should be recalled from the linearized potential
theory for th e unsteady motion of t hin airfoils. The unsteady lift and pitching moment of
an alrfo il de pend on only the first four components (and their time derivatives) of the
dauert Serie s (an Infinite cosine series) expansion of the chordwise distribution of
velocities no rmal to the airfoil su rface.
This velocity distribution represents the airfoil
"stimulus" du i to the relative blad e/alr motions. Thus the lift and pitching moment depend
on onlv the f Irst four "components" of the chordwise distribution of the stimulus. The
first and sec ond terms of this seri es representation of the chordwise distribution of
normal velocl ties are, respectively , the chordwise uniform and llneariy varying components,
The third and fourth terms represen t the next two higher ordered chordwise variations. The
rigid body mo tions of the airfoil ( I.e. pitching and plunging) can directly i:.->r.f.ribute only
to these firs t two terms while the induced velocities can contribute to all 'o'i, terms.
(The more dif flcult problem--drag e stimatlon--is affected by all terms.)
The question as to the range of angles-of-attack actually experienced by rotor
blades in flight keeps re-occurring. The term "angle-of-attack" derives from, and is most
appropriate to, steady airfoil operating conditions.
In view of the preceding discussion
it is noted that, for non-stationary airfoil motion, the angle-of-attack Is represented by
1
the chordwise constant "component' of the distribution (i.e. the mean value) of velocities
normal to the chord.
It cannot be determined from the velocity at any one point.
The stimulating environment experienced by an airfoil section of a rotor blade
is quite complex. At each radial station, because of the rotor operating conditions and
the structural dynamic response of the rotor blades, the airfoil section experiences a
time varying angle-of-attack, rate of change of angle-of-attack, and plunging velocity which
contribute only to the first two components of the stimulus.
in addition it experiences
a time varying induced velocity field which contributes to all four components of the
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stimulus. These four components of the stimuli occur at all harmonics of the rotational
speed--thus their sum results is a rather general but periodic time variation (for steady
flight conditions).
Now let's consider the pressure rfjsponsfc aspect of currently used aerodynamic
representations, lirst it must be noted that, In general, the blade airloads are not
computed--rather, empirical values are used based on a predicted angle-of-attackUlstrlbutlon. Most simulations predict the structural dynamic response of die blades and use
this together with an inflow velocity and wake induced velocity to defi ne an Instantaneous
angle-of-attack for each airfoil section and then "look-up" the 1i ft and pitching moment
from tables of wind tunnel data obtained in steady state conditions. (Recall the question
of definition of the unsteady angle-of-attack.} In some simulntlons, correct ions are applied
in an attempt to account For the unsteady effects. More recently oscillating airfoil wind
tunnel data has been utilized in an attempt to include the unsteady effects. The rationalization for the use of these semi-empirical methods has been that they Include some of the
real fluid viscous effects and that the data can be obtained for each specific airfoil;
but It is also recognized that there are deficiencies in such approaches.
The airfoil operating conditions for the two dimensional data (I.e., the
stimulus which is the cause of the lift and moment response) can never match the conditions where it is to be applied within the rotor simulation. This is true for both the
steady state and unsteady airfoil data. The unsteady airfoil data is generally obtained
under the specific operating conditions of oscillating pitch or plunge and under the
condition of simple harmonic motion (i.e., at a single frequency;. Thus to beadequate
It would seem that the data must be collected for all combinations of o( , ot , li , and
reduced frequency. It should be noted that such data can only include the influence of
the first two chordwise components of the airfoil stimulus (described previously),
lurthermore there is serious question as to whether the airfoil lift and moment response
(integrated measures of pressure response) to a general time variation of stimulus can
be adequately synthesized from the component single frequency responses. For example,
the sum of the individual component responses obtained from the data will not necessarilv
reproduce the Instantaneous boundary layer conditions (i.e., state, thickness, and
separation) which are actually present. The resulting lift and moment will be correspondingly influenced.
If the aerodynamic aspects of rotor aeroelastlc simulations are to be improved
so as to be consistent in accuracy with that which is possible in the structural dynamic
aspect, adequate techniques for predicting the airloads (i.e., the lift, moment, and
pressure response) will have to be developed. It is not useful to include the higher
order effects in the structural representation, while ignoring them in the aerodynamic
representation. Our future efforts should emphasize prediction of the airloads and deemphasize the use of empirical values.
Attempting to predict the unsteady pressure response of an airfoil may, at first,
seem impractical or unrealistic but 1 recall that similar opinions were offered when it
was first suggested that a detailed representation of tlie rotor blades and wake be formulated to predict the non-uniform flow. The capability to predict the pressure response
is not as remote as it may seem because the essential elements, or at least their
beginnings, are already available. For example. References 9-11 report procedures for
predicting the steady state pressure response and, more recently, Crlmi (Reference 12)
has attacked the unsteady problem. These techniques generally Iterate between the nonviscous potential solution for the airfoil pressures and a solution for the boundary
layer response to these pressures. The boundary layer response is then used to modify
the "effective" shape of the potential airfoil and/or the boundary conditions and the
iterative cycle repeated until convergence Is observed.
As described previously an important aspect of the airfoil flow which controls
Its pressure response is the attached near wake of shed type vortlcity streaming from its
trailing edge. Good representation of this portion of the wake will be required for
prediction of the airfoil potential flow pressure response in the above described iterative
scheme. The equally spaced concentrated shed vortex representations of this near part of
tthe rotor wake which are generally used, will yield very poor results; this has been
demonstrated in Reference 5. Subsequently, however, a technique was developed (Reference
13) which yields excellent results by effectively utilizing a continuous near shed vortex
wake. Figures 5 and 6 (from Reference 13) Illustrate the Improvement attained. Fach
representation (i.e., discrete and continuous) was utilized to predict the lift and
pitching moment as a function of reduced frequency for a two-dimensional airfoil oscillating in pitch and plunge. In these figures, the computed results are compared with the
classical closed-form solution. The parameter,^ , labelled as the number of shed vortices
per cycle cor esponds to the number of computational time Increments per cycle of the airfoil motion. For the continuous representation, it is observed that the improvement is
significant when^C "3 time increments per cycle and that the agreement is virtually exact
when X =8 time increments per cycle. It should also be noted that the observed differences
In correlatlor achieved with each wake model are the result of the diffemces in the wake
representations but that the degree of overall correlation with the theory which was
attained In each case is the result of both the wake and airfoil representations used.
It is further observed that this combination of representations can accurately reproduce
the theoretical unsteady lift and moment response to both pitching and plunging moLlons.
This is indicative of the capabilltv of these representations to simulate the airfoil
pressure response to all four chji-iwlse components of the stimulus. Note, that while
airfoil pitch and plunge motions contribute directly only to the first two chordwise
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components of the velocity distributions normal to the chord, the attached near shed
wake will Introduce relatively large contributions to all four components,
The preceding discussions of available representations which may be useful for
Implementing a method for predicting airfoil pressure responses was not intended to suggest
that the described representations are necessarily thr specific forms or procedure which
should be pursued. Tnev are presented merely as examples (not a complete survey of
available methods) of what Is possible with the present state-of-the-art and to thereby
hopefully encourage future efforts to develop adequate means for predicting airfoil
pressure responses.
.3.

SOLUTION TECHNIQUE

1 now want to consider that aspect of rotor aeroelastic simulation which
includes the numerical procedures and implementations utilized to obtain consistent
solutions from the structural dynamic and aerodynamic aspects. There are two general
classes of solution procedures in use. First there are the "forward integration"
methods which are (in principle) capable of handling the unsteady flight conditions as
well as the steady-state flight conditions (for which the rotor system responses are
periodic). Transient calculation methods may be relatively inefficient for the steadystate condition because they must integrate over several rotor revolutions to obtain
a periodic solution in the airloads, wake, and blade responses. The analysis of an unsteady flight condition must of course first obtain the steady-state solution to provide
the proper initial conditions. The second class of solution procedures (direct/iterative)
is restricted to steady-state flight conditions and, conceptually, obtain direct solutions.
In these procedures the system structural dynamic response is obtained by a direct
numerical solution of the equations of motion for forcing functions based on the current
approximation to the airloads. These system responses (blade motions) are then used in
the aerodynamic representation to re-evaluate the airloads, and thus the forcing functions. This cycle Is repeated until convergence, hopefully, is obtained. Thus this
second class of solution procedures is iterative.
All rotor aeroelastic simulations (with which I am familiar) are similar in
that they effectively have separate structural dynamic and aerodynamic representations
which are coupled together by the solution procedure. That is, solutions are alternately
obtained from each aspect of the simulation by using the results from one serve as input
to the other. Furthermore, all apparently use the blade airloads as the basis for
forcing function to the structural dynamic representation. This, I believe, is the
primary source of the convergence problem which seems to periodically plague all rotor
simulations.
The forcing function which stimulates the structural dynamic response of a system
is a function of time and independent of the system dynamic response. The blade airloads,
however, contain not only the aerodynamic forcing function but also the aerodynamic
'response forces"which are functions of the structural response of the blades. These
response forces are the aerodynamic mass, damping, and spring forces. Thus, as a function
of the rotor operating conditions, they influence the natural vibration frequency and
relative damping of each degree of freedom and thereby the system dynamic response
characteristics. However, because these aerodynamic response forces are implicitly
included within the aerodynamic representation and cannot be extracted, the total airload is generally used as the forcing function.
Using the total airload as the forcing function can conceptually compound the
error. First, that which is being used as the stimulus (the forcing function; for the
structural dynamic representation is in error, and secondly, the aerodynamic portion of
the response controlling forces are completely missing from the structural dynamic
representation. A partial compensation for these errors has been used in some simulations. This is accomplished by subtracting a quasi-steady approximation of the response
forces from the airloads and including them in the equations of motion. This has been
partially successful--it helps sometimes! Improving the accuracy of these approximations
of the response forces should help improve convergence even further. It is obvious that
if the correction were exact then the forcing function would be isolated and the first
iteration would be the solution.
In some iterative types of solution, the solution process h.is been considered
Lo possess what is termed a 'closed-loop gain". It relates the change in the system
response obtained from the current Iteration to the corresponding change obtained from
the prior iteration. This concept has led some investigators to introduce gain factors
Into the solution process In an attempt to control the convergence. This also helpssome L Imes!
In the literature there exist standard procedures for assessing and Improving
the convergence properties of iterative computational techniques--they should be actively
pursued. At the same time, it should also be kept in mind that the problem derives from
the aerodynamic response forces being combined with the actual forcing function.
My next concern relative to solution techniques is closely related to the
ioiivrrgpnce problem--it is what I call (if you will pardon the expression) "solution
pollution". Hy our solution techniques, do we necessarily get the solution to the
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analytical representations u8ed--or is there superimposed on the solution the response
characteristics of the solution technique? This comment applies, I think, primarily to
the Iterative modes of solution and is evoked by the observed convergence problems.
Intimately coupled with this question is the parallel questlon--how do the various solution
techniques behave when the analytical representation of the system Is lightly damped or
even negatively damped? The forward integration can be expected to diverge, but then on
occasion that happens when they are applied to systems which were supposedly stable! How
will or should the iterative methods (not the system represented) react?
4.

VALIDATION CONSIDERATIONS

I would next like to focus attention on the validation aspect of our efforts to
rotor
iwuwi aeroelastic
cic L uc las u i-U simulations.
r> i mil i . 11 I wi i.-i .
Ii believe
utri.Lcvc that
LIUIU the
UIIC
lack
iuv.i\ of
ui a significant
a j. £111. i. i.k*
Improve
ment In the correlation of large-scale simulation results with measured resul ts Is In a
large part due to Inadequate validation efforts. Validation is the process oif comparing
L.um|ja 11.11^
the predicted results of the simulation with experimental results obtained from the system
bolng simulated. The objective is to determine both the range and the degree of correlation between them and thereby the accuracy or usefulness of the simulation. However, in
addition, a useful validation procedure must also provide Information as to the source
of the discrepancies. But, I believe, it is in this latter regard that most validation
efforts are lacking. For adequate validation, the airloads and dynamic response must
be resolved into meaningful components for the comparisons. This will not only allow
more critical comparisons to be made by providing alternate and more detailed views of
the results but may also provide additional luformation relative to the discrepancies.
develop
ut:vi:iuj;

The Overall Slmulatlon
Customarily comparisons are made on the basis of the ti rue-history of the dependent
variables such as blade airloads and bending moments at specific radial stations. These
quantities (dependent variables) are essentially the objectives of the simulations. Thus,
to obtain a subjective assessment of the degree of correlation a chieved by the overall
simulation, It Is not unreasonable to view these time-histories relative to the measured
results. However, the masking effect of the dominant low-freque ncy components in the
total response can make it difficult to assess the accuracy with which the secondary
components have been reproduced. That is, tasting the soup will not yield much information
as to its ingredients—certainly not enough to allow it to be re produced! Thus resolving
the system responses into their components and viewing them may reveal much more diagnostic
information and it will provide another view of the results. Th e simplest and most
obvious (although not necessarily the most useful) component res olution would be Into
radial distribution of the harmonics. The "generalized airload" 'i.e. , the spanwise
integral of the product of the airload and the mode shape) for e .-^h blade degree of
freedom at each harmonic is another possibillty--many others are surely possible. Such
component resolutions of the structural dynamic response and the aerodynamic response
(or even combinations thereof) should be utilized in the validat ion efforts to enable
critical and irformative comparisons to be made.
Component Representations
The above disc ussion was primarily concerned with validating the end or overall
results of the simulati ons. However, close ly related to this is the possibility of
individually validating the component repre sentations used within the overall rotor aeroelastic simulation. Th is Is especially imp ortant in the large complex simulations we
are dealing with. For example, if the erro rs in the airfoil stimulus due to the wake
representation are rela tively largo, then ixn actual significant improvement in the alrfoil representation may not be apparent in the end results. In fact it could degrade
the results if original ly the combination o f errors (airfoil and wake) was compensating,
I think that the valida tlon of the componen t representations which are used in rotor
Eimulatlons has been vi rtually non-existent
Individual validation of these component representations can be accomplished by
use of specially designed experiments and/or highe r ordered analytical closed-form solutions,
This would require that the representations be uti lized In specially written simulations
to treat the validating case. Care must be exerci sed to isolate, if possible, the various
aspects to be simulated. The cause and effect rel ationship provides a useful division
where the causal aspect can be precisely isolated as a known quantity. For example, twodimensional oscillating airfoil test data could be used to validate airfoil representations
--the input (cause) stimuli would be known. Howev er, as previously discussed, the airfoil
representation can be considered to be composed of a pressure response representation and
an attached shed wake representation.
It would no t be possible to separate the effects
of these aspects experimentally. Discrepancies be tween the predicted and measured results
could be in either aspect. At this point the das slcal potential solution for an osclllating airfoil could be used to assess the adequacy of the attached wake representation as
In Reference 13 and previously discussed (results presented In Figures 4 and 5).
Data Accuracies and Simulation Inputs
Validation of rotor simulations depends not only on the procedure but also on
the accuracy ot the data used. One of the first steps taken in the effort to develop
rotor aeroelastic simulations was the in-flight measurement of rotor blade dynamic responses and pressure differentials In the early 60's (References 14 and 15). These data
are still used (as they should be) for various purposes. The point to be made (as was
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demonstrated In Reference 16) is that the "generalized airloads", based on the measured
data themselves, contain very large errors at frequencies above the third harmonic. Thus
reliable comparisons between the predicted and measured results may not be possible at
harmonics higher than the third. Noise calculations based on these data must also be of
doubtful usefulness in the higher frequency range.
On the basis of the above observations and the advancements which have been made
in data acquisition and handling techniques since these early tests, the following is
recommended. Additional full-scale flight data should be obtained for, say, the first
10 harmonics of the blade dynamic response and pressure distributions. This data should
be analyzed for at least three successive rotor revolutions to determine the degree to
which the results are truly periodic. However, because of the many sources of random
variations In the real-world situation, it must be recognized that the data can never be
truly periodic. Thus, to provide meaningful data for validations (at all harmonics of
concern), existing techniques for establishing the statistical significance levels of data
must be applied.
Closely related to the above considerations is that of the accuracy of the
input parameters for the simulation. The tendency has been to Include more details
(effects) Into the representation of the system. But how well can the magnitude of some
of these parameters really be determined? If their influence on the result is considered
significant then their values must also be significant. However, distributions (spanwise,
normal, and chordwlse) of many of the blade parameters are elusive and sometimes even
difficult to control during manufacture. For example. It is often necessary to "slug" the
blades with concentrated mass elements to match even the fundamental Integrated measures
of the mass distribution! There are similar questions relative to local variations In
the blade stiffness parameters, shear centers, etc. Modern assembly methods no doubt
provide "good" control—but "good" Is relative and should be quantified.
5.

PRACTICAL USEFULNESS - APPLICATIONS

Careful consideration will, I believe, reveal that the usefulness of rotor
aeroelastlc simulations Is actually rather limited. As presently formulated, they have
the capability to solve what can be termed the "forward problem". I.e., given the specifications of the rotor system and its operating conditions, what will be its aerodynamic and
structural dynamic responses? Certainly it is of interest to know how a proposed system
will perform. However, if the system performance is not adequate, how should the system
be modified or more fundamentally what is the system that will satisfy the performance
specifications? These are the questions the designer faces and the present rotor simulations are of little help except in a trial and error fashion.

n

The design problem can be termed the "Inverse problem", i.e., glvi?n the performance requirements (loads, response, noise, weight) or constraints, what is the system
that will satisfy them.' While there has been some effort expended on the inverse problem,
it is very small relative to that devoted to the direct problem. Two examples, of inverse
problem solutions with which J am famiiiar, are presented In References 17 and 18. The
first of these seeks the rotox configuration for minimum power under the specified operating
conditions. The second solves for the control system Input requirements to eliminate
specified components of the rotor vibratory shears transmitted to the fuselage.
The solution technique of Reference 18 Is sufficiently general and novel to
warrant a brief explanation here. The method involves only a minor conceptual modification (generalization) of an existing rotor simulation. The simulation used is of the
"direct/iterative" solution type previously described, i.e., it obtains the periodic
blade response by solving the equations of motion directly and Iterating between the
aerodynamic and structural dynamic representations. The coupled normal modes are used
to represent the blade response and, because of the periodicity of the solution, these
modal responses are represented by a .'ourier series. Thus the solution Is found In terms
of each harmonic of the response in each mode.
For the objectives of Rcfererce 18, the blade root displacement equation of
motion was added to the set of equations, the displacement in this degree of freedom was
assumed zero, and the blade root shear treated as a dependent variable. The only other
modification to the set of equation» of motion was the addition of a constraint equation
for each blade pitch control mode. The equations of motion for the pitch control modes
were not included because the control characteristics, vtre not considered in this study.
However, the displacements in the control modes are included In the column matrix of
variables. Thus a well-defined problem results for the complete system of equations
having the same number of equations as unknowns. The solution procedure is exactly as
In the original simulation, only the set of "equations of motion" has been slightly
altered.
With this formulation it is now possible to specify the value (zero if desired)
of any hannonic ol the root shear and the solution will yield the control schedule
required. Furthermore, via the constraint equations, it is possible to select and
constrain any other system response variable as an alternate to the root shear. The
value of the root shears will then be one of the results.
It Is even possible to operate
it (the computer program) as a conventional rotor simulation by using the constraint
equations to select the control displacements as the "variables" to be specified.
This technique can be gonaralized to do much more. The results are, of course,
no better than thv representntiOIIE' ut i 1 ized within the simulation. It should be noted
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that this approach did not require additional approximations to the representations of
the original simulation. Furthermore the computational effort (running time) is virtually
the same as for the rotor simulation upon which it was built. We are presently involved
in an effort which will modify and use this technique.
6.

SYNOPSIS

The following is a brief outline of what has been discussed.
• There has been significant progress made in the development of rotor
aeroelt.'stlc computer simulations.
However the progress has been primarily in the expansion
of the scope of their predictive capability.
Over the last 10 - 12 years, the improvement in the
correlation of the predicted and measured results has not been
significant.
• The available technology of structural dynamic representation is not
presently limiting the capability of rotor aeroelastic simulation.
• The available technology of aerodynamic representation is the least
developed and is limiting the capability of rotor aeroelastic simulation.
Progress has been made in developing rotor wake
representations but they are still far from adequate.
The blade airloads are not being predicted! The blade airfoil
section representation is essentially empirical.
Accuracy of the aerodynamics comparable with that of the
structural dynamics will require that blade section aerodynamics
be predicted. It will be possible.
• Convergence problems of the simulations derive from the manner in which
the blade airloads are used as the forcing function.
• Validation efforts relative to simulation development have been less
than adequate.
Validations should be more detailed, critical, and informative.
Validation of the component representations within the simulation
should be made.
• The actual usefulness of rotor aeroelastic simulations in their present
format is somewhat limited.
Present formulations predict what the performance of a specified
rotor will be.
A more useful formulation, for the designer, is one which will
solve the inverse problem. That is, given rotor performance
requirements (i.e., constraints), what is the rotor system
that will satisfy them.
The topics covered in this discussion are essentially an outline of those areas
where I believe efforts should be concentrated to obtain significant improvements in
rotor aeroelastic simulation.
7.
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Discussiun of I':I[MI I
"Rotary Wing Design Technology"
presented by A.Z.Lemnios

W.Z.Stepniewski: What was your tip speed?
A.Z.Lemnios: In the 101 rotor'.' I believe the current tip speed is ()()! fps.

Discussion of Paper 2
"Current Loads Technology for Helicopter Rotors'
presented by R.Gabel

R.L.Uennett: In your solution of the equations of the lumped masses did you use all twenty lumped masses'.'
Differential equations associated with all of them'.'
R.Gabel: Yes, but it is not a direct differential equation, it's an iteration around the azimuth.
J.LMcCloud: Mr Gabel, could you comment on the scatter differences between the various radial stations and the
various figures you have shown. It does not seem to be a consistent pattern in the scatter, I am referring to the
bending moments.
R.Gabel: I think that really comes with the magnitude of the flight test sample. The 347 has the smallest scatter
and also we have the smallest number of tlitjht data points. The Chinook has a vast number of flight data points
over many years of Might testing and the extremes of scatter tend to be the largest although they tend toward a
mean which is pretty consistent; the extremes just get larger with more data.
J.LMcCloud: Then this is not the scatter of one particular run, it is the scatter of many, many nights'.'
R.Gabel: It is really referring to specific runs, However, when you get a long run and read many, many cycles
of data, the same effect happens.
W.P.Jones: In your very last sentence
or last sentence but one
you mentioned that more concentration were
to be devoted to study transient effects. What did you have in mind here, was it just the dynamic stall or the
blade tip vortex interaction or gust effects?
R.Gabel: It is some of all these things. When the aircraft maneuvers at the edges of its envelope it causes 'oads
which go deeply into stall
or can go deeply into stall
and can encounter vortex strikes which generally are
most effective in increasing bending moments I think there are really almost two things: the stall increases the
torsional loads and the pitch link and control load in maneuvers, whereas the vortex strikes tend to enlarge the
bending moments on the rotor and both of those effects I think need to be addressed in future transient load
work.
W.J.McCroskey: In another part of your presentation you had a graph of pitch link loads versus air speed with
predictions and data, predictions based on what you said were quasisteady aerodynamic characteristics for the
airfoil in the program and unsteady characteristics. Now my question is: The curve of what you call quasisteady
airfoil characteristics, did those include stall, static stall characteristics, because it looked like a curve which is just
the continuation of unstalled pitching moments and you showed a large difference between the so called quasiSteady prediction and the unsteady prediction. I wonder how much of that is due, or is all of it due to unsteady
stall effects or is some of it due to stall and some due to unsteady stall'.'
R.Gabel: The quasistatic stall is a straight line with, I believe, a 12° angle cut-off, that we used when those were
done, the unsteady is the representation of the hysteresis loop in somewhat empirical fashion based on test data,
a T-function as we call it.
W.J.McCroskey: So static stall em's were in the curve that you called quasistatic?
R.Gabel: Yes with a cut-off at twelve degree, >es.
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REVIEW I by AJ.Sobcy
Reply by A./.Lemnios
With regard to the questions that Mr Sobey raised, in our normal mode approach I specifically avoided thai
use of the word normal mode, because they are in fact not normal modes, they are uncoupled modes; I differentiate
between the two and I refer you to the textbook by Mr Scanlan and Rosenbaum tor detailed explanation of the two,
in that the uncoupled modes are orthogonal onto themselves in the llapwise, the edgewise and chordwise direction
and in the torsional direction, however they are not orthogonal one to the other, and so incorporating these modes
we make use of the orthogonality conditions when tiiey are applicable. However, in the governing equations of
motion we do keep the coupled terms in there, so they do interact with each other. The modes themselves arcderived on the basis ot uncoupled analysis, independently, and I think you are correct to question the validity of
whether we should use linearized modal analysis here or not. However, I can otdy state the fact, that they seem to
give us good approximations and good responses.
With regard to the nonlinear ten,is and the retention of the various terms in the equations of motion, we do
in fact retain large angles, large motions when they are derived through out techniques which is primarily nothing
more than virtual work.
In order to check on the stability of the system itself, the terms that we talked about and what I called the
Amatrix, the linear part of the solution, include linearized terms in accelerations, displacements, velocities; however
they do include approximations to nonlinear aerodynamics and compressibility corrections and approximations to
stall effects, as well, aerodynamically; so we do have some nonlinear terms in the equations for stability characteristics
To your second point: that was the integration of load distributions and the technique applied here is the
"forward notch" approach whereby a method is to assume an initial value and see if we do have convergent
solutions and in this situation, on a numerical approach, you may come up with an instability, and the natural
question that arises in that circumstance is: Is the system itself unstable or do you have a numerical instability'.'
And that one has been a problem to all of us. In some instances we do have system instability however in others
we have numerical instabilities and not physical ones.
We have in the Herman technique first a periodic response by converting the initial value matrices to boundary
condition matrices by forcing the vector at the 360° azimuth to be identical to that at the 0° azimuth and thereby,
whenever we do get a solution at anyone particular instance it is periodic within itself. That is not to say that it
has converged, however we do test for convergence between one iteration to the next iteration and force periodicity
in this instance.
Your question regarding: do we have to assume periodic solutions, is a very valuable one and your reference to
the split tip path plane is an excellent example. I think as a first response
as a first order approximation in the
first design point assuming periodic solutions is a good analysis and a good start. It is not necessarily a final ( ne
however, and I agree with you that if we were to try to fully understand and fully predict the responses and
stability characteristics of the rotor system we should, in fact, take into account a fully coupled modal analysis of
the blade, the impedance matching at the hub, the control system and perhaps even some structural dynamic terms
from the fuselage itself.
However, I believe that
and this is conjecture on my part and I can't prove it but I have a strong feeling
that if we were to attempt this, that by the time we reached a numerical solution we would have long flown the
machine. So that it becomes a trade-oft as how much of a shine do we want to put on the apple.' Do we want
in fact to put such a high luster and such a refinement on an analysis that we lose sight of our objective which is
to make aircraft and make them tly. Analysis is great unto itself and I am interested in and all in favor of doing
analytical work, since it is my bread and butter, however I am equally interested in building hardware and making
it fly, too
and we have to have a trade-off here as to where do we have to stop one and to begin the other.
With regard to the Liapunow stability criteria, I have looked at that and I am sorry to admit I am not much
of an expert on these nonlinear stability techniques and we have not really examined it to the extent that we
should, in trying to apply such techniques to rotor system stability.

Reply by R.Gabel
Regarding some of the points Mr Sobey made first on our analysis it was not clear. I guess, that we use an
associated matrix technique which was started some twenty years ago by Mr Targoff who was then with Glenn Martin
The analysis relates each bay elastically and masswise with a set of boundary conditions and multiplies itself into the
root and then repeats this for each azimuth. We don't use modal on this program; but I don't say that there is
something wrong with modal. I think in fact it is probably better, because it reduces the amount of mathematics
needed and we just happen to get started down the path of the matrix type.
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As R'nurds the modal content in the llittht test dutu you fun upprouch thai either In havinti three or lour modi's
in the modal approach or in the concentrated mass program like this one that has some 2S masses, that's equivalent
to about 24 modes, that's overdoing it from that point of stand.
We have the same problem with the Iteration as l)r Lemnios mentioned and the same questions about stability
when we yet to the end and wo use the periodic solution in the dynamic sale, that is we do the aerodynamics
without it and then harmonically analyze the air loads, apply them harmonically to the blades and gel the response
harmonically, add them back together again, to gel the total response and then go back to iterate the aerodynamics,
this is a long process that computers only make possible
With regard to the lull coupling in the (-70 program, that is fully coupled Map, pitch and lag, I did not make
it clear, that the application shown here, was lor a highly twisted tilt-rotor airplane that has about 35" built-in twist.
And it is in these applications we really think a full coupling is needed. However there are other applications in
helicopter small twist blades, where it is nice to have a full coupling capability to explore travelling, neutral axis, or
shear centers that don't necessarily go in a straight line from the pitch axis, which we have not been able to do with
the other types.
The projection that the 5'V damaging 1 )ads is a key one and it is rather crude what we are doing, and
was mentioned earlier
that's the area of greatest analytical need

as it

There arc other roads of backing up the guess so to speak which we are gome, and we have considerable
resources going into model testing, where with the new data we are going to deine new airfoils and new concepts
involved which are not like previous rotors. We do extensive dynamic modelling and measuring loads on these
dynamic models as another cross check on the capahilit) ol the analysis But thai i. indeed u weak area.

U! VII W 2 In l< I'i/iah
Keplv In A / Lemnios
Just a couple ol points with regard to Mi Pi/iali's comments about improvemenl in correlation Prediction
techniques historically have not improved significantly in the past lew sens I think (hat there has been a significant
Improvement from the late fifties to approximately the mid to late sixties with u signil anl iump there with the
introduction of the lomputer.
I tend to agree with hun that since that quantum jump we hud had some improvements that were not as
significant as that initial jump and to back up my feeling on that, I refer you to the work by llellmgei at UARI ,
which I think is rather significant, in which he staled the higher modal intriuluction into the analysis to give you
some improvement in performance but primarily from the low bending moment stand point, so that as far as
performance and rotor forces are concerned the fundamental modes are the more important ones, and those are
limited to the first one or two essentially
With regards to your comments on airloads not predicted directly that is you calculate angles of attack, and
you do a table look up: this again gets back to the age-old question of synthesis versus analysis. We can always
analyze something but we find it very difficult to syntheti/e something; I agree with you completely that ideally
what we would like to lx' able to do is to specify rotor requirement and let the computer define the airload
distributions, and then have some sort of a predictive technique in there, which will find the airfoil cross-sections
for us and its pressure distributions both steady and unsteady. Now, if you can imagine that in such a program
you are a visionary. A first step at least in this direction
and one which we have attempted to lake is the
approach we are using in our Controllable force Rotor, in that by independently controlling the outboard and
inboard ends of a soft blade, we are attempting to redistribute the airloads, and are attempting in fact to somehow
optimize. On the question of optimization you mentioned power; however power is only one parameter
in
doing our CTR study we initially have looked into power as a sole parameter and found that it leads down the
primrose path. It turns out that in addition to power you must also monitor blade stall boundary, you must also
monitor blade dynamic response in order to get ;i handle on blade life and also to get a handle on vibratory loads
in the hub, which in essence control the structural response of the fuselage. So it becomes a imiltiparametric study
and not just single parametric study, you are not optimizing power only, you are optimizing three of four
independent parameters ami when you do have a complex surface response such as this, it becomes a n-dimensional
figure and you can no longer mentally capture it and it becomes extremely difficult to analyze. This is where the
iteration procedures and response surface techniques come into play.
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Reply by K (iubcl

A very briel reipotlK: I ngrix' with Mr Plzloli about the correlation, I iliink the correlation lias come a long way
and I woulil protest there has been a lock ol' progress in correlation over the ye;irs.
With regards to improving the wake analysis, I think you are right that a lot can be done about that und what
we are using is crude, Things like the torsion ellect, that you mentioned, are quite important. In fact there are
aspect! of other problems such as torsional divergence possibilities, that are coming into force. Rotors get more
heavily loaded and go to higher speeds, but also these analytical programs need to be tested against. As regards
validation of components, I agree with the comment there that the airload distributions and such things do need
to be looked at.
The dynamics part is very easy to check, that is you can take the rotor blade ami do ground shake test on it
and determine the modes and the nuxlal locations and check that portion of the calculation, which is purely dynamic
There are some other things like the shear center and such locations, they are all difficult to find, difficult to
measure even statically, although you get some results on them by doing a shake test allowing (lap and torsion to
couple, so you can check that part of the dynamics. And also these analyses can do some of these exploratory
things like second harmonic control. We have used the ("-60, it has the capability tor second order harmonic
control and we can make use of it,
J.J,Cornish: I want to comment on how strongly I feel about the comments yoi, made regarding the aerodynamics
being the problem of the problem. Until the aerodynamics of the system is defined a bit clearer, I don't think we
will approach solving the problem any further, and I'd like to suggest that perhaps we can break the aerodynamic
problem into two regimes in studying .he cobblestone road that is mentioned. Both of them are due to local changes
in angle of attack as the blade sweeps around. Hut. perhaps there are two different kinds of things. One is a
variable in the downwash in a relatively continuous wake of the How Held and the other one is the existence of the
discrete vortices which lie in the wake. These are similar to the laminar and turbulent boundary layer air How
whereas in the one part there is only a vorticity present and in the other there are vortices present. I think that
the analysis of the load when the aircraft is fluctuating along the linear portion of the lilt curve present the former
or laminar type and as the How begins to separate or come over the nonlinear portion of the lift curve perhaps then
you begin to shed vortices, I'd like to make another comment that it is not really too visionary to suspect that we
can have the inverse problem. We've already done some of this wherein we could prescribe the pressure distribution
shape that you wish the aircraft to have and then we plug It into the machine and then out comes the airfoil shape.
We did some of this at Lockheed and It is being continued at Hell and It can also be made time dependent, I think
the real problem is that when we stop doing this and get into the nonlinear aspects. We don't know how to handle
the nonlinear part of the lift curve because we do not know when the separation occurs, I came as a matter of fact,
hoping to hear the answer to the question thai I'm going to have to leave with you. and I think It's a question we
have to answer before we can go any further with the aerodynamic considerations, and that is the simple question
< f how much vorticity does it take to make a vortex'1
F.JArcidiaeono; I would also like to question whether or not the dynamics is well in hand. It seems to me that
you can very rapidly set up a system of equations of motion representing springs and masses and so on. But one of
the real problems is knowing the values of those springs beforehand and that Is really a crux of the designers problem,
for example modelling the control system swashplate Integrated coupling. We have a very complex situation here.
That could be a subject of research all by itself.
R.Ci.Loewy: I am very glad that Mr Arcidiacono said what he just did. because I think there is among the dynamic
Ists the feeling of general euphoria with respect to structural dynamics. It is not warranted, I just would like to
point out that, most of the real major rotor problems that come up from time to time and have come up recently,
have been in this area,
J.L.McCloud: I will add to this same comment: I was wondering why I did not see a correlation between the bending loads realized and the aerodynamic loads which have been measured, I gather the problem is not that simple,
I also would like to comment that we have had some success with high harmonic control, but the problem is.
can we considerably linearize and then ask the question in what direction should one go to try to Improve at least
the aerodynamic problem',' If any one has some ideas on this improvement,,.
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CALCÜL DES CHAR0K3 3UR ROTOR D'^LICOPTKRE
PREDICTION Of HELICOPTER ROTOR LOADS
par J. OALLOT Chef du Stnrlo« A^rodynamlqu*
AEROSPATIALE (Prune»)

SOMMAIRE :
L« daasln aorract d'un rotor auppoaa una comialaaanoa ralatlvamant pr^olaa daa chargaa altam^aa auiquallaa
la pala at la moyau aaront aoumlaaa. La problem« da I'^valuatlon, dba la atada daaaln, daa oontralntaa paut
condulra ä daa m^thodaa trha aophlatlqutaa, oonpta tenu da la complaxlt^ da 1'anTironnamant dona laqual
fonotlonna la pala. Ntfanoolna, daa m^tbodaa aiopllfl^aa pauvant donnar daa Haultata auffiaaooant pr^ola pour
parmattra un dlaanalonnamant oorraot daa prlnclpauz ^l^manta du rotor. La m^thoda expoa^a lol auppoaa una
a^rodynanlqua trka simple at ind^pendante dsa d^formatlona i^laatlquaa da la pala. La itgri da almpllfloatlon
ratanu paralt Juatlfla par la correlation obtanua avac laa chargaa a^rodynamlquaa maaur^aa aur la rotor
maquatta Modana at lea oontralntaa relav^aa aur ca rntina rotor at aur un rotor Schalle grandeur.
SOTMAHT :
The eorraot design of a rotor requlraa quite a pracisa knowledga of the alternating loads to which blade and
hub are aubmltad. The problem of the atreaa evaluation, from the aarly denifrn stage, may lead very aophlaticatad methods, beeauae the blade is operating in a very complex environment. Nevertheless simplified methods may
give sufficiently precise raaulta to aat up correctly the dimensions of the main elements of the rotor. The
method described here supposes simple aerodynamics, indepandont of blade elastic defurmations. The dagrM of
simplification achieved in this thaoritical method seems to be Juatified by the correlation obtained with
experimental airloads maaaured on a model rotor at the Modane Wind Tunnel, and stresses recorded on .he
same rotor or a full-acale aemi-articulated rotor.
80TATI01IS :
flp c dx
„
^ oorde pO

charge
locale sur la pale
0
r

fi p ■= prasaAon differentielle locale intrados - extrados
c = corde
po • preaaion atatlqua dans la veine
Ao, Al, ... An - coefficients en cos n ^ de l'analyse harmonique de P»
61, B2, ... BB - coeffioienta an sin n f de 1'analyaa harmonique d» P.,
T " aaimut da la pale (origlne pale arriire dana 1» lit du vent)
A M param^tr» d'avanoenant
ol,, ■ inelinaiaon da 1'arbre rotor par rapport au vent
8,

« Paa g^n^ral k 0,75 R
R a Rayon rotor
r •> position an envergura d'un posts de mesura
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ÜBMHaifll >
La pr^dlotlon d«a oharxaa «t oontralntva nur palaa d'un rotor d'h^llooptkr« «at un problem« eaaantlal
nu ittda buraau d'ttud« pulaqu'aU« dolt parmattr« d'orlantar la obolz au point dt vue fHqumot
prupr« d* pala *t da donnar laa ällmanta n^oaaaalraa au dlmanslonnamant corraot daa partlaa critique»
du nuyau at daa palaa. Th^orlquamant una m^thode bleu au point davralt condulra ausni h unaaatlnatlon
pr^olaa daa afforta altarn^a h la tlte rotor et una fola oozmue la fonctlon de tranafart du fusalag«,
I'Aviilimiliin du nlvaau vlbratolra da l'apparell compiet, deviandrait posalble au atade du deaaln.
MaLhaurausamant laa outila d^valopp^a aujourd'hul par dlff^ranta orgonlamaa de reoharcba ou conatructeura
dunimnt daa r^aultata anoora partlela k notre connalaaanca, dana una c8ne r^dulta da validity an ca qui
oonoarna laa grand« paramktraa d'avancemant, la oompreaalblllt^ an pale avanfante ou le d^crochag« en
pala reculant«.
Par aUlaura laa o^thodaa tröa aophlstlqu^aa qui ont 6ti d^v«lupp(Ses dapula de noabreuaea annäea, n'ont
pu volr le Jour que grlce h 1'apparition d'ordinateura modernes, rapides et k grande capacity da calcul.
L'utUlaation de telles machines s'est traduite par un« lourdeur d'utlllsation croissante et un ^lolgnement de la nVillti4 phyaique.
La coQt de d^veloppement et d'utillsation de telles m^thodes ne nous a pas paru 6tre h l'^chelle des
r^Bultats ubfanun de cstte fa<;on.
Pour cea raiaons nous avons oherohi k d^velopper un outil do travail simple, pour ne aire simpllste,
deatinö h nous donner, len äl^osnts n^caaaairea au dimenalonnement des diffärentes parties d'un moyeu
ou d'un« pale,
2 - C0MMKNTAIRB3 3UR LA SOPHISTICATION DU CALCPL DES ROTORfl :
Las m^thodes de calcul da rotor doivent prendre en compte essantisllement trois categories de probl^mes
qui a'imbriquant plus ou moina suivant le type da la m^Sthode.
1) Repräsentation correote de la dynamique de la pale
2) Definition du champ spatio-temporel des vLtesses induites par le rotor lul-mlme.
3) Calcul des charges aerodynamiquss nur la pale h partir de la connalssanoe de la repartition geometrique et de 1'Evolution dons le temps de 1'incidence, du derapage et du Nach des ecoulements locauz
BUT la pale.
La pale est generalemant representec par nes modes propres dans le vide calculus par des programmes
apeoifiquaa randant compte dea differenta couplagea possibles ent.« battemsnt, trainee ou torsion. 11
eat h noter que lea doimees de base : masse, rlgidite, centre de gravity, centre dc torsion sont parfoia
imprecia notamment dans le cas des pales fabriqudss avec des materlaux coopositea (roving, fibres de verra
ou carbone etc..) Par nilleura la validity des frequences propres, masses generalisees, deformess est
difflcilement contrfilable. L'analyse d'Hsaals aur un banc rotor ne donne »m effet qua des renseijaenients
partiels sur la dynamique d'une pale en rotation.
La repreaentation eiaatlque de la pale doit done ttre cunnlJfjr^o comme probiemAtique au point de vue
precision.
La representation du champ des vltnsses induites par le rotor a conduit au developpament de nombreuses
methodes se differenclant par leur complexite plus ou moina grande. Certainea utiliaent un sillage trfes
simpllfie (anneauz, lani^re rectlligne, cylindres tourbilloonaires etc...). D'autres font intervenlr un
sillage de forme imposes hiUicoIdnle ou deformee euplriquamcnt. Les plus evoluees s'attaquent h la mlse
en equlllbre du sillag« lul-mlme (volr referencea 1,2,3,4 par azaaple). One approche un peu differente
utiliaant la theorle du potentiel d'acceieration donne auasi des r^sultats interessants (reference 5). La
validite des resultats obtenus ainsi ne doit pas faire oublier cependant que des recherches sont en cours
sur les tourbillons eux-m<mes (stabilite, structure, interaction pale-tourbillon).
Lea charges aerodynamlques an finale sont calouiees en utiliaant une polaire bidinfasionnelle statlonnaire
ou instationnaire synthetisee k partir de resultata d'essala harmonlques sur profils oscillants. L'influence de 1'attaque oblique est renduo de manikre emplrique par augmentation des CZ MAX. et introduction
d'une trainee radiale. Mais le traitement rigoureui des ecoulements tridimensionnela a commence seulement
recemment en liaison avec des experimentations specifiques (reference 6), cette lacune etant tr&s grave
au voisinage du decroohage (extremite de pnle,cercle d'inversion) et dons le domaine compressible (extremite de la pale avan^ante). Ces quelques remarques ont pour but de montrer non seulement qu'un travail
important de recherche est encore neceaaaire pour maltriaar la connalssanoe du fonotionnement aeroeiastique du rotor, male auasi que I'lng^nieur au niveau dessin, doit s'appuyer sur des methodes plus simples,
lui donnant les informations qu'il demande, avec une precision süffisante.
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3 - ASCRIPTION DE LA MBTHODK DK CALCÜL :
L« progranuw d* caloul das contralntae «it oonstltu^ d« daux blocs rslatlvamant ind^pandants pamattant
da dlaaoolar la calcul das ohargas «^rodynamlqusa at la r^ponsa dynamlqua da la pala (volr Slgura n0 1 ).
Laa donn^as oorraspondant h un oas da vol h^lloopt^ra sont obtanuas k partlr d'uii prograiuna da qualit^s
da 7ol Ind^pandant d^tarmlnant l'^qulllbre da l'apparall k partlr das earaotiristiquss a^rodynaslquaa du
fusalags at d'una formulation alg^brlqu« du rotor prlaolpal. Ca programme d^finit notammant la position
des commandas da vol et 1*incidence du mit rotor, n^cessairee pour le calcul relatlf au rotor consid^r^
ensuite coome isol^.
La princlps de base de la m^thode est de supposar qua le caloul das efforts a^rodynamiques peut sn fair«
slmplsment, an admettant que seul le premier mods de hattement (articuKS ou rigid«) interrient pour la
döteroination des vitesses engendr^es par les mouvementa de la pal«. II est olair que oette bypothtae ne
pourra conduire h des rtaultats coh^renta que pour un rotor bien adapt* au point de vue frequences propres,
but recherch^ ^Tldemmant au atade avant projet. Par ailleurs la pale doit <tre suffiaaaaent rigide en
torsion (frequence propre d« torsion ilavi», grande rigidit< de command«), pour que les oouTements
paraaitsa en pas de la pale, ne deviennent paa trap importants par rapport h la oommands cyollque et
auz variation» d'incidence induites par le fonctionnement du rotor. II ne faut pas eap^rer obtenlr
ainsl des rtaultats coh^rents loraqu« 1« rotor «et franoheownt d^crochö, «als de toute fafon des a^thodes plus complexes ne semblent pas donnar des rfaultats absolument flables dans oettt sfine de fonctionnement du rotor. Catta hypothtae itant admise, avec les limitations qu'alla apporte, lea charges a<rodynamlques sont calcul^es par la methods d^aormais olassiqu« utilise« dans la r<f<r«nce 8 ;
-

Calcul de 1'incidence et du Mach pour chaque section de pale
Determination de Cz et Cx & partlr d'une polaire bidimenalonnslle de prof! 1
Calcul du moment des forces aärod/namiquri par rapport k ]'articulation de battament (Helle ou fictirn)
Resolution de 1'Equation de battement pas I pas
Stabilisation du battement sur plusleura tours pour atteindre un fonctionnement atabllise correspondant
k un cas de vul donn^.

Le coefficient de pertes en bout de pale utilise dans la reference 8 a ete remplace par une diminution
progressive de la charge en eitr^raite, un peu aemblable k celle utilise« dans las theories d'aile portanta
L'hypothise Initiale est en effet trop grosai^re lorsqu'on s'intepesse k autre chose qu'aux performances
globales du rotor.
4 - C0HFARAI30N DBS CHARGES AKRODYHAHIQUES CALCÜLEBS ET EXPERIHEHTALE3 :
Cette comparalaon a ete falte sur un rotor maquette de 4 metres de dlamktre, trlpale, esaaje dans la
grande Souffleris 31 de Modane en 1970 (voir figure 1° 2). De nombreux resultats intereasants ont ete
obtsnus avec ce moyen d'essai ausai bien au point de vue performances globales, visualisations d'ecoulement sur rotor, qu'analyaa fine dea ph^nombnoa locaux aur la pale. Quelques resultats ont ete presentes
anterieurement dans les references 9 etIO. La rotor etalt «saaye dans das conditions reelles de Titesse
d'avancement et de Mach en bout de pale. Les pales etaient equipeas da captaurs da praaaion dlffer«nti«l1« repartis seien 4 cordw sltuees h O^ZR, 0,73R, 0,855 R, et 0,95 R.
v

L« deuzlbme cas präsente correspond au fonctionnement d'un rotor k la VHS «n pique. Just« avant l'appr
rition des phenomknes de comprasaibllite en pale avanfante. La comparalaon eat arHtee dans ce oas h
l'harmonlque de rang quatra pour les mtmea raisons que precedemment (figure n0 4).
Dans lea deux cas, compte tenu des hypotheses »impllfioattices ratanuas, las ecarta calcul-experience
aont auffisamment faibles pour psrmettr« une evaluation satlsfaisante des oontraintes pales dans une
optique dlmensionnement pale et moyeu. La correlation dans les cas de vol decrodie eat moins bonne,
male est aans doute ameiioree par 1'introduction dea phenomtaea instatlonnairea autour du decrochage
d'aprks nos premieres investigations.
5 - EXTENSION DE LA METHODE :
Devant les resultats acquls, i6jk aatisfaisants, la methods a ete l^gkrement modifiee pour tester
l'lnfluence de certainss hypotheses simplificatrlces. Tout d'abord pour ameilorer la definition dea
charges en extremite de pale, noun avone teste un modöle aimplifie da alllaga qui paut (tre decrlt de
la manifer« auivante (Figure n" 5) ;
- La circulation eat supposes constants en envergura mais variable avsc l'azlmut de la pale
- De ce fait le sillag« est constitue theoriquement d'un tourbillon d'extremite d« pale (A), d'un tourbillon de pied de pale (B), ainsi que d'une nappe radiale pseudo heilcofdale (c)
- I* tourbillon (A) est decrit par une lanikre ea transfomant trÄs vita an une surface tourblllonnair«,
pour diminuer le temps d'integration (A)
- I« tourbillon (B) «st deorit aussi par un« surface tourblllonnair« (solenoids k spires Jointives).
- Quant k la nappe tourblllonnair« radial« aasooiee au fonctionnsoant instatiannaire de la pale, eile
eat remplacee par un volume contlnu de tourbillon.
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Uta r4iult«ti oni iti ooapar4» «»«o oaus obttnua par un* method« plua 4rol\iit da oaloul daa rltaaaaa
Indultaa (r4f. n0 il). La planaha 6 nontra qua 1'on obtlant alnal una bonna appiroilaation da o» problkma.
La oorrälatlon aur laa ohargaa a tit ragardta, aala laa r4aultata na aanblant paa Itra baauooup plua
pr4ala (flfura n" 7) qua oauz obtanua par la n4thoda Inltlala, Mannolna oatta id*» dolt Itra azplorfo
plua k fond, oar alia paraat notaaaant d'lntrodulra la dloroohaga Inata'.ionnalia daa proflla an gardant
un aohima global ralatlraoant aohlrant, Noua taatona alaultanAnant I'lnfluanoa daa nft .n Inatatlonnalraa
aulrant la mlthoda pr4ooula<a dune la r^f^ranoa (7), laa Ci( CT, 4tant raoalouUa k pnrtlr d'un tablaau
da donnlaa aynthltlalaa an fonctlon da la ralaur da l'lnald«-ua Inatantnn^a, da aa vltanaa da rarlatlon
at da aa dlrlvla aaoonda.
Noua aapiirona alnal en tcatant a^par^mant I'lnfluanoa daa dlffttranta ph^nomknea phyalquaa at lea hypothkaea adopt^aa pour laa raprtaantar (pertaa an aitr^mlt^ da pala, ohamp daa vltaaaaa Indultaa, attaqua
obllqua, affata Inatatlonnalraa) arrlvar k un modkla n^rodynamlqu« trka almpllfl^, parmattant un cslcul
aufflaaoaant pr^oli daa chargaa aur pala d'MUooptkra,

6 - REPowaB pramiaqE

DK U PALK

:

Laa proprl^tls ^laatlquaa des palaa aont prlaaa «n compta «n utlllsant une raprdaantatlon modale de la
pale limits« en Importai.ca aulvant lea one (3 modaa de bnttenant et 2 modea de trainee en g^n^ral). Laa
caraot^rlatlquea oodnlea utllla^aa sent lasuaa d'un calcul da mode propre d^coupl^ compte tanu dea almpllcatlona envlaagrfaa par alllaura. 'in m^thode de la r^f^renoa (12) donna daa r^aultata aufflaamment
pHcla an minlalaant le tenpa da calcul.
La r^ponaa da la pale eat obtanua en calculant la contribution de chacun daa modea proprea excites par
laa dlff^rantaa harnonlquea des ohargaa a^rodynamlquea. Afln da tanlr compta approzloatlvement des efforta
a^rodyiiaolques Indulta par laa mouvamenta da flexion vartloala da la pale, un terra« d'amortlaaement
a^rodynaraique Unfair« ivalu^ dana le caa du vol atatlonnalra eat Introdult pour las modea de battement
autran que le premier mode rlglda.
Lea contralntea sont ensuite caloul^ea par auperposltlon de la contribution en moment dea dlff^panta
modaa at cecl pour chaque harmonlque. 11 eat k noter que la precision du r^arHat depend beaucoup de la
description fine de la pala au point de vue maaalque et ^laatlque, at que lea zSnea de la pale rapldement
^volutlrea tellss que attache, manchon etc..., g^niralement orltlquea au point da vue dlmenalonnement,
dolvant ttre d^flnlaa «vec precision.
La d^coupage retenu dana oette m^thode, entre l'aörodynamique et l'ilastlcit^ permet trks rapldement
de chiffrer lea r^parcuaaiona d'une modification quelconque de la pale, k partlr du moment oü lea
donn^aa a^rodynaalquaa aont stock^es en m^molre.
7 - AMALYSB DES RESULTATS AU POINT DE VUE CONTRAINTES :
La mÄthode a iti utllia^e tout d'abord aur le rotor maquette Modane qui eat artloul^ k la fola en battement et en trainee. Lea palaa da ce rotor ne aont paa dynamlquement aemblablea am pales d'un rotor
grandeur (nombra de Lock plua faible). Lea d^formatlona de la pale ont done une influence trka faible
aur lea efforta a^rodynamiquoa, ce qui k priori devait favoriaer la correlation essai-calcul. La planche
8 montre lea r^aultats obtenua en battement vertical dana un caa fortement charg^. L'^volutlon en enverguredu'erflte k aÄto calculi eat comparable k ce que donnent lea röaultata expörimentaux. Auoune comparaiaon valable n'a ^t^ obtenuaen trainee, las oaract^riatiquea de l'amortiaseur da trainee utilia^ Ätant
mal connuea.
La comparalaon a ^te fait«par ailleurs aur un rotor grandeur k palea plaatiquaa. II s'aglt d'un rotor
articulÄ en battement et aemi-rigide en trainee. Lea rÄaultata expörimentaux proviennent d'enregiatrementa
obtenua au coura de la miaa au point du prototype. L'evolution en envergure dea amplitudea dea momenta de
battement eat rapr^aent^aur la figure (9) et racoupe de manikre aatlafaiaante lea r^sultatadia Baaala en
Vol. L'analyae a iti pouaa^e juaqu'au contenu harmonlque dea contralntea pour deux sectiona de la pale
aitu^ea k 0,28 R at 0,7 R (figure n0 10). La comparalaon falte BUT las cinq premikrea harmonlquea montre
que l'ordre de grandeur de chaque rale eat oorrectement reatituÄ, ce qui concorde avec la correlation
obtenue aur le cr*te k crlte. La preclaion obtenue n'est paa toutefois sufflaante pour une estimation
da torseur des efforts d'excitation k la tlte rotor. Une amelioration du calcul aerodynamique et 1'introductlon de modea proprea oouploa donneraient certalnement des reaultats plus precis pour ce problkme
particuller.
En ce qui conoerne la caa de la trainee, le recoupement obtenu (figure n0 11) aur ce mime rotor est
nettemant plua pröcia que pourlarotor maquette Modane.
8 - CONCLUSIONS :
Noua eatlmona que ce genre de möthode eat necesaaire pour permettre une estimation correcte et rapide
dea ohargaa de dimanalonnemant aur rotor et moyeu. Lea resultata obtenua aujourd'hui ne aont pas absolument parfalts, mala cartalnes Id^aa ont permia sana trop da complexite auppiementaire, d'ätendre le dcrialne de validity du calcul. Hals slmultanement lea methodea falaant appel h de puiaaants moyena de calcul,
dolvant Itre d^veloppees, pour Studier lea divara phenomknea, teater leur influence. De mime l'analyae
experimental« fine du comportement du rotor dolt noua permettre de progreaaar dans cette connalaaance.
La prediction dea chargea de dimansionnement aur pale et moyeu davra se fair« au nlveau desaln, par une
methoda alopllfiee, falaant la aynthkse daa reaultats obtenua par d'autraa approches theoriquea ou
azperlmentalea.
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HELICOPTEB HOTOH LOADS I'l'KlJlCTION
by
Peter ■'. Aroldlaeono* ami Htiymoiiti i;. Carlson11
Sikorsky Alrcrruft
lilvtalun of United Aircraft Corporation
.'.i, rut ford, Connecticut
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SUMMABi
A review is presented of tlie asaumptiunn and techniques forming the basis for detailed computation
of rotor loads at Sikorsky Aircraft and the United Aircraft Research Laboratories. Typical correlation
results showing the effects of variable Inflow and unsteady aerodynamics on blade stresses and control
loads are presented. These effects are shown generally to improve the accuracy of predicted results.
A
discussion of areas where further work can be expected to provide a stronger technical foundation for
present analyses is presented.
The principal areas include more detailed modelii.i of (l) the dynamic stall
process, (to define unsteady drag, airfoil and blade sweep effects) ,
(,') blade lifting surface effects
(to model more accurately blade-vortex interaction effects) und ii) alrfrome dynamics effect:: (to define
more accurately
the dynamic coupling between blade and hub motions).

1.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of predicting the loads generated by rotating wings is, in many respects, one which is
much more complex than that for fixed wings. The rotary wing problem is an aeroelastic one involving both
unsteady stall and compressibility effects. The blade sweep angle also varies with time and, in addition,
the flow field induced at the rotor is the result of a complex vortex wake whose treatment does not permit
many of the simplifying assumptions so useful in fixed wing analyses. With the advent of high speed digital computing equipment, much progress has been made in developing improved analyses for predicting rotor
loads. Howp'.-'r, even with today's equipment, assumptions must still be made, permissible assumptions,
of course, depend on the rotor loads of interest. The rigor required in the analysis generally increases
with the frequency of the loads that are to be predicted. The objectives of this paper are to (l) discuss
the techniques and assumptions forming the basis of a current analysis in use at Sikorsky Aircraft, (2)
present typical co-relations with test data, and (3) indicate where further work may be expected to increase our capabilities.
2.

REVIEW OF BASIC ELEMENTS OF THE PROBLEM
The basic elements that enter into the rotor loads problem are indicated in Fig. 1 and discussed

below.
The problem is divided into two major areas: (l) the modeling of the aerodynamic forces acting on
the blade and {?.) the modeling of the blade response compatible with these forces. Because the typical
rotor blade is a long flexible beam (and, in many cases, is hinged at the root) its rigid body and elastic
responses significantly affect the blade aerodynamic loading. Hence, there Is a strong two-way coupling
between the blade aerodynamic forces and its response.
The aerodynamic part of the problem is basically that of finding appropriate transfer functions
which will operate on the relative motion of the blade with respect to the air to produce the aerodynamic
forces acting on the blades. The proulem n complicated by the fact that the forces being sought also
contribute to the relative motion because of the associated blade response and wake vorticity which they
produce. The blade response contribution to the relative blade-air motion Is obvious and blade vorticity,
of course, is related to flow field induced by the wake. Simultaneous solution of the blade force, blade
response,and flow field equations presents an extremely difficult problem because of the many unknowns
involved. This is particularly true if nonJinearities such as those associated with dynamic stall are to
be considered. Usually some type of iterative procedure exploiting the weaker coupling mechanisms has to
be employed. An approach frequently 't^^d is Indicated in Fig. 1. Here the aerodynamic part of the
problem is divided ir. ,o two parts
The first deals with modeling the effects of the trailing vorticity
in the rotor wake to estimate the general flow field in which the blades operate. This flow field is
based on on Initial estimate of t'ie blade loading distribution. The second part involves defining the
forces acting on the blade that are compatible with this Initial flow field estimate. This force definition can include nonlinear stall effects as well as blade response effects and, if desired, can be used
to obtain a new estimate of the flow field for further iterations.
Modeling of the blade dynamic response, of course, involves solution of the blade equations of
motion. The rigor of the solution will depend on the number of blade degrees of freedom treated and the
extent to which interblade dynasalc coupling effects due to control system and alrframe motions are considered.
Figure 2 compares the assumptions made in a well known rotor analysis typical of the late fifties
(Ref. 1) with those of an analysis currently in use at Sikorsky. The early analysis was oriented toward
performance prediction and was limited primarily with regard to its treatment of rotor wake effects
and the number of dynamic degrees of freedom considered. With the development of higher speed computing
equipment, continual refinement in analytical techniques has been made. Typical analyses of today 'also
indicated in Fig. ?) incorporate some form of wake modeling, unsteady blade aerodynamics and an expanded
number of dynamic degrees of freedom. Both of these analyses solve the overall problem through numerical
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integration techniques, aa this type of approach permits more rational treatment of the strong coupling
between the blade uerodynajnlcE and the blade response. Although most analyses use this general approwih,
there are still so many elements involved that further assumptions are required in handling these ,'lementE
in order to produce a program that does not require an inordinate amount of computing time. The next
section describes in mure detail the particular approach currently in use at Sikorsky,

3.

SIKOKSKY ROTOR AEROELASTIC ANALYSIS

A complete description of the analysio In this paper is not possible and the reader is referred to
Refs, 2 to U for additional Information, The Intent here Is only to indicate the major assumptions and
solution techniques used. Only the steady flight version of the analysis is discussed,
A simplified block diagram of the analysis Is shown in Fig, i. Three basic programs are linked
together. Those are: the Blade Response Program, the Circulation Solution Program, and the Wake Geometry
Program,
The Blade Response Program determines the ful ly-coupl'-d renponoe of a flexible rotating blade,
given the distribution of the wake-induced velocities over the 'Us!'. The blade equations of motion are
solved by expanding them in •.erms of uncoupled flatwlso, sdgewlae and lorslonal blade modes. The modal
technique facilitates the numerical Integration of the blade equations by minimizing dynamic coupling terms.
The basic differential equations of motion are docuaientod In Hit', ,'.
Two aerodynamic models can be used to determine the forces acting on the blades. Both assume
two dimensionality. Reference 2 deacribea an early aerodynamic model which In a conventional, quasi-steady
aerodynamic model combined with the use of steady-state airfoil stall data, A mod»! based on unsteady
airfoil characteristics is described In Ref. j. Typical unsteady lift and moment curves used for this
model are shown in Fig. I*. These were obtained by generalizing data from tests of a two-dimensional airfoil
executing prescribed sinusoidal motions. As indicated in Ref. 3, It has been assumed that the sinusoidal
data could be generalized in terms of the section angle of attack, its first two time derivatives, and Mach
number. Through this procedure, it is possible to apply the data to rotor blade operating conditions which
involve translational velocity variations and multi-harmonic motions. Recent work by the United Aircraft
Research Laboratories (Ref. 5) has shown that this assumption is reasonable. Blade section drag forces
are evaluated using either steady-state data or, if desired, by a procedure which allows "unsteady" drag
to be synthesized from the unsteady lift data. The synthesizatlon procedure is based on the degree to
which the unsteady lift departs from potential flow values (see Ref. 1*). No attempt to account for any
radial flow effects on lift or moment has been made in the analysis. Although such corrections have been
proposed in the literature, the underlying data are extremely questionable, as will be discussed later.
With either the quasi-steady or the full-blown unsteady aerodynamic model, the equations of motion are
numerically integrated until a converged cyclic motion of the blade is achieved that is compatible with
the prescribed induce1 velocity distribution.
The function of the Circulation Solution Program is to compute a rotor circulation distribution that
is compatible with a prescribed set of blade section operating conditions and a prescribed rotor wake
geometry. Once the circulation distribution is known, the induced velocity distribution over the rotor
follows immediately. This induced velocity distribution can be used to update the original input to the
Blade Response Program. An iteration is performed between the programs to assure compatibility of the induced velocities and the blade aerodynamic and dynamic boundary conditions. The general technical approach
used in the Circulation Program is basically similar to that of Ref. 6 and represents a rotary-wing
equivalent of the classical lifting-line approach used successfully for fixed wings. Two major differences
from the Ref. 6 approach are: (1) the elimination of the shed vortlcity elements in the wake (i.e. elements
arising from time variations of blade bound vorticity) and (?) the inclusion of unsteady effects on local
lift curve slope, blade section ongle-for-zero lift and blade stall angle. Although the former modification
technically violates the Helmholtz law, it is believed that a more accurate representation of the shed wake
effects is obtained through the use of the unsteady airfoil data in the Blade Response Program. This implies
that the primary effects of the shed vorticity are those associated with the wake region near the blade
and, thus, can be approximated by those of a fixed-wing type of wake. Miller (Ref, 7) shows that this is
reasonable at rotor advance ratios usually of Interest, This approach not only permits a factor of two
reduction in the computing time of the Circulation Program, but more importantly, also permits nonlinear
unsteady stall effects to be included in a rational w(\y in the Blade Response Program,
The Circulation Program requires that the wake geometry be specified a priori. In lieu of more
precise information, the assumption of a classical 'jondistorted wake defined from momentum considerations
has usually been made. Recently, methods for computing more representative wake geometries have become
available. The approach developed by Londgrebe (Ref, 8) is employed in our analysis. The approach is
straightforward if the wake circulation distribution is prescribed. At a given Instant of time, the
Biot-Savart law is used to determine the wake self-Induced velocities at various control points in the wake.
These velocities are integrated over a small time interval to define a new wake geometry, following which
new self-induced velocities can be computed. The process of alternately computing new velocities and wake
geometry is continued until a converged, periodic distorted wake geometry is reached. By dividing the wake
into near and far regions relative to each control point in the woke, an approximate and cost-effective,
analysis is obtained. Only the tip vortex is allowed to distort as it represents the dominant wake
element. An iteration between the Circulation Program and the Wake Geometry Program is required to assure
compatibility of the final circulation distribution and woke geometry.
It should be evident from the preceding discussion that this approach to solving the combined
airload-flow field problem can only be applied to steady operating conditions. Also, there are many ways
to cycle through the programs, and the convergence of the iteration procedure will depend on the strength
of the coupling between the various elements of the problem. We have generally found that convergence of
the airloads is rapid and that only one pass through the Circulation and Wake Geometry Programs is requireu.
To control computing time, the iteration procedure is set up to minimize the number of passes through the
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longeat runntnK program, wlihii In llilu CO.BC, is Uie Wake «"ieometry F'rogrtuii.
three prograjna on the irHJV^i: UOM Computer are:
lUmle KeBpnnne I't'dgrfUn

2 minulos

Circuiiiiinn ;ioiutli)ii Progran
WHKI' Qaomatry Progran

J. minute
Y minutes

1..1

TypicaJ rumiln« llnu lur IMP

Our Iteration (iroce'lure ganarally Invoivea .' passea through the Blade Heaponse Program and 1 paaa through
the Circulation Program whan a claaalcaj wake geometry is used (a total of 'j minutes).
If the Wake
Geometry I'rogram la uae.l, one paun through It la used together with one additional rasu through the Circulation Program for a total of 13 minutes.

1*,

TYPICAL COMPARISONS OF PREDICTED AUU MEASURED RESULTS

Correlation studies using the Sikorsky Hotor Aeroelastlc Analysis have demonstrated the iir.portance
of including both the variation In induced velocities (or inflow) over the rotor disc and unsteady aerodynamica in calculating blade stresses and control loads. This is particularly true in the high speed,
high loading flight conditions where the rotor Is in stall over part of the disc.
It is such condition
ons
that determine the operational limlta on the rotor system structural capability. Therefore, it is thesse
conditions that have received most of the attention for correlation studies. The bulk of the results
presented in this paper ore based on a classical, nondistorted wake geometry inasmuch as wake geometry
effects are still largely under evaluation. All results are also based on the use of a steady-state drag
model.
Some recent results which point out the significance of variable inflow and unsteady aerodynamics
are shown in Figs. 5 through 8. The flight condition corresponds to an advance ratio of 0.36 and blade
loading of 0.076.
(All results have been nondimenslonalized by the measurpd amplitudes.
In Figs. 5 and 7
the measured amplitudes selected are those at stations at 69? radius and 1&% radius, respectively.)
As indicated in the figures, better correlation of flatwise vibratory stresses has been obtained by including these phenomena.
Amplitude, or half-peak-to-peak value, of flatwise stress is plotted against radius
in Fig. 5. As shown, the use of an assumption of a constant inflow over the rotor disc with steady-state
aerodynamics produces predicted stress of about 60% of the measured peak value, with the maximum occurring
too far inboard. Adding the effect of inflow variations but retaining steady-state aerodynamics had little
effect on the amplitude, but did shift the peak radially outboard. The further addition of unsteady aerodynamics, in this case using the method of Ref.
3, Increased the amplitude to about 90% of the measured
flatwise vibratory stress. Consideration of the azimuthal variation (i.e. time history) of flatwise stress
at 60% radius, the point of maximum measured stress, further emphasizes the improvement obtained when
variable inflow and unsteady aerodynamic effects are included in the analysis (Fig. 6). The constant inflow,
steady-state aerodynamic analysis shows predominantly a one-per-rev response with little evidence of the
higher harmonic content present in the test data. The inclusion of variable inflow, which provides significant higher harmonic loading of the blade, reproduces more closely the observed variations in stress
around the azimuth.
Unsteady aerodynamics result in an increase in the stress amplitude but has little
further effect on the general predicted azimuthal signature.
The achievement of good correlation of edgewise vibratory stresses has generally proven a more
difficult task than that for flatwise stresses. Edgewise stresses for the same condition as shown in
Figs. 5 and 6 are given in Figs. 7 and 8. Some Improvement in the amplitude LC response is shown with the
successive addition of variable inflow and unsteady aerodynamics.
Comparison of the azimuthal variations
at. 30% radius show the same trends found for the flatwise stresses. With constant inflow and steady state
aerodynamics, the higher harmonic content of the edgewise stress is low. The addition of variable inflow
increases the higher harmonic content, in particular the four-per-rev component of edgewise stress, which
is dominant due to the location of the first edgewise flexible mode near four-per-rev. Unsteady aerodynamics serve to increase the amplitude a bit more, again without changing the character. The principal
area of discrepancy appears on the retreating blade. This is the area that would be expected to be influenced by the modeling of unsteady drag effects.
The torsional response of the blade, as measured by the push rod loads, was over-predicted using the
combination of variable Inflow and unsteady aerodynamics
In this case the best correlation, as shown in
Fig. 9, was obtained using variable inflow without unste ady aerodynamics. It has been found that the inelusion of unsteady aerodynamics is important in sustain ing the type of torsional oscillation, over the
retre-iting half of the disc, which is generally attribut ed to stall flutter. Figure 10, for a different
aircraft and rotor system, shows the kind of correlation being obtained in flight conditions in which a
build up occurs in control loads due to the high frequen cy oscillations. The inclusion of variable inflow
in the analysis produces a variation in air loading caus ing torsional oscillations of the advancing blade,
The inclusion of unsteady aerodynamics sustains and ampl ifies this oscillation over the retreating half of
the disc, due to the negative torsional damping effects produced by dynamic stall hysteresis effects. This
is demonstrated in Fig. 11, where the analytical curve o f Fig. 10 is reproduced, along with analytical
results using variable Inflow but no unsteady aeiodynami cs. The decay in the oscillation when unsteady
aerodynamics are neglected is moat evident.
As mentioned previously, the results presented in Figs. 5-11 use a variable inflow model which is
Wake distortion effects on rotor vibratory
based on a classical , non Ustorted, helical rotor wake geometry.
loads have not been systematically analyzed at this time. The study reported in Ref. U Indicated that wake
However, Fig. 12, which
dlatortiona had litt le effect on integrated rotor loads, as might be anticipated.
is reproduced from H ef. It, Indicates that significantly different azimuthal variations in local blade loadInga can result when wake distortion effects are included in the analysis. It would appear that inclusion
of such effects will be necessary for accurate prediction of rotor vibratory forces. Also, wake distortion
effects at low apeed i and hover are dominant. At the present time, further work is required to verify that
wake distortions at high flight speeds are equally significant and, thereby. Justify the relatively large
increase in computin g time entailed in their computation.
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5.

'

TECHMOLOGY AREAS RKQUIHING FURTHER DEVELOPMENT

The preceding •eotioo has Indicated the type of correlation that has been achieved using current
technology. Those aspects of the analysis which can be Improved through further development are discussed
below.
b.l

Dynamic Stall Modeling

it is well known that retreating blade stall is the prime factor limiting the forward flight capabilities )f rotating wing aircraft. Because it is a relatively local effect, the ultimate capability of a
given aircraft Is usually dictated by the degree to which stall can be penetrated before such stall-related
effects as power losses, increased vibration or control loads, etc. become intolerable. As a result, the
rotary wing designer is relatively more concerned with the details of stall aerodynamics than is his fixed
wing counterpart. Rotor stall is a complex unsteady aerodynamic phenomenon. Although much progress has
been made in improving the representation of unsteady effects In our analyses, additional work is required
before reliable computations of rotor stall characteristics can he routinely made in the design process.
Most work in the modeling of dynamic stall has been oriented toward applying two-dimensional data from
a sinusoidally oscillating airfoil, To apply such data to the rotor problem requires some means of generalising the data so that the aerodynamics of more arbitrary airfoil motions can be predicted. It would also
be highly desirable to find some reliable, practical method for handling different airfoil contours so that
the need for expensive wind tunnel tests, cculd be minimized. Two methods for generalizing unsteady data to
arbitrary motions and different airfoils are found in Refs. 3 and g. Figure 13 presents an interesting
comparison of results predicted by each of these methods for ramp-type vi latlons in angle of attack. Also
shown in the figure are experimental data obtained from Refs. 10 and 11. distinctly different trends are
noted for the measured ramp characteristics and those predicted from sinusoidal data using the methods of
Refs. 3 and 9. The measured rump data indicate a relatively linear increase in maximum lift, whereas the
predictions show a diminishing effectiveness of angular rate in increasing lift capability. This is believed to be due to the fixed amplitude oscillations which were used in the sinusoidal tests. In addition,
the predictions individually differ significantly with regard to 1 he increase in maximum lift coefficient
produced by a given angular rate.
To explore this situation further, Sikorsky Aircraft has been developing an alternate and, hopefully,
simpler approach to the generalization problem. The model is based on the hypothesis that flow separation
will not occur until a critical, nondlmensional time interval is exceeded after the static stall angle of
attack has been reached. The critical time Interval (At separation^ ^s 8iven ^y
UAt

separation

Here U and c are the translational velocity and chord of the airfoil, respectively. The quantity, t* is,
thus, equivalent to the number of chordlengths traveled by the airfoil during the critical time period.
Analysis of available data for sinusoidal motion indicates a T* of about 6 applies (Fig. ih), When this
value for x* is applied to a ramp-type motion, a linear relation between the increase in maximum lift
coefficient and the angular velocity parameter (eg) is found

AC

Imax

Here a is the time rate of change of airfoil angle of attack in radians/sec units. This relation Is also
shown in Fig, 13 and is seen to agree qualitatively quite well with the experimental results.
The techniques discussed above for modeling dynamic stall are rather pragmatic ones which do not address
the details of the dynamic stall process. More fundamental analyses are now being pursued, and with the
advent of higher speed computing equipment can be expected eventually to become practical approaches tc the
problem. An initial analysis of this type is described in Ref, 12, However, the sample application of the
analysis to a ramp motion in Ref, 12 resulted in a much lower increase in lift (0,3 for eg = ,01.8) than has
been either observed or predicted from other less fundamental approaches. This inadequacy can be expected
to be eliminated by more accurately modeling the viscous flow aspects of the problem through solution of
the complete Navier-Stokes fluid equations.
The conclusion to be drawn from Fig, 13 is, then, that techniques for predicting the dynamic stall of
an airfoil undergoing relatively arbitrary motions require further development and substantiation.
The preceding discussion has been concerned with generalizing dynamic stall characteristics for a
given airfoil. Another aspect of the problem, of course, is the need to generalize the effects of airfoil
contour. The available methods (Refs. 3 and 9) tend to assume that the unsteady effects are approximately
the same for all airfoils and can be accounted for if the static stall characteristics are known. Further
work is required to verify this contention.
All experimental dynamic stall work to date has also emphasized nonrotating, two-dimensional, upswept
airfoil models. Thus, radial flow effects due t o blade sweep, centrifugal effects and spanwlse pressure
gradients on unsteady characteristics have been neglected. There appears to be a general consensus that
centrifugal force effects are negligible (see Re fs, 13-17 and Fig, 15), at least for the high velocity
sections of typi' 1 r'fo. blades. The effect of blade sweep angle is less well defined but is potentially
important, Fixeu wing /.perience has shown that inboard sections of swept back wings can sustain much
higher lift coefficients than would be estimated on the basis of pressure gradients taken normal to the
span. However, test data are not avaiiable for the range of sweep angles, aspect ratios and spanwlse pressure
gradients typical of rotor blades. Attempts hav e been made to use available fixed-wing static data to
derive two-dimensional spanwlse flow corrections (see Ref, 18). These data (presented in Ref. 19) were
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obtained by measuring total forcea on a awejit, finlte-spwi wing.
Since the wing Bweep angle was varl ed
by yawing the wing about, its mid-span point, one half of the wing was swept aft - certainly not an Id eal
situation. Analysis of the data of Ref. 18 shows a strong finite-span effect (see Flg. 16) and the pplic
ability of the data to the rotor blade situation is questionable.
It would appear that a truly tv. i-d imensional, swept wing would show no enhancement of lift capability,
Hence, the meaning of the "two-dli.^ nsional" corrections derived in Hef. 18 is not clear.
Appropriate tests to clarify the situation and to
introduce other variables such as spanwise pressure gradient should be conducted. Finally, it should be
mentioned that a big gap in knowledge exists with regard to the unsteady drag characteristics of roto
blades.
While these fundamental questions are being pursued, the designer requires dynamic stall Infonnatlon
now. To fill this need, the effects of more common design parameter:! on the dynamic stall-stall flutter
process are being studied experimentally by Glkorsky and UAHL.
Figure 17 Illustrates the basic approach
being used. The model Is a two-dimensional airfoil mounted on bearings and driven in a sinusoidal pitch
motion by the linkage shown.
By properly selecting the inertia characteristics of the airfoil and the
stiffness of the torslonal flexure, which is in series with the oscillating mechanism and the airfoil, it
Is possible to simulate the dynamic equation of motion of the first torslonal mode of the blade. The
blade Is oscillated slnusoidally at a frequency and amplitude which simulates the basic once-per-revolutlon
(IP) angle of attack oscillation experienced by a rotor blade In forward flight. If the system Is susceptible to stall flutter, high frequency torslonal oscillations will occur. Such have been observed in Initial
tests (see right hand panel of Fig. 17) and we are now Inveutlgutlug the effects of system design parameters
on stall flutter. These include airfoil shape, and torslonal inertia, stiffness and frequency.
Figure 10
shows some early results indicating Improvement In angle of attack capability produced by a Sikorsky airfoil
design as compared to that for a NACA 0012 airfoil.
This Increase tends to correlate with the increase
in static lift capability of the Sikorsky airfoil.
The Influence of spanwise flow on rotor blade stall characteristics is also being investigated by
Sikorsky. For this purpose, new experimental techniques for acquiring two-dimensional airfoil data are
being developed. A unique airfoil dynamic force measuring system is being used which will minimize wind
tunnel wall corrections and provide an Initial capability for measuring unsteady drag. These techniques
will be use! to provide better data on the following;
1)
2)
3)

the effects of high Mach number (M • 1.0),
the effects of sweep on steauy stall characteristics,
the effects of sweep on unsteady stall characteristics.

Tests have already been conducted In the first area and initial tests in the remaining areas should be
started in late 1972.
5.2

Lifting Surface Effects

One of the principal assumptions made In the current analysis Is that the blades are lifting lines.
While this assumption Is valid for many regions over the rotor disc, it is not valid near the blade tips
and in those areas where a blade passes close to a vortex In the rotor wake. An example of the type of
differences in loading that are predicted by lifting line and lifting surface theory Is shown in Fig. 19.
The lifting surface theory Is being developed by Adamcyzk of the United Aircraft Research Laboratories.
The results of Fig. 19 show the time histories of lift and moment, coefficients generated by a blade as it
encounters a series of two-dimensional vortices.
Lift coefficient variations are greatly overestimated by
the lifting line theory while the /itching moments are underestimated.
The variations In pitching moment
would seem to be particularly Important because of the torslonal flexibility of typical rotor blades.
Effects such as these are relatively local ones; however, their Inclusion would appear to be necessary
before the detailed loadings needed for accurate calculatiot. of rotor vibratory forces can be obtained.
Work Is proceeding to develop the theory further and place It in a form suitable for use In rotor analyses.
Tnls la being complemented by Sikorsky work to define characteristics of vortices having circulation
strengths typical of full scale blades (Ref. 20).
5.3

Transient Wake Effects

As mentioned previously, the rotor loads analysis described In the earlier section of this paper is
basically a steady flight analysis. This 11ml tatlon arises because of the way In which the three basic
elements of the problem ore coupled In the sol utlon.
Solutions for blade response and the flow field are
obtained assuming them to be semi-independent problems. This invalidates the analysis for the calculation
of either aircraft transient flight characterl sties or blade stability characteristics where the flow field
Is expected to be an important factor. Transi ent flight loads analyses are available, but these either
There Is no technical reason why the
neglect wake effects entirely or treat them In a quasi-steady fashion.
various elements of the overall problem cannot be more closely coupled so that these limitations can be
eliminated.
Computing time has represented th e principal consideration to date, and it may be expected to
be eliminated as a factor with newer generatlo ns of computers that will Inevitably be developed.
5.1«

Alrframe Dynamics Effects

In seeking ways to improve the prediction of vibratory loads on a helicopter, attention will also have
to be focused upon the dynamic coupling of the rotor and alrframe. Alrframe dynamic response effects may
prove to be significant for accurate prediction of vibratory loads Imposed on the fuselage. These effects
can enter in two ways. First, coupling of the alrframe modes and blade modes can occur, producing shifts
in the blade natural frequencies. This will alter the predicted blade dynamic response, and therefore, the
blade vibratory loads. Since for steady state flight the hub motions are predominantly at the principal
excitation frequency (given by the number of rotor blades times the rotor speed). It Is precisely those
frequencies of most concern for vibration which are affected by the hub motion. Secondly, the motion of the
alrframe 't the hub also produces motion of the rotor blades, which, strictly speaking, changes the airloads.
However, these changes In airloads should be small since the vibratory hub motions are small.
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The alrfrue-rotor dynamic coupling should become more significant as the rigidity of the blade attach■ent to the alrframe Increases. Articulated rotors should exhibit less coupling effects than a non-articulated rotor with a stiff root restraint. The Sikorsky Rotor Aeroelastlc Analysis presently only Includes
rigid body alrframe degrees of freedom. The inclusion of flexible alrframe modes should be considered in
the future whenever aerodynamic modeling techniques have progressed to the point where accurate computation
of rotor vibratory loads appears feasible.
Finally it should be noted that the alrframe flexibility and alrframe modes can have a significant
effect on the stability of a rotor syateit. Such effects are, or course, Included In rotor stability
analyses.
6.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has been devoted to a discussion of the analytical rotor load techniques in current use
and being developed at Sikorsky Aircraft and the United Aircraft Research Laboratories. The past decade
has seen significant progress In the development of rotor flow field models and in the treatment of unsteady aerodynamic effects-. Although further developments are necessary to provide a more thorough understanding of the dynamic stall process, sufficient progress has been made to warrant a more in depth assessment of the effects of design parameters on rotor stall-related operating limits. Techniques for predicting wake geometry have been developed and remain to be applied In detail. Spanwlse flow and lifting
surface refinements are less well developed, but are being vigorously pursued. Unsteady drag information
is almost totally nonexistent and la certainly needed. Advances in computing machinery will make possible
more olos' ly coupled solutions of the blade response - flow field problem for application to maneuver and
rotor staLility problems, and, ultimately, analytic treatment of the detailed viscous flow processes
governing rotor stall should also be possible. However, it should be emphasized that while we make every
attempt to Improve the technical foundation of our analyses, we should make corresponding efforts to remember the ultimate user of the analysis—the designer. He wants a thoroughly checked out analysis, whose
outputs have been digested and cast in the simplest, most fundamental form and provide him with easy-toobtain, cost-effective answers. Too often, analyses never are taken beyond the research stage with the
result that they are often not acceptable for use in the practical world.
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ASSESSMENT OF ROTOR LOADS PREDICTION TECHNIQUES USED
BY SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT CORPORATION AND AEROSPATIALE
by
John L. Shipley
Chlet, Army Aeronautical Research Group
Langley Directorate
US Army Air Mobility Research and Development Laboratory
Mall Stop m
NASA-Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23665

I have chosen to separate my comments Into three sections, the first being some general comments about
each author's program, commenta on the philosophy of model development employed and then areas which 1
think we need to expand the current capability In predicting rotor loads.
As Mr, ('.allot has stated, his analysis Is based on Judgment of accuracy versus run time and complexity
with a specific objective that the resulting program can be easily used by the designer. The desire for
a simplified method for accurately calculating rotor loads is universal and we all share this with Mr. Gallot.
The resulting program Is to be used only for blades with high torslonal stiffness operating below the onset
of stall so that pitching moments will produce small oscillations when compared to collective inputs.
Within these constraints, the program should be adequate for estimating structural strength requirements,
as was the intent of the program. However, 1 think that Mr. Gallot will agree that some additional refinements, such as unsteady aerodynamics and iteration between blade response and aerodynamics, should be
considered before the results could be used for such things as fatigue design loads.
The analytical results predicted by the author's program shows good correlation with experimental data.
However, the experimental data used in the comparison were for conditions of tip path plane angles of 16 and
24 degrees and advance ratios greater than 0.3. These correspond to flight conditions where the free stream
contributions to the in-flow significantly reduce the wake vorticity effects. It would be Interesting to
see if lowering the tip path plane, through reduced fuselage drag, would perhaps relntroduce higher harmonic
forces of sizeable magnitude.
In regard to Mr, Arcidiacono's paper, he has made what appears to be a reasonably successful attempt
to include the majority of those parameters which have, over the past five years, come to be associated
with improved prediction of rotor loads. Although they may be a little optimistic, run times of the order
of magnitude cited by Mr, Arcidiacono are certainly well within reason for a program which includes
coupling of the blade aerodynamics and dynamics, wake geometry, and unsteady aerodynamics.
As is the case with several of the programs to be described in this meeting, the Army has on occasion
used a version of the rotor loads program described by Mr, Arcidiacono, 'Once the initial problems, always
encountered when th" unfamiliar attempt to use a fairly complex computer program, were overcome, reasonably
good correlation of results have been obtained, especially when the unsteady aerodynamic routine was used.
Even though the phenomena is not fully understood and analytical techniques, which model all aspects
of the problem, are not available, the results Justify including unsteady aerodynamics. Most authors will
agree that if the results are going to be used for determining fatigue life and sizing of critical components at highly loaded conditions, some attempt at representing unsteady aerodynamics should be made.
However, there is still a long way to go before the claim can be made that a full blowi: unsteady aerodynamic
model is available, especially in the areas of unsteady drag and different airfoil contours.
The discussion on unsteady aerodynamics recalls to mind Frank Harris' mid 1960 paper, "Blade Stall,
Half Fact, Half Fiction", in which he was, to my knowledge, the first advocate for treating lift, drag, and
moment stall as three separate phenomena, which may or may not occur simultaneously. Based on Mr.
Arcidiacono's results showing good correlation of the amplitude and duplication of the forced oscillation,
it appears that the lift and pitching moment portion of the dynamic stall process can be handled reasonably
well analytically; that is, as long as the analysis is confined to a symmetrical 0012 airfoil for which
oscillating data are available. It should be emphasized that the capability described does not Include
treatment of different airfoils, while other analyses are limited by the assumption that the dynamic stall
process for all airfoils is Identical.
Recalling the funds and time expended on obtaining the oscillating 0012 airfoil data, one has to agree
with Mr. Arcidiacono's statement that a more practical and economical method has to be developed for
treating unsteady pitch and lift characteristics. Considering the wide variety of new generation airfoils
currently being developed for rotor applications, there are not enough funds or tunnel facilities available
to obtain the experimental data necessary for the current analytical procedures.
While on the subject of experimental data, figure 13 of the paper, which is a comparison of measured
ramp lift characteristics with those predicted from generalized procedures, causes some concern. There
seems to be more discrepancy between Fung and Ham's experimental data than there Is between the theories.
Improvement in the method of generalizing unsteady data by the author's approach Is obtained only when
Ham's data are disregarded. This also points out another problem area in unsteady aerodynamics, which Is
the wide discrepancy in unsteady airfoil data which still has not been resolved. Everyone has his own
individual set of data which he believes is the only valid one In existence.
Mr. Arcidiacono has adequately covered the inability to analytically handle unsteady drag in current
analysis. Not only are analytical techniques lacking, but to date no reliable experimental unsteady drag
data has been obtained. This degrades from the accuracy of the Inplane rotor loads predictions, as shown in
the paper, and can also significantly alter the results of subsequent rotor stability analysis if air
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reaonance la a potential problem.

One additional point which la applicable to both papera concerns uncoupled modea.
The effects on
accuracy are, ot courae, a tunctlon of the degree of the coupling. While In the past thla may not have
been a Blgnlflcant parameter, aume of the new corapoalte or fiber bladea have large amounts of coupling
between the flap and toralon modea which ahould be conaldered In the analyala.
1 would next like to dlacuaa brlelly the apparent phlloaophy used by the authors In developing their
math modela as seen from u novice uaer's viewpoint.
One's Initial reaction Is that the authora employed
opposing approaches to the problem of calculating rotor loads and dtreaaea; one approach being that
Increaaed complexity and computer time is not warranted by the resulting accuracy, while the other approach
conalders Increaaed accuracy the prime motivation.
However, both have diacuaaed a math model which waa
developed with different objectlvea or application of reaulta intended.
1 think that there is a requirement
for both types of modela and the authors have employed an underlying common phlloaophy in math modeling
which la reaaonably sound and warranta a few minutea of discuasion.
Aa mentioned previously, Mr. Callot haa taken what could be called a coat effectlveneaa approach
wherein complexity and usability are prime considerations.
Starting with a definite objective for which
the results are intended to be used, that is, by a design engineer to alze rotor components, he has
apparently determined the minimum accuracy which he considers acceptable.
Within these constraints he
then makes simpllfyfng assumptions which are used aa the basia for establishing the resulting range of
rotor characterietics and operating conditions for which the results are applicable.
Whereas the analysis described by Mr. Arcidlacono Is developed along the lines of a model whose results
would be applicable for a wider range of conditions and could be used in the majority of situations when
detailed rotor loads are required, almost a quote "universal model" approach. As a result. Improved
accuracy of the reaulta are prime objectives,
üence, increaaed program complexity and run time are Justifiable provided significant or at least noticeable increases in accuracy are obtained by the analysis.
I certainly agree with Mr. Gallot's statement that the designer needs a simplistic working tool which
he can rapidly and easily use in the decision-making process.
Therefore, sophisticated or detailed subroutines and parameters which add to the complexity and run time of the analysis but do not significantly
alter the accuracy of the results within the design constraints that the engineer is working, need not and
should not be included.
On the other hand, as helicopter requirements continuously increase, there is leas
margin available, and the highly accurate, finely tuned analytical models such aa advocated by Mr.
Arcidlacono are mandatory for detailed analyses.
We are rapidly approaching the state where quantum improvementa are no longer poasible and all are actively seeking the inclusior of those parameters which provide a
two to five percent improvement in accuracy.
As evidenced by these two papera, I think both types of models can be developed and used with relative
confidence provided the approach described in the papers is followed; that is, an accurate bookkeeping of
the assumptions that were made in obtaining the solution and a detailed assessment c f the resulting limitations of the analyala due to these assumptions. As a general rule, increasing accuracy in a math model
implies increased complexity due to the inclusion of additional parameters. As the equations become more
cumbersome, simplifying assumptions are made to insure mathematical solutions. These assumptions almost
always limit the range of conditions for which the results are valid. Hence, detailed bookkeeping is
essential lest the developer, and certainly subsequent users, attempt to use the analysis on problems for
which it has limited capability or for which it was never intended.
One other point under philosophy. The high speed computer has allowed significant advancements In
rotor loads analyses.
It provides mathematical approximations to complex equations never before attempted.
However, this dependency on computera la sometimes disturbing; therefore, I strongly endorse both author's
comments concerning the requirement for a good understanding of the phyaical phenomena before it can be
confidently included in a math model.
The last topic I wanted to touch on waa those areas where the two analyses Just presented were
deficient, or better put — those areaa in which the techniquea for predicting rotor loads have to be
expanded.
The U. S. Army haa Just recently entered into a program to develop a new utility transport
helicopter.
Two major objectives of this typical development program are increased reliability and Increased
survivability. Generally increased survivabillty requires increaaed maneuverability while Increaaed reliability requirea longer component life and reduced vehicle vibrations. Accurate prediction of the rotor loads
and streaaea plays a vital role in achieving these objectives within prescribed design cost goals.
Figure 1 is a plot of the maneuvering envelope, typical of those desired for helicopters of the transport class.
The outer boundary la the transient envelope for which the helicopter must be designed.
The
point at 150 knota la a 1.75 G's maneuver; it is desired that an aircraft be capable of attaining and austaining this condition for three seconds.
Unfortunately, neither of the analysea deacrlbed haa the capability
to analyze theae operating conditions.
I realize that there is a aemi-tranaient version of Mr. Arcldlaccno's
analyala available; however, as he acknowledgea, most tranaient analysis available today neglect wake effects
as well as control system and airframe dynamics.
Yet, if we are to achieve these design objectives of increased maneuverability and Increased component
life, we must be able to analyze the maneuvering flight condition and accurately calculate rotor loada and
atreaaea.
Aa you move up and to the right on the plot ahown here, blade life deteriorates rapidly.
In
addition, atall flutter boundaries will be exceeded so that rotor blade loads, vibrations, and control loads
Increase exponentially.
Of course. It is to be expected that this type of analytical capability will Introduce additional
undeairable complexity aa well aa increase computer run time. However, It would appear that aa long aa these
items could be kept within reasonable bounda and the validity of the model well eetabllshed, one computer run
which, although long, produced the desired results, would be more cost effective than fifteen short runs whose
results were questionable or not applicable.
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On« last point for th« cat« of increawd «ccuracy In rotor loads prediction techniques.
Figure 2 la a plot of the trend In dealred vibration levela versus speed for the cockpit and cabin of
tranaport hellcoptera. It la Interesting to note that the level Is 0.05 G's from minus thirty knots to
plus 150 knot« as compared to previous requirements which were 0.15 G's, These stringent vibration
requirement« are due to the need for Increased reliability and are based on the result« of recent «tudie«
which «how «Ignlflcant reductione in maintenance and Improved reliability a« a function of vibration levels.
Current concenaua indicate» that these objective« are attainable. However, even with vibration
attenuation devicea, significant detuning will be required in the fuselage. Finite element structural
«tatlc stress modeling technique« properly combined with a weighta and Inertia model, condensed into a
dynamic re«pon«e model of the fuselage 1« within the state-of-the-art to aid in this structural detuning.
However, these model« can never be any more accurate or valid than the rotor loads and forces which are
required for Input data.
The era of "cut and try" in the development of helicopter systems is rapidly passing. As research,
development, and procurement costs continue to escalate, it is imperative that analytical techniques in
auch area« a« rotor loads be improved and utilized to build confidence into a design prior to comnltment
to hardware. However, one word of caution which cannot be overemphasized, regardless of how accurate the
reault«, they are worthlea« unless they can be used and applied by the designer.
Within the constraint« for which the analyse« were intended, both the paper by Mr. Gallot and
Mr. Arcldlacono repreaent outstanding effort« in the area of rotor load prediction capability, and I
congratulate them both.
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Discussions of Paper 3
"Calcul des Charges sur Rotor d'Hilicoptfere"
pnJsentö par M.Ciallot
No Comments.

Discussions of Paper 4
"Helicopter Rotor Loads Prediction"
presented by P.J.Arcidiacono
R.A.Piziali: On the last slide, where it shows lifting line versus lifting surface, "Was there any representation of the
shed wake of the airfoil for that or was it quasistatic?".
P.J.Arcidiacono: It is present in the lifting surface analysis as a continuous wake.
R.Loewy: What size vortex core was used in the analysis?
P.J.Arcidiacono: Bob, usually we take .1 of the chord, however, we recognize that sometimes when the vortex is
close enough to the blade that assumption breaks down, such as for lifting line representation of the blade.
J.I.BIuhm: You gave computing times of one, two, and seven minutes. Are those for steady state? And, if so, I
assume you've got some for the unsteady state.
P.J.Arcidiacono: That's only for a steady state operating condition. The model is for an unsteady aerodynamic case.
W.P.Jones: I'm rather surprised that so much emphasis has been placed on lifting lines in so much of this work.
Certainly now lifting surface theory is available for fixed wing aircraft I would feel that that could be adapted to
helicopter blades as well.
P.J.Arcidiacono: We have tried lilting surface techniques on hovering rotor under a recent contract with the Air
Force and the report should be out on that very shortly. We found that it was not an insignificant task to apply
the vortex latice method to the problem. The complexity of the program already is so large that it just takes a
matter of time to get your analysis updated. Time does not always permit sitting back and updating your analysis.
J.J.Cornish: Could you tell me if the 6 chord length delay in the effects of stall in the blade, is primarily from
maneuvering flight or hovering flight?
P.J.Arcidiacono: It was developed primarily from data on oscillating airfoils which presumably would apply to any
flight condition. In other words, a lot of people have taken airfoil data from the wind tunnel at various conditions,
including reduced frequency, angle of attack. Mach number, etc. If you look at that data and try and figure out
where dynamic stall occurs and reduced it to a minimum number of parameters, the 6 chord lengths gets you from
the inception of the stall back to the effect in the wake.
J.J.Cornish: Does that also work in coming back?
P.J.Arcidiacono: Really, there are a lot of little tricks to coming back, however, the analysis was used in predicting
the response of the two-dimensional airfoil, and works fairly well.
W.J.McCroskey: I really don't understand the philosophy behind the 6 chord lengths even being there.
P.J.Arcidiacono: It's a pragmatic approach. We need something to analyze that now. We need better approaches.
W.J.McCroskey: I don't understand that even as a rational for a starting point.
P.J.Arcidiacono: I'll have to confess that I don't have the details on this since it was done at Sikorsky prior to my
going there, but it does take a finite amount of time before the rotor starts to stall, and what is that time a function
of? They probably just cast about looking for a way to handle this in a nonlinear manner and this was the approach
that they decided upon.
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REVIEW .? by J.L.Shipley

W.Z.Stepniewsky: Wc contuse our representation with mathcinatital models, wiien really, I believe that we should
consider these physical mathematical models. With emphasis on the first part, physics. This means you have to
make in your mind a complete picture of the physical aspects that you design your model from, from a logical point
of view, then you apply the mathematics. The present analysis of the rotor loads is largely based on vortex theory.
1 believe that with this approach, given more time and more computer capability, will not give more accurate results.
Thinking that if your theory presents pure cores of vortices or more vortices and thus will provide more accurate
results is not necessarily true. You must look into the physics of this. Everything is based on a strong belief thai
basic theory of our loads is applicable everywhere, and this is not so because of the actual wake dynamics; however,
quite fortunately, if we make a mistake about a physical structure it is not too important usually. We must realize
that we only try to approximate physical realities by constructing the physical/mathematical mode
aeis.
Probably the best way to start is with kinimatic theory of gusts. Attempts have been made to develop new
aerodynamic theory based on gusts, but I do not know what happened to that effort. As long as we try to
approximate with reality, maybe an approach similar to what Mr Piziali suggested in understanding the actual
pressure distribution, this may be the closest thing to kinimatic theory of gusts, if you can go directly into interaction between particles and the surface that can generate to it. it seems like in all of our approaches to the
physical/mathematical models we must keep in mind how much of this is physics and how much is mathematics,
and clearly distinguish that from now on, unless we understand the physics, the mathematics will only increase the
cost of the analysis without providing increased understanding of the problem. The last point I would like to make
is again basic philosophy. It appears to me that in the prediction of airloads, we are trying to apply a deterministic
approach to problems which are basically probabilistic in nature. Maybe it would be more honest with ourselves
and get good results if we recognize this fact, and try to apply probabilistic approach from the very beginning.
This, we would recognize that we know so much within these limits. Then use that basis and the data in a
probabilistic approach, with a physical mathematical model, which may be more realistic than a deterministic
approach.
R.Gabel: I would like to ask Peter Arcidiacono about some papers that Sikorsky has published on some look up
tables that they have developed lor aerodynamic stall. Is that being used any more?
P.J.Arcidiacono: The answer is yes. However, right at the moment, as John Shipley had pointed out before we
can really have a complete tabulation we must have data on the various airfoils; and that in itself is a major task.
This data must then be crossplotted. The results that I showed you did contain that unsteady model and in the
curves on normal force and moment coefficient that data was contained in that tabulation; however, to overcome
the shortcomings of that model, we've been working on the time delay model as well.
I'd like to make a comment to something that John Shipley said in his review. John, you stated that we
shouldn't put anything into the analysis that we don't completely understand.
J.Shipley: Peter, I think what I was trying to say is that we should understand the physical phenomena before we
try and develop the mathematical model. This follows very closely to the comment that Mr Stepniewsky has been
trying to make; but I do think that the unsteady aerodynamics are significant enough and we understand them
well enough that we do have to start to include them now in our analysis,
P,J.Arcidiacono: I would just like to point out that it's a delicate balancing act between developing new technology
and determining when it should be included In our analysis. Somehow the designer has to have available to him
periodic up-date and the question of when you do that I guess could be a topic of discussion all night.
M.Gallol: Mr Shipley stated that we have no knowledge of unsteady drag problems. Maybe you did not catch it
when I was presenting my paper, but I talked about our model including lift drag and pitching moments have all
been measured in some work that has been done by the French, I assume that these results will be published sometime. The testing included three different models They included a 0012 airfoil, a 0012 modified with a droop
snoot and a cambered airfoil. The tests will be finished in about a year. I have another comment. I think that
the mathematical models that are developed ought to be tailored to the particular problems and needs that we have.
For instance, if you were dealing with a rigid rotor, there are a lot of things that you might want to drop out of the
analysis, and there are other things that you may not consider necessary if you were working on an articulated
rotor. I think that the rigid rotor case is a bit more complex,
J.J.Cornish: I have been very interested to note that most of the comments about our problems with the unsteady
aerodynamics have been made by the aerodynamicists. They themselves are then forming a selfindictment and I
accept part of that. I would like to caution that there are two solutions to this problem and both of them are
infinite in their scope. One of them that has been mentioned by Mr Stepniewsky that involves the basic molecular
interaction gas dynamics problem, the other is of course the calaloguelng of specific airfoil performances, and of
course, when we add the rotor blade with the trimablc tab on it we've opened up even another infinite area of
data that should be catalogued. I think what Is needed at this time Is an overview of a middle road between an
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empirical approach of catalogueing airfoils and a more fundamental aerodynamic mulmlaiuling of what the problem
is. Neither of these is a solution to the problem per se.
W.J.McCroskey: I think that to be a bit more optimistic on this subject of the unsteady uerodynumics that, in fact,
we are making some progress and within the not too distant future we'll have a much belter idea ol how to incorporate
all of this wealth of empirical data that now exists, and go Into formulas in various ways as described by Mr Gable
and also by Mr Arcidiacono. But anyway, we had a suggestion this morning that perhaps wc oughi in think about
incorporating in our models the calculation of pressure distribution, and I for one would certainly like to discourage
anyone from putting that into a helicopter loads program. I really think that the fundamental research of how the
pressure distributions are derived in various unsteady cases should go on, but my feeling is that in the loads programs
one ought to try to simplicate and not complicate, and that what should come out of the fundamental research on
oscillating airfoils, for example, is a better knowledge of how to correct or what kind of force and moment coefficients
to put in, given a first order estimate of the blade motion, and it's in this direction thai I think thai fundamental
research is currently making some progress. I would not hold my breath until we're able to calculate theoretically
the dynamic force, moment and drag coefficients on an airfoil. This work is in progress, but it's going very, very
slowly and I want to reiterate what I said before You certainly do not wish to put this extra set of calculations
in your structural loads programs because it is an enormous calculation procedure, but what is coming out is a
better appreciation for what unsteady blade motion parameters are the most important, so that when you then try
to see what airloads are created on a blade element, to answer thai question you will need two tilings. One is. you
will need knowledge of the blade element parameters that we are in the process of defining, such as a nondimensional
pitch rale, amplitude ration factors and so on. You need those as inputs to some black box that has as outputs Cm,
Cd and Cn, and then the other thing you need is the construction of this black box We should be able to tell the
people who are building these loads prediction programs
what are the parameters that they ought to specify if they
wish to ask questions about the force moment coefficients, and then from the data that are available we'll be able.
I think in the very near future, to constmct that little black box that tells you what Cm. Cn, and Cd arc if you
put in the right parameters, and also the answers will not be perfect, will not be absolute, but 1 think in an engineering sense, they're going to be very useful. And then the other thing that has been raised is the issue of having to test
in an unsteady environment over all kinds of conditions every profile family that sou might want to consider, and
that's obviously not practical, it's not so obvious, but I firmly believe it's definitely not necessary.
P.F.Yaggy: What I was hoping is that we might get some implication from the acrodynamieist and the structural
dynamicist as to what each can do to help the other. So far, I've heard mostly confessions thai neither one really
knows real well what they're doing, and that they're not really approaching any poinl of understanding very rapidly.
Perhaps I am missing something, but it seems to me that we must be doing something in the very near future to
gain an understanding of what these interaction problems might be in such a fashion that we may be able to
concentrate on those with the abilities thai we have and perhaps channel the efforts being carried out on those areas
that might be mutually productive and make sure thai we're nol moving into the areas thai are counter-productive.
We're not going to get anything out of the computers until we develop a real understanding of some of these
phenomena and the areas both in the aerodynamics and in the dynamics thai contribute to the total problem.
R.A.Piziall: In line with what Mr Yaggy discuskcd, wh.il are we trying to do'.1 We're trying to improve our
ability to predict blade stresses ultimately. Wh.ii is limiting that'.' What are the constraints? Is it the dynamics
aspects of the problem of the simulation, or is u the aerodynamics aspects' I'm nol sure that it is both. 1 think
with a little bit of effort, you nnghl be able to do some clever subcomponent validation, it you will, of the
dynamics aspects of the problem independently of the aerodynamics aspect, bul no one forces something into
your dynamic representation. I say that the proper experiment will allow you to find out if the dynamic representation you are using is limiting, and determine how good il is. Likewise, the aerodynamics aspect, for example,
somewhat in line with the continuous wake and the skeweil wake, not so much for itself, but as an example of
how you can through proper comparison and validation see whether the simulations they're using are weak or not.
Where are the weaknesses'.' When you look at the end result of the total model you can't tell. You must take it
apart and validate the pieces.
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ROTOR SYSTEM DESIGN AND EVALUATION USING A
GENERAL PURPOSE HELICOPTER FLIGHT SIMULATION PROGRAM
by
Richard L. Bennett, Ph.D.
Aeromechanics Engineer
Bell Helicopter Company
P.O. Box 482
Fort Worth, Texas 76101
U.S.A.

SUMMARY
New helicopter rotor systems are designed and existing configurations are evaluated by means of a general purpose helicopter
flight simulation computer program. Discussed in this paper are
both the analysis incorporated in the program and examples of the
results obtained from the program. The three major parts of the
analysis are: (1) mathematical model of an elastic rotor based on
the modal technique, (2) rotor aerodynamics, and (3) basic rigid
vehicle flight mechanics. The interrelationship among these three
parts are discussed. The program has been used in support of the
following phases of rotor system design and evaluation: (1) rotor
blade frequency placement, (2) wind tunnel simulation, (3) steady
state flight simulation, and (4) transient or maneuvering flight
simulation.
INTRODUCTION
A family of helicopter flight simulation programs, designated C81, has been under development at Bell Helicopter Company for the past decade. The U.S. Army, through the U.S.
Army Air Mobility Research and Development Laboratory (USAAMRDL) , and the U.S. Air Force,
through the Flight Dynamics Laboratories (FDL) of the Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD),
have had an important role in increasing the capabilities of the program.
The developme nt has followed certain guidelines. First, the analysis must describe a
wide variety of he licopter configurations—single rotor, compound, tandem, or side-by-side;
it must also cover a broad ranqe of flight conditions—hover, transition, cruise, or high
speed. The analys is must have an uniform texture; i.e., the level of complexity of the
different phases ( aerodynamic, dynamic, and rotor analysis) must be uniform. The program
must be applicable to diverse types of analysis—performance, stability and control, or
rotor loads. The program must be user oriented in terms of preparing the input data and
interpreting the r esults. And finally, the output format must facilitate comparison with
flight and tunnel test data. Contained in Figure 1 are some of the types of problems that
can be studied wit h C81.
Performance
Power Required; effects of speed, density altitude, and variations
of configuration parameters
V-g Capabilities
Sustained
Transient
Climbing, Diving
Stability and Control
Trim Conditions
Control positions, gradients, margins in level, climbing, diving,
turning, or accelerated flight
Stability Characteristics
Root locations, frequency and damping of coupled flight modes
Mode shape and analysis
Response Characteristics
Transfer function numerators of coupled equations from linear
stability analysis
Time histories using fully-coupled, nonlinear equations
Disturbances
Gusts-Step, ramp, sine-squared; Vertical, fore-and-aft, lateral
Weapon recoil, azimuth, elevation, magnitude, duration
Sinusoidal excitation of any pilot control
Closed-loop symmetric pull up
Rotor Blade Loads
Fully-coupled time-variant aeroelastic analysis
Beam, chord, and torsional loads, during steady or maneuver flight

Figure 1.
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The first major step in the development, completed in 1961 (Reference 1), was a
digital program to calculate helicopter performance and rotor blade bending moments for
level flight conditions.
Blade aerodynamic coefficients from two-dimensional airfoil
teats included compressibility, stall, and reversed flow effects, A logic network was
developed to satisfy the requirements of trimmed flight by balancing the external forces
and moments.
The inclusion of coupling between the in-plane and out-of-plane blade deflections in the rotor dynamic analysis produced a significant improvement in the calculation of natural frequencies and forced response for rotor systems. The next major
development was the addition of a rigid body fuselage with six degrees of freedom to
simulate maneuvers. Definition of the airframe was extended to include center of gravity,
mast length and tilt, and the sizes and locations of wings, elevator, vertical fin, and
pylon fairing.
The aerodynamic forces and moments from each lifting surface were treated
separately in the calculation of maneuver capability and stability derivatives.
Controllinkage ratios, engine-power controls, and external disturbances were added to simulate
a wide variety of VTOL maneuvers (Reference 2).
Under AMRDL contract (Reference 3), the
math model was further expanded to encompass all basic rotorcraft configurations: single
main rotor plus anti-torque tail rotor, tandem, side-by-side tilting rotor, and co-axial.
The detailed aerodynamic and dynamic treatment of the second rotor, plus provisions for
locating, orienting, and controlling both of the rotors, led to an all-purpose, generalized analysis.
Two-, three-, and four-bladed rotors are considered for teetering,
qimbaled, articulated, or rigid (hingeless) hubs. The effects of a rotor disc's gradual
penetration of a shaped gust field were also evaluated during the study contract.
Results
of the study are presented in Reference 4 and summarized briefly in Reference 5.
The rotor dynamic model was modified under FDL Contract (Reference 6) .
This version
of the analysis was used to study slowed-and stopped-rotor VTOL configurations.
A timevariant analysis of the rigid blade flapping was added.
Teetering, gimbaled, articulated,
and rigid hubs with up to seven blades were modeled.
A time-variant aeroelastic rotor analysis
based on the modal technique, was incorporated into the C81 program during an Army sponsored project, (Reference 7) providing
a better analytical model for studying the loa ds, vibrations, and transient aeroelastic
behavior of rotor systems.
This paper will de scribe the aeroelastic rotor analysis and
its relationship to other parts of the flight simulation program. The descriptions used
in this paper were taken from USAAMRDL Technic al Report 71-68A, Rotorcraft Flight Simulation with Aeroelastic Rotor Representation, That four-volume report not only contains
a detailed description of the mathematical mod el, but also includes separate volumes for
the User's Manual, Programmer's Manual, and a complete listing of the coding in FORTRAN.
THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
An aeroelastic rotor analysis must contain the following items: 1.) Accurate representation of the rotor dynamics which would include the effects of the centrifugal force
field, blade twist, mass distribution, stiffness distribution, and the coupling effects
between in-plane, out-of-plane, and torsion displacements of the blade; 2.) The blade element aerodynamic coefficients (C|, Cj, and Cm) for stalled and unstalled; and steady state
and unsteady flow; and 3.)
An iterative process to determine the steady-state flight condition of the helicopter, and to define the helicopter's response to pilot control inputs,
gusts, weapon firo, or other externally applied forces.
The techniques used to implement
these goals and the procedure used to bring them together are discussed in this paper.
1.

Rotci

Dynamics

The basic rotor dynamics arc contained in the differential equations of motion
for the combined in-plane, out-of-plane, and torsional deformations of a twisted nonuniform rotating rotor blade as derived by Houbolt and Brooks (Reference 8).
These equations
include the separation of the mass and elastic axes which produces the coupling between
the linear and torsional deformations.
The coupling between the in-plane and out-of-plane
deformations is also represented. Although the equations describe the elastic considerations which influence the blade response, they give only passing attention to the aerodynamic and aeroelastic factors which also influence the blade response. The equations
for free vibration are obtained if the aerodynamic forces are taken to be zero.
There are several techniques for solving the free vibration equations of an
elastic structure.
Among these are the Rayleigh-Ritz, Stodola, and the Myklestad methods
(Reference 9).
The solution to the free vibration equations can be represented as an
orthogonal set of mode shapes, and associated with each node shape, a corresponding naturnl frequency.
These natural frequencies and mode shapes are essential to the solution
technique used to describe the time-variant aeroelastic rotor behavior.
The Houbolt and Brooks differential equations cannot be solved in
for all combinations of the externally applied loads,
Oetto (Reference 10)
separation of variables technique can be applied to the Houbolt equations.
pendent variables are assumed to be time t, and location along the blade x,
possible to write
Y(x,t)
Z(x,t)

NM

: (x,t)

n=l

closed form
shows how the
If the indethen it is

Yn(x)
zn (x)

[On(x)J
(I)
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where Y, Z, and 0 are the total elastic deformation of the blade; Yn, Zn, 0n are the components of the nth normalized mode shape, and 6n(t) is the participation factor associated
with the nth mode shape. Y and Yn refer to the in-plane deformation, Z and Zn refer to
out-of-plane deformation, and 0 and 0n refer to the torsional deformation of the blade.
The total number of mode shapes included in the analysis is NM.
The basic differential equation for each mode shape is

I

«0+ 2!;„u
n6„ + u'fi
n "n
'n-n^n

(2)

where un is the natural frequency of the n^ mode of free vibration, r,n is the structural
damping, and In is the generalized inertia of the n^ mode shape. Fn is the virtual work
done by all of the externally applied aerodynamic forces and inertia forces associated
with the nonuniform motion of the frame of reference, if these forces were to act through
a virtual displacement equal to the mode shape.
Thus
'n -

j

(Fyvn

+ F z

z n

+

M o

0 n )

^x
(3)

where at a radial distance x,
Fy is the total externally-applied force in the Y direction
Fz is the total externally-applied force in the Z direction
MQ

is the total externally-applied pitching moment

Furthermore,
A +I

y

«e

^0 +

y
(4)

IF

where A., A , and AQ are the components of the aerodynamic forces; and Iy, Iz, and Ig
are components of the inertia forces due to the nonuniform motion of the reference system.
Fn is later modified to account for the externally applied mechanical forces produced by
precone, flapping spring, flapping stop, and the lead-lag damper. The C81 program has
been modified to solve the set of modal differential equations.
To implement the modal technique in the digital computer program, the following
assumptions have been made:
a.
All blace deflections are relative to a rotating coordinate system at the
top of the mast.
b.
The blade is divided into 20 equal radial segments for aerodynamic and
dynamic calculations.
c.
Each of the 21 segment faces has three degrees of freedom; out-of-plane
(Z), in-plane (Y) , and angular orientation (6) of chordline about the positive x axis.
d.
The user will supply up to six normalized mode shapes to describe Zn, Y
and en for each of the 21 segment faces for each mode shape.
e.
jacent faces.

Linear interpolation can be used to define Zn, Yn, and 6n between two adThe maximum number of blades per rotor is seven.
The maximum number of input mode shapes per rotor is six.
The maximum number of rotors is two.

i.
Any assumption made in the derivation of the mode shapes will be also
applicable to the entire analysis.
The program uses the modal technique which can simulate any hub type and number
of blades with the proper selection and combination of the blade mode shapes. The blade
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mode shapes are first calculated for all meaningful combinations of hub boundary conditions (in-plane, out-of-plane, and torsion) . The blade mode shapes will be labeled
either cyclic, collective, or scissor according to the following table;
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Mode Type

Inplane

Out of Plane

Cyclic
Collective
Scissor

Cantilevered
Pinned
Cantilevered

Pinned
Cantilevered
Cantilevered

Torsion
Cantilevered
Cantilevered
Cantilevered |

The in-plane boundary condition is related to whether or not the mast is free to
wind up in response to the total in-plane torque. A cantilever in-plane boundary condition
is equivalent to assuming the mast to be infinitely stiff in torsion, while a pinned inplane condition is compatible with a zero stiffness mast. The mast wind-up behavior can
also be described by an additional differential equation. If this additional differential
equation Is to be used, then all reference to the mast wind up in the mode shapes must be
eliminated, i.e., all in-plane boundary conditions must be cantilever. The advantage of
the mast wind-up differential equation is that any degree of in-plane fixity can be represented rather than the idealized conditions used in the definition of the mode shape.
From the sets of calculated mode shapes, certain blade modes, compatible with
the hub type, are selected as input mode shapes. These are then combined by the computer
program into rotor modes which are used to simulate the hub type and number of blades.
The first step in selecting blade modes - collective, cyclic, or scissor - to fce used in
the rotor simulation is the definition of the hub boundary conditions that can exist for
each blade. For the hingeless or articulated hub, each blade's behavior is independent
of any other blades behavior. The out-of-plane boundary condition is cantilevered (the
out-of-plane slope is zero) . The in-plane boundary condition depends on the torsional
stiffness of the mast. It is pinned for zero torsional stiffness and cantilevered for
infinite torsional stiffness. The boundary condition for blade torsional motion about
the feathering axis is cantilevered.
These sets of boundary conditions are valid for both the hingeless and the
articulated hubs, because inboard of the hinge the articulated hub behaves like a hingeless hub. The difference between the articulated blade and the hingeless blade is in the
stiffness distributions used to calculate the blade natural frequencies.
The hub boundary conditions for a hingeless or articulated rotor can be summarized as follows :
BLADE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR
HINGELESS OR ARTICULATED HUBS

j
!

Mast Torsional Stiffness

!

Component

Zero

Non-Zero

1

In-Plane
Out-of-Plane
Torsion

Pinned
Cantilever
Cantilever

Cantilever
Cantilever
Cantilever

[
|

Recalling the previous definitions of collective, cyclic and scissor blade modes,
the above table can be restated:
BLADE MODE TYPES USED TO REPRESENT
HINGELESS OR ARTICULATED HUB
Mast Torsional Stiffness

Blade Mode Type

Zero
Non-Zero

Collective
Scissor

j

For teetering and gimbaled hubs, which have out-of-plane moment carry-over, the
selection of mode types is more difficult. The initial step is to determine boundary conditions that are compatible with the blade's response to integer-per-rev harmonic forcing
functions. The four-bladed gimbaled rotor displays all possible characteristics of hubs
with out-of-plane moment carry-over and will therefore be used as an example. Let it be
assumed that positive out-of-plane bending (compression in top of blade) is accompanied by
positive in-plane bending (tension in leading edge). Referring to Figure 2, it can be
seen that for the steady or 4/rev resporse each blade tip moves up and aft. Thus, the
out-of-plane boundary condition is cantilever. The in-plane boundary condition depends on
the torsional stiffness of the mast. If it is zero, the in-plane boundary conditions
would be pinned and would require the use of collective blade modes. If it is non-zero,
the scissor blade modes would be used to describe the steady and 4/rev response. The
1/rev and 3/rev are very similar. In both cases, the out-of-plane boundary condition is
pinned and the in-plane is cantilevered, regardless of mast stiffness. For the 2/rev
blade response, blades 1 and 3 move up and aft; blades 2 and 4 move down and forward. The
out-of-plane boundary condition is cantilevered (the out-of-plane slope is zero). The inplane boundary condition is cantilever because for the 2/rev response the total in-plane
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moment from all blades is zero. The resulting blade boundary conditions associated with
any integer n-per-rev response for any number of blades b, can be summarized in the following tablö i
BLADE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
FOR GIMBALED ROTOR

Harmonic

Mast Torsional
Stiffness
Component

nb

|

b(n-l/2)

All Other

Zero

Out-of-Plane
In-Plane
Torsion

Cant.
Pinned
Cant.

Cant.
Cant.
Cant.

Pinned
Cant.
Cant.

Non-Zero

Out-of-Plane
In-Plane
Torsion

Cant.
Cant.
Cant,

Cant.
Cant.
Cant.

Pinned
Cant.
Cant.

1
j

j

This can be restated in terms of blade mode shapes to describe the integer-perrev response of gimbaled rotor systems:
BLADE MODE TYPES USED TO
DESCRIBE RESPONSE OF GIMBAL"D ROTORS

Mast Torsional
Stiffness
Zero
Non-Zero

Harmonic

j

nb

b(n-l/2)

All Other

Collective
Scissor

Scissor
Scissor

Cyclic
Cyclic

The column b(n-l/2) has meaning only when the gimbaled rotor system has 4 or 6 blades.
In summary, the selection of which blade modes should be used is a function of
the hub type, number of blades, and analytical treatment of the mast torsional stiffness.
A flow chart for selecting the proper blade modes to simulate any conventional hub is
shown in Figure 3 at the top of the page.
A problem associated with the modal technique is this: The response equations,
Eq (2), must apply to the total rotor system, whereas the mode shapes are calculated for
one blade. To overcome this problem, a logic network has been programmed to combine the
input blade modes into rotor modes, whose response is given by Eq (2). Some blade modes
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can be described by one equation—for example, a collective blade mode for a gimbaled
rotor where all blades go up and down together. Other blade modes are combined to form
a rotor mode that requires two independent modal equations to define its position—for
example, a cyclic blade mode for a gimbaled rotor which can move about two perpendicular axes (fore and aft flapping and lateral flapping).
The number of independent rotor modal equations required to describe a given
blade mode is as follows: For hub types with out-of-plane moment carryover, two equations are required to describe each cyclic mode, and one equation describes each collective or scissor blade mode; for hub types without moment carryover at the hub, one
independent equation must be written for each mode for each blade. Thus, the total number of independent equations required to describe any combination of hub type and number
of blades depends on the blade mode type. The number of dependent equations is b times
NM where there are b blades and NM input mode shapes. These dependent equations can be
used to describe all hub types (hingeless, articulated, gimbaled, or teetering) for any
number of blades. Each input blade mode shape must be designated by the user as to
whether it is to be formed into an independent, cyclic, collective, or scissor rotor mode
shape. The independent rotor modes are associated with those rotor hubs without moment
carryover, and are thus able to respond at all integer multiples of the rotor speed. The
cyclic, collective, and scissor rotor modes are associated with hubs with moment carryover. Collective rotor modes respond at nb/rev, scissor rotor modes respond at b(n-l/2)/
rev, and cyclic rotor modes respond at all other harmonics . Scissor rotor modes are associated only with gimbaled hubs with 4 or 6 blades.
In Eq (4), the forcing function Pn contains the distributed inertia forces associated with the nonuniform motion of the frame of reference. These inertia forces can
be obtained from the total acceleration 3p of any point on the blade. Relative to an inertial coordinate system
= 5H + p + ujjX (u^xp) + oj^xp + 2(11013X0)

(5)
where RH is the linear acceleration of the origin of the moving coordinate system, p is
the position vector relative to a reference system attached to the top of the mast, and
u^ is the angular velocity of that system with components p^, q^, and fi. Each mass point
on the blade when subjected to the acceleration a would produce a force that must be accounted for in the elastic rotor analysis. There is also an inertial moment due to the
cyclic feathering acceleration that tends to twist the blade.
Each term in Eq (5) must either (1) be included in the calculation of the blade
natural frequencies and mode shapes, (2) be included in the externally-applied forcing
function as indicated by Eq (4), or (3) be assumed to be small enough in comparison with
other terms present to be neglected.
Eq (5) can be summarized as follows by neglecting the product of any elastic
blade deformation and any fuselage angular velocity;
a

P

(rigid fuselage linear acceleration)

= R„
H
H + ?H
- fip, xk

(elastic pylon acceleration)

- qbxK

(gyroscopic)

- S^X]

(mast wind up)

+

+

5

(gyroscopic)

2nz(Z-h) .j
(r2-Z2)^ J

(Coriolis)
(6)

where the terms without the unit vector are calculated in the fixed coordinate system and
must be transformed into the rotating coordinate system. The underslinging distance is h.
In keeping with the previously introduced notation
'4
.
2RZ(Z-h)) 1
+ YHH)coslf-(RHH + XH)sin4'-[2x + ^s.ga) VS] M
y
x

[(%

I

z

=

(7)

-(qbx-S2pbx)M
(8)
2

iQ = -o(pib + pic) - on (pib-ric)
(9)
The blade mass distribution is M; the mass moments of inertia of the blade are pl^ and
plc. The blade azimuth position is t and 0 is the blade's geometric pitch. In Eq (9),
the first term on the right side is the moment produced by the cyclic acceleration of the
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blade, and the second term is the centrifugal twisting moment due to the cyclic pitch.
The centrifugal twisting moment due to the collective pitch is included in the blade
natural frequencies and mode shapes.
The dynamic coupling between the pylon and the rotor can have a significant
effect on the behavior of both systems, ^he effects of the pylon motion on the blade
are expressed by Eq (6), in which <„ and ?„ are the in-plane elastic huh accelerations.
The angular velocities of the pylon (fore and aft, and lateral) are included in p^ and
qb which appear in the gyroscopic terms in Eq (6).
The effects of the elastic blade on the pylon are modeled by two second order
differential equations. The fore and aft equation can be obtained from the free body
diagram shown in Figure 4. It follows that

VF

-kpaF-CpäF-PMOM + UpSp + llFFF + IFq

(10)

where S^ and PMOM are the forces and moments transmitted to the hub from the rotor. Fp
represents the change in effective pylon inertia due to accelerating the blade along its
radial axis. F- is dependent on azimuth position only for the two bladed rotor systems,
A similar differential equation describes the lateral pylon motion.
The effective cyclic pitch to the
rotor is the angle between the pylon and the
swashplate, and therefore any pylon motion
could couple into the blade pitch. These
coupling factors are input parameters for
the program.
The other input parameter to the
pylon equations can be obtained from a
finite element dynamic model of the fuselage
(NASTRAN). The principal advantage of representing the pylon motion by the differential
equations is that it permits anisotropic hub
restraints to be simulated readily.

n « n

Isotropie in-plane hub restraint
can also be represented in the calculation
of the blade mode shapes and natural frequencies rather than in the pylon equations.
The ability of the mast to twist
in response to the applied in-plane torque
is simulated in the C81 program by a differential equation in which it is assumed
that at the bottom of mast there is an infinite torsional inertia revolving at a
constant speed. Connecting this large inFigure 4. Model for F/A Pylon Motion
ertia with the blade is a torsionally
flexible shaft of spring rate k. The inertia at the top of the mast is equal to the sum of the blade inertias. The forcing function for the differential equation is the applied in-plane moment from the elastic rotor.
The effect of the mast wind-up acceleration on the blades is contained in Eq (6).
2.

Rotor Aerodynamics

The blade element aerodynamic coefficients include compressibil ity effects and
have special provisions to represent the stalled region and/or the nonste ady effects. The
steady-state coefficients can be represented by analytical functions that reflect the influence of compressibility and stall. The steady-state coefficients can a Iso be represented
by airfoil data tables obtained from two-dinensional transonic tunnel tes ts. The user can
either input the data tables for the particular airfoil, or call for an i nternal NACA 0012
data table that has been compiled in the program. Bivariant interpolation is used in the
Mach vs angle-of-attack tables. The steady-state aerodynamics are modifi ed to account for
the effects of yawed flow over the blade segment. Elastic displacements a nd velocities of
the blade are included in the calculation of the flow components, (Up, UT and UR) Mach
number, and angle of attack at each blade segment.
An important modification to the aerodynamic simulation is the consideration of
nonsteady effects. While nonsteady effects are commonly used In fixed-wing aircraft aeroelastic analysis (e.g., Scanlan and Rosenbaum, Reference 9), only the heaving fflapping
velocity) terms have been consistently included in rotor aerodynamic analyses although
several investigators have shown the importance of the nonsteady aerodynamics on rotarywing aircraft.
Loewy and also Timman and Van de Vooren (References 11, 12) have shown that special circulatory terms are significant in hover, but conservative results are obtained
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by neglecting them (Drees, Reference 13). On the other hand, according to Carta (Reference
14) the nonsteady airloads in the stalled flow region can assume a major role in blade
aeroelastic response and could produce stall flutter.
One difficulty in implementing these aerodynamic refinements i s the lack of meaningful measured values over the full range of angles of attack and yaw a ngles applicable to
the rotating blade. In particular, the wind tunnel data which are prese nted in terms of
angle-of-attack rates (&, a) often consider only the rotation about the pitch-change axis
(Ö, 6) and neglect the inflow angle rates 1$, V)• However, the damping and inertia effects
from inflow angle rates are not the same as those from pitch change rate s. Simplification
of the problem is unavoidable due to the lack,of da^a. It is therefore appropriate in the
calculation of nonsteady aerodynamics to use 0 and 0 irj terms related to blade motion only,
and a in terms pertaining to stall hysteresis. 0 and 0 include changing geometric pitch
due to cyclic feathering, control motions, and elastic blade torsion.
The computer px-igram gives the user the option of including or omitting the nonsteady aerodynamic effects. The flow diagram shown in Figure 5 indicates optional paths
of calculation. The application of the nonsteady effects to the calculation of incremental aerodynamic coefficients in stalled or unstalled flow is discussed in the following
paragraphs.
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Flow Chart for Aerodynamics

The aerodynamic pitching moment for steady-state assumptions has first been obtained from data tables or from formulas which include the stall effects. Nonsteady effect«, which include pitching velocity and acceleration of the section, both elastic and
rigid body, can then be determined. The t-echnique developed by Carta, et al (References
14 and 15) is based on data for a two-dincnsional airfoil executing forced sinusoidal
motion.
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The analytical background for the theory of unsteady aerodynamics used by Carta
is found in Bisplinghoff (Reference 16), and a similar discussion is given by Scanlan and
Rosenbaum (Reference 9). Carta's work combines measured data and theoretical considerations to represent the nonsteady aerodynamic pitching moment.
Carta's method assumes that "the sinusoidal data could be generalized, through
crossplots, to functions of a the instantaneous angle of attack, an angular velocity
parameter A, and angular acceleration parameter B for a given Mach number." In the considerations which follow, the parameters A and B are defined as

(U)

l^jl

(^)
(12)

where c is the chord length and U is the wind velocity perpendicular to the airfoil leading edge. The actual A-B values are listed in Reference 14, and are based on data from a
differential pressure transducer mounted on a 2-foot chord NACA 0012 airfoil. The steadystate content of the tables is removed by requiring
AC m =0 when A = B = 0. Thus, at each
1
a the original tabular value at A = B = 0 was subtracted from all entries for that a. The
resulting adjusted Carta tables simulate the nonsteady effect for both the stalled and unstalled regions.
The aerodynamic lift coefficient computed for steady-state can be augmented to
represent nonsteady effects. The effect of the nonsteady terms on lift is defined separately for stalled and unstalled regions. The basic equation for unstalled, nonsteady lift
effects is that derived by Scanlan and Rosenbaum (Reference 9). The C81 pronran curtails
the circulation effects by assuming the lift deficiency function to be unity. The lift coefficient increment due to nonsteady aerodynamics can then be expressed as

AC,

hr (y - *i?2
2U

ab2n
2U2

,5)

bö
U

+

bä \
20/
(13)

b is the semichord and the pitch axis (or elastic axis) is assumed to be at the 1/4 chord,
a = - 1/2.
Stall hysteresis due to the variation in lift with blade pitch rate is simulated
in the manner suggested by Harris (17) in which the effective angle of attack is modified
by

Ao

'

/
\
61.5 In j^-j (sign a)

(14)

The unsteady effects on the aerodynamic drag coefficient are handled in the same manner
by modifying the effective angle of attack.
The blade aerodynamics are usually defined in a plane perpendicular to the leading edge. However, investigators have found that the angle in the x-y plane between the
wind vector and the leading edge of the blade, the yawed flow angle. A, influences the
blade aerodynamics. From Figure 6
tan"-1x (UR/UT)

A

(15)

where UR is the radial velocity component and U^
is the component perpendicular to the leading edge.
The aerodynamic lift and drag coefficients reflect
the yawed flow effect by modifying the angle of
attack and the Mach number. Harris (Reference 17)
suggests that the two-dimensional (calculated in a
plane perpendicular to the loading edge) angle of
attack, 02_D be modified to
(16)

»2-D cos A

'eff

Hoerner (Reference 18) emphasizes the need for replacing the two-dimensional Mach number with
äff

Figure 6.

Effect of Tip Sweep

=

M

3-D
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k A

i '
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to improve correlation with test data.
The two effects are combined by

The typical valu^ of k^ is .2, and of kj is 1.

c

ii =

c

l <aeff'

M

eff,/cos

A

(18)

The steady scate drag calculation has been modified only by the includion of
radial flow and the use of Meff, According to Harris (Rtference 17)
"skin friction drag force should be calculated in the direction of
the resultant velocity."
This is done by computing, in addition to the conventional drag normal to the blade axis,
a frictional drag along the blade based on UR. The drag coefficient appropriate for this
effect is the steady-state value based on a zero angle of attack at M = 0.3.
The tip sweep angle affects the aerodynamic forces on the tip segment of the
blade. For a sweep angle Y (as shown in Figure 6), the flow component U will influence
the local inflow angle and the local angle of attack. Since the calculated drag DN will
be normal to the leading edge, the drag must be resolved into components along the perpendicular to the blade reference system axes. Thus, the component along the radial axis
will not affect the elastic behavior of the blade. The offset of the aerodynamic center
will cause the aerodynamic lift to produce an additional pitching moment. The tip sweep
angle is added to the yawed flow angle in Eq (15).
3.

VEHICLE FLIGHT MECHANICS

The ability to define the trim attitude of the overall helicopter is an essential part of any helicopter flight simulation program. This trim attitude has an important effect on the aerodynamic forces acting on the rotor, fuselage, and the lifting
surfaces.
Trim flight can be defined as that flight condition for which the summation
of the external forces (Fx, F , Fz) and moments, (L, M, N) is less than some preassigned
small number (c) , An additiohal requirement is that the behavior of each rotor can be
expressed as a periodic function of its rotational speed.
This second condition can be
fulfilled by defining the location of each rotor's tip path plane.
These trim conditions can be expressed as

[XLl-r

);Fx|<r

l^F/A|<E ,
Rotor 1

iT.Ml-'f:

EN <e

I^Latl^ 1
!rF,|<E

|EM F/A <E

Rotor 2

\mhat\<c
(19)
where the 1/rev components of the out-of-plane hub moments are Mp/A and M- ..
independent variables that can be used to satisfy the ten trim equations are
Tfl Fuselage
Of Euler
■tf 1 Angles

F/A cyclic
Lat cyclic
Collective
Pedal

Pilot
Control
Position

F/A I

Rotor 1

;T/AI

Rotor 2

6 Latj

^Lat)

The eleven

(20)

T ne
The )/i ov components of the blade flapping angles are Bp/. and RLaf
'
^ow chart of
the ovoraU technique used to trim the helicopter is shown in Figure 7.
The elastic trim
subroutin" is shown in Figure 8.

Since there are more independent variables than there are trim equations, one
of the independent variables (normally f*) must be assumed to be constant.
A modification
of the Newton-Raphson iterative technique is used to define the steady-state flight condition.
During the trim process, the elastic rotor is treated on a quasi-static basis.
That is, only the steady and the 1/rev displacement, velocity, and acceleration responses
of the elastic blades are used in the calculation of the rotor airloads.
Using the eleven values of the independent trim parameters, the aerodynamic
forces acting on the lifting surfaces are evaluated. The aerodynamic forces acting on the
rotor disks are calculated at twenty radial positions and twelve azimuth locations. These
rotor aerodynamic forces are integrated to obtain the fore-and-aft and lateral flapping
moments, and the forces transmitted to the top of the mast (thrust, H force, Y force, and
torque) .
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The rotor forces and moments are
summed with the weiqht components and the
aerodynamic forces and moments from the lifting surfaces. If the resulting summations of
forces and moments do not satisfy the trim
conditions, the program uses the deviation,
in conjunction with a partial derivative matrix, to predict, increments to the independent
variables.
These increments are then added to
the previous values of the trim parameters to
obtain a better approximation of the final
trim condition.
If more than one mode is used in
the rotor representation, the rotor aerodynamic forces are used in the elastic trim subroutine to calculate the steady and 1/rev
response of rotor modes numbered 2 through NM.
The flow chart for the subroutine is shown in
Figure 8.

Wri tc 2nd Trim Page
ArM K»U.r jflatlg

(^ PJD

Figure 7.
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Trim Procedure

r START

J

For Modes 2 Thru NM at Each
of 12 Azimuth Positions Ga U u la
Work Done by Air Loads
Wij i=2>NM j = l,l2
Expresi wij as

The iterative process is continued
until all 10 trim conditions are satisfied. At
that point, the numeric integration of the
modal equation begins with the aircraft attitude and controls fixed. The four-cycle RungeKutta technique with a time ste equal to 15°
rotor azimuth is used for the numeric integration. The numeric integration continues for
five full rc^sr revolutions, to all iw the complementary solution to decay. Any rotor instability will become apparent during these
five revolutions. For a stable rotor system,
the solution to the modal equations must approach a periodic solution with a finite
amplitude. An unstable system will have either
a divergent amplitude or an amplitude with frequency component at non-integer per rev harmonics ,
During the last of the five revolutions, the average rotor thrust, H force,
Y force, and horsepower are calculated. These
average rotor forces are then recombined with
the fuselage forces calculated before the
transient trim. During the last full revolution, the participation factor associated with
each input blade mode is subjected to a harmonic analysis, which can be used with the
bending moment distribution for each mode shape
to calculate the harmonic components of the inplane, out-of-plane and torsional bending moments at each of twenty radial stations. The
bending moment distributions are then restated
in terms of max-min-mean-oscillatory,
Thus, the actual trim procedure consists of calculating 1) the rigid blade plus
fuselage trim, and 2) the trim results from the
numerical integration of the blade modal equations. The second trim process gives the
initial conditions (displacement, velocity and
acceleration) for each blade mode shape to be
used in the transient flight simulation.

Calculate Elast ii Dl«p.,Veloc itfea
And Arc t-lerat ions Ovi'r Rotor Disks
Por Mixli-s I thru NM (20 radial
Stations 12 Azimuth Loot Ion«

in

( RETURN

\'[\{<Figure 8.
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Elastic Trim Subroutine

The trim procedure includes the
coupling between the elastic rotor and the
elastic pylon motions but neglects the rigid
body fuselage motion. The differential equations which describe the fuselage response are
integrated numerically in the transient-flight
portion of the C81 program. The coupling between the elastic rotor and the fuselage is
especially important. At each time point in
the maneuver, the total hub shears and moments
from the rotor blades are calculated and applied to the fuselage. These shears and moments cause an acceleration, velocity and
displacement of the fuselage, which produces
an inertia force distribution over the rotor
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blade that, in turn, modifies the hub shear. Simultaneously, the effects of the hub
velocities and fuselage velocities are included in the blade aerodynamic calculations
to render a time variant aeroelastic rotor analysis. However, the forcing functions
acting on the rigid body fuselage are determined from the gross rotor performance calculation, i.e., thrust, H force, and Y force.
The transient flight simulation includes provisions to define the response to
pilot inputs, gust penetration, and weapons fire. The output of the maneuver simulation
contains 1238 response parameters. Among these are the performance properties, fuselage
motion descriptions, and the beam, chord, and torsional blade loads at 21 radial stations.
All maneuver response parameters are stored on magnetic disk. The user can select any of
the data to be plotted either digitally or on CALCOMP as a function of time.
The program simulate s wind tunnel test conditions by balancing on ly the rotor
flapping moments for the speci fie input values of mast tilt, cyclic and col lective pitch,
All references to the fuselage equations of motion or fuselage trim conditi ons have been
deleted. The program is being modified to iterate on the cyclic pitch to a chieve a specified flapping response for the input values of mast tilt angle, collective pitch, advance
ratio, and advancing tip Mach number. All rotor forces will be in non-dime nsional coefficient form to facilitate compa rision between calculated and measured wind t unnel test data,
The dual trim output is mainta ined with the second trim output giving the h armonic blade
loads.
APPLICATION AND CORRELATION
The initial step in the use of the response program is to calculate the blade natural
frequencies and their corresponding mode shapes. Typical results of this operation are
shown in Figure 9, which presents the blade natural frequencies as a function of rotor
speed and root collective pitch. The forcing function frequencies for the modes are also
shown because the response of a mode depends on the proximity of its natural frequency to
the forcing function frequencies.
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Coupled Rotor Natural Frequencies - T-540 for AII-1J

The primary difficulty in the calculation
of the blade natural frequencies is in obtaining the required input data. This is particularly true of the torsion properties, i.e.,
torsional rigidity, and the locations of the
shear center of the nonhomogenous blade. The
torsional natural frequencies are greatly influenced by the torsional restraint of the hub.
The effective stiffness of the control system
can be most difficult to calculate. Another
prnblom associated with this phase of the program is the representation of the hub impedance
which can either be represented in calculating
the blade natural frequencies, or be simulated
in the response portion of the analysis. ReproHcntinq it in the frequency calculations reducos thc> number of differential equations to
be solved in the response portions of the program, but the frequency calculations are based
•in JHntropic hub conditions, which may or may
not represent the actual flight conditions.
"presenting the hub impedance in the response
phase ein include the effects of the hub isotropy and the coupling between the pylon motion
.uul the blade cyclic pitch.
The C81 program is designed to be usec1
easily in terms of preparing the input data and
intorprotinq the output data, "he input data
are broken into logical groups - fuselage, main
rotor, tail rotor, wing, fin, iteration logic
control, flight constants, and the description
of the external disturbance. All response results calculated in the maneuver portion of
the program are stored internally so that at
the end of the maneuver, any response item can
be plotted digitally or on the CALCOMP as a
function of cimr.

At Bell Helicopter Company, the preparation of the input data is further simplified
by the use of a data library. It stores each of the logical groups for each model helicopter internally so that the user can call for tho input parameters in the logical group
by the use of one card. All input parameters for the UH-1D wing can be called by the term
WINGUH1D. The logical groups are also stored so that the total input data deck can be recalled by one card. These input features have simplified the task of both preparing and
verifying the input data.
Computer simulation of a long flight can require a largo amount of computinq time.
The Bell version of C81 is equipped with RESTART so that the long flight record can be
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run in several sequential jobs, each of which can be started at any previously calculated time point. Each response data item is saved on magnetic tape. Then, when the
next run is started, the tape is indexed to the proper time point, at which point the
numeric integration resumes. One application of this is the open-loop simulation of a
given flight maneuver in which it is necessary to ascertain the control inputs to simulate the maneuver.
The time variant aeroelastic rotor response program has been correlated with flight
test data. Two examples show the application of the program to a two-bladed teetering
rotor and a four-bladed hingeless rotor. The first example is from the UH-1D load level
survey. Shown in Figure 10 are the oscillatory bending moments at blade station 6, as
a function of forward speed. The spanwise distribution at 115 knots is shown in Figure
11. The calculated and measured shaft horsepower are shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 10. Oscillatory Rotor
Loads

Figure 11. Spanwise DistriFigure 12. Speed-Power Polar
bution of Oscilfor UH-1D
latory Rotor Loads

The program has also been used to simulate transient flight conditions. The predicted and measured rotor loads at the peak g level of a heavy test helicopter are shown in
the following table.
COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED MAIN ROTOR LOADS

Flight Test
C81 Simulation

g in
Maneuver

Max Osc Chord Loads
Sta 5.5 (in-lb)

Max Osc Beam Loads
Sta 5.5 (in-lb)

1.85
1.95

362,000
365,000

9,000
10,000

The computer program was used to correlate with the flight test program of a fourbladed hingeless rotor. The stabilized level flight loads are shown in Figure 13 while
the transient flight loads are presented in Figure 14.
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Correlation of Computed C81 Main
Rotor Beamwise and Chordwise
Yoke Bending Moments with Model
609 Flight Test, Stabilized
Level Flight

Figure 14.

Correlation of Model 609 2.1g
Symmetric Pull-Up at 130 Knots
with C81 Computed Load, 12,200
Pound Gross Weight, 285 RPM
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
The C81 program has been shown to be a powerful analytical tool to simulate the dynamic, aerodynamic, and aeroelatic response of a helicopter, and has found its way into
government agencies, industrial organizations, and academic communities. Because it is
applicable to different types of studies, it has served to maintain the continuity during
the design process, and is used in the conceptual, pre-design, and detail design stages.
The program has been written in a logical, ordered sequence which permits changes to keep
it abreast of the state of the art in VTOL technology.
USAAMRDL has awarded Bell Helicopter Company two contracts to continue the development of the C81 Flight Simulation Program. The first contract is for the use of the C81
program to predict the results of a wind tunnel test of a one-fifth-scale articulated
rotor. The contract also calls for the development of correlation criteria that can be
applied to rotor loads prediction programs.
The second contract concerns the aerodynamic representations for the fuselage and
rotor, and the numeric integration technique used in the maneuver section of the program.
The rotor aerodynamic representation will be modified to permit different airfoil data
tables to be used for different blade radial segments. The fuselage aerodynamics will be
enlarged so that a more refined analysis can be used for large fuselage angles of attack.
A four-cycle Runge-Kuttc. is presently being used to integrate the fuselage and elastic
rotor equations of motioi numerically. A part of the second development contract is to
investigate other numeric techniques (Hamming's method, predictor-corrector). Of major
interest will be the numeric accuracy and computer run time associated with the proposed
candidates.
The long-range development should include a technique to control the shape and
natural frequencies of the blade modes as functions of the instantaneous values of rotor
geometric pitch and rotor speed. Another item should be to enlarge the representations
of the elastic fuselage considerations. The elastic fuselage would probably be based on
the modal representation, with 24 elastic modes used to describe the fuselage.
The final item in the long range development should be an accurate, economical representation of the rotor wake and the effects of the wake on the elastic blade.
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THE PREDICT AN OF LOAPING ACTIONS ON HIGH
SPEED SEMI-RIGID ROTOR HELICOPTERS
by
K.T, MoKenzio, Cnief Technician
and
D.A.S. Howell, Aonistunt Chiof Dynamiciot
Westland llelicoptera Limit-ed, Yoovil,
Somerset, England.
SUMMARY

The analytical techniques employed to predict the pri.xiry loading
actions of a high speed secii-risid rotor helicopter are described.
Mathematical detail is not presented aa this is covered adequately by the
Reference papers. The loading actions considered are overall aircraft trim
balance, oscillatory rotor leading and vibratory forcing of the airframe.
Some of trie desi^i considerationa associated with each of these loading
actions and the correlation with flight test analysis is presented. A
description is given of a novel technique for the analysis of flight test
results which has enabled a detailed comparison of the harmonic response of
individual modes to be oade. The engineering application of these techniques
for the design of a high speed semi-rigid rotor helicopter has been successful
and the overall correlation of the primary loading actions with flight teat
io good. The areas of discrepancy, defined by a detailed comparison, provide
a directive for future work in the field of loading action prediction.

1. mTRODuGTION
Prediction of the loading actions of a hi^i speed helicopter is a complex task which involves
a high degree of idealisation and many assumptions. When the rotor system concerned la semi-rigid
the complexity of this task is amplified by a strengthening of the inter-relationships that exiot
between the three fundamental loading actions of overall aircraft trim balance, rotor system
oscillatory loading and vibratory forcing of the airframe.
This paper will not deal in depth with the theoretical aspects of the prediction of these
loading actions, but will concentrate on the uae of basic design tools at an engineering level to
provide a viable design solution. It will indicate an analytical technique that can be employed
in the analysis of flight test results to give a definition of the actual loading actions of the
helicopter in flight and will show comparisons of the predicted and actual loading actions. Such
comparisons are a powerful control for the continuous process of improving the theoretical treatment
in a cost effective concept.
The helicopter considered in this paper is the Westland-Aerospatiale Lynx. The Utility and
Naval variants of this helicopter are shown in flight by Figure 1 . This aircraft is a manoeuvrable
high opeed helicopter which incorporates a novel concept in semi-rigid rotor systems. At the time
of writing, the Lynx holds two world speed records in its class and has successfully completed the
major part of the leve^upment programme including simulated deck landing trials,
2. DEFINTIO:; OF THE JjASTC DESISB TOOLS
All the loading actions of the helicopter are dependent on the aeroelastic behaviour of the
rotor system. Consequently an adequate definition of the dynamics and the aerodynamic loading of
the rotor is required before any prediction of the dynamic response and the resulting loading
actions can be made. The basic design tools tnat provide these definitions and predict the loading
actions for all steady flight conditions are a series of major compatible computer programme areas.
The first of these major programmes computes the natural frequencies and modes of the rotor system.
These modes are then used as the generalised co-ordinates or degrees of freedom of the rotor system
by a second programme that computes the response of these modes and the overall rotor performance.
The loading actions for this computed flight condition are then defined by the third programme of
the series which uses the loading associated with individual modes, defined by the first programme,
and the response of these modes calculated by the second programme.
2,1. Prediction of the Natural Frequencies and Coupled Modes of the Rotor System
Tne natural frequencies and orthogomal modes of the rotor, coupled in flatwise and chordwise
bending and torsion, arc calcilatod using an extension of the Holzcr - Myklestad method which la
described in detail by Isnkaon and Eisley (Ref. l). This method involves a mathematical
idealization which consists of dividing the blade into a number of spanwiae aegmento having
uniform elastic properties along their length which airaulate the actual flexibilities of the
blade. Between each of those segments there is considered to be a twist discontinuity to
nimulate blade twist and any psuedo - static torsional deformation due to torsional effects
such aa propeller moment. The local mass and local inertia of the blade are represented by
a series of discrete mass points and associated three dimensional inertias which are considered
to be situated between the uniform elastic segments. The mass in distributed ao that both the
local and total spanwise centre of gravity of the blade ia maintained. The aum of the inertias
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FIG, 1,
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no::-cal to t he bl ad e sp~~ w is e a xi s represen t the or sio ~l irertia of t ne bl a de , T e local
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DefL~iti o n of t:e mome nt s w
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predict ion of the loadin a ctiono of t ' e helicopter.
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The rotor performano« und aerodynnBlo louditij; ualoulationa are baaed on u rotor model where
the blade la repreoeutod aerodynamioally by a lifting line, the lift, dru« and pi tolling moment
of which are obtained from modified coefficients interpolated from tables of two-dimennional
wind tunnel data stored aa funotiona of Mnoh number and an^le of Incidence. Trie modification
of the coefficionto introducea the major effects of aweep of the aerodynamic velocity vector
die to forward speed. Dofleotiona and velocitiea due to blade deformation are defined by the
roaponae of the aeries of orthogonal modea calculated for the rotor system by the method
described in Section ?.l. There ia an option on the rotor wake model, employed, the wake being
reproBontod by either a airaple dauert model or the posaibly more representative Vortex model.
The raothod consiats eaaentially of computing the rotor perfonuunoe and azimuthal hiatory of
blade doflectiona for sucoesaive revolutions of the rotor until conver/^ence is obtained. The
downwash is defined for a series of azimuthal positions iround the disc and, after calculating
the local forcea acting on the blade, radial integration is performed at eacli of these positions
in succeosion to define the total generaliaed forces for the modes of the rotor syatern. It
should be noted that theae force calculations include Coriolis forces, la , damper moments and
aerodynamic damping in torsion. Having defined the generalised forces ut a particular aziruthal
pos tion, temporal integration yields the :nodal diaplacemenl at the next azimuth position,
ready for calculation of the local forces.
Calculation of the modal displacements is baaed on the Lagrangian modal equations of motion
where each mode in turn is considered to be a generalised co-ordinate of the rotor system. Due
to the definition of the kinetic energy terms in theat calculations loading action predictions
are restricted to steady flight conditions; so that the kinetic energy terms due to aircraft
velocities are constant and thus disappear when differentiated prior to substitution into the
Lagrangian equations.
Tne Coriolis force terms have to be calculated in the performance prograiarae slice they are
non-linear being dependent on both blade velocities and deflections.
The generalised forces associated with the Lagrangian modal i3quation3 of motion are obtained
by differentiation of the work function with respect to each mode in turn, where the workfunction ia defined as the work done by the forces acting on the blade for an incremental
displaocaent of each mode.
From the rotor performance and azimuthal history of blade deflections thus calculated, the
loading actions associated with the main rotor system can be derived.
2.3. Prediction of the Loading Actions
Fourier analysis of the modal response calculated in the performance programme, together with
the definition of the moments and shears associated with each mode, .gives the basic information
re[uired for definition of the loading actions.
From the summation of the first harmonic flap moments and in-plane shears associated with
each mode, the steady trim moments and forces in the fixed co-ordinates of the aircraft can be
calculated and a computed trimmed flight condition obtained.
Summation of the bending moments associated with the response of all modes at a particular
azimuthal position will yield a radial bending moment distribution in the flatwise and chordwiae
directions. Compitation of these bending moment distributions around the azimuth will produce
the calculated phased osci'latory fatigue loading for the rotor head and blade. The harmonic
content of this loading f . be obtained from the Fourier analysis of the modal response by the
summation of the Fourier co-efficienta of bending moments of all the modes for each harmonic in
turn.
Prediction of the "ibratory forcing of the airframe can be made from the appropriate harmonic
rotor centre-line
' .' 3 of moment and shear force. For example, for a four blade helicopter
auch as the Lynx, .... . . :ed co-ord'nate fourth harmonic pitch and roll moments are the resultant
non-rotating moment vectors of the third and fifth harmonic flap moment vectors in the rotating
co-ordinates of the rotor system. Longitudinal and lateral fourth liarmonic shears are similarly
formed from third and fifth harmonic in-plane shears. The fourth liarmonic vertical shears and
oscillatery rotor shaJt torques however are the sum of the fourth hanronio components for each
blade, since their reference axis la the same in both fixed and rotating co-ordinates.
Consequently from these calculations a prediction of the primary loading actions can be made
for the helicopter in steady flight conditions, including quasi-steady mar.^euvre, from which
a considerable degree of understanding of loading in free manoeuvring conditions can be obtained.
The major load environment of the rotor system la dominated by the complex of total loading and
moment system of tne aircraft and for a semi-rigid rotor with its balance between strength and
flexibility in its aeroelnstic behaviour, it Is of vital importance to control the balance.
3. AIKCRAFT TRIM PRED1CTI0M AND CORRKLATION WITH FLIGHT
It is eosontial, at the conceptual stage of a design, to calculate carefully the predicted
longitudinal trim conditions for tne aircraft through ito flight envelope and loading/C.C. ranges.
Only thus can a considered judgement be made concerning the avoidauce of potentially damaging
conditions and the consequential margins for manoeuvre. This can he even more essential in the case
of the "oeml-rigid" than in the cane of the small off-set rotors, na there ia little rotor disc tilt
contribution to the aircraft moment and the flap-bending strength of the "semi-rigid" elements
has to he balanced with rotor dynamic and aircraft stability ooucildoratlons.
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With the oritioal flight envelope requirements and aircraft sizs dictated by the aircraft
apecifioation and the loading/C.G. ranges governed by the operational tasks, the designer has to
satisfy the ensuing trim conditions by manipulation of shaft tilt, tailplane size/setting and rotor
head strength. Considerations of dynamic stability will contribute to the ultimate solution and
care haa to be ezercised to prevent such considerations jeopardising the optimisation of rotor head
strength.
It was decided at an early point to adopt a two-stage approach to the rotor head strength/trim
knowledge. STAGE 1 was to comprise a simplified longitudinal trim only approach involving the use
of derivatives computed from the coupled mode rotor performance progranune described in Section 2,
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together with faoilitiea for quickly assessing the effect of tailplane size/aspect ratio and setting;
tailplane moment being represented by a linearisation of the characteristic shown on Fig, 2, with
data factors being available to multiply this moment by any number, to represent a tailplane size/
aspect ratio change and to shift the curve by a given amount to represent a setting change. STAGE 2
also used the coupled modes derivatives, but in this case an equivalent hinge offset and spring
stiffness were computed and used in a conventional six-depreea of freedom model. After optimisation
of the correlation of the derivatives with those of the coupled modes programme this model was used
for the trim oalcrulationa around the ultimate aircraft confit-;uration.
The flight conditions considered must all lie within the quasi-linear operating regime of the
main rotor and STAGE 1 adopted an approach base'l on rotor forces and moments generated by cyclic
and collective pitch settings in association with the fli^it path vector.
For a given airspeed and atmospheric condition linear derivatives were computed from several
runs of the performance programme, e.g. holding shaft angle, longitudinal and lateral cyclic angles
constant, two or three levels of collective pitch were run to yield thrust, pitching moment, rolling
moment and flapping angle collective pitch derivatives. The derivatives for the other parameters
were similarly obtained, together with assumed constants for thrust, pitching moment, rolling moment
and flapping angle evaluated from averaged results from the programme runs.
#
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To simplify and speed up the solution the complete six degrees of freedom system was reduced in
that aide force aJid yawing moment equations were deleted and the rolling moment equation was admitted
with the left hand side set to zero. The most significant cross coupling effects on pitch were
therefore admitted.
A further approximation was made in the force normal to the shaft, which was represented by a
vector obtained by resolution of the thrust vector through the flapping angle and an assumed constant
evaluated from the averaged results from the programme runs.
Associating thea') equations with the aircraft force and moment equations, defined by airframe
characteristics from wind tunnel work, shown by Fig. 2, leads to trim values of shaft angle (aircraft
attitude), collective pitch, longitudinal cyclic, a first approximation to lateral cyclic, flapping
angle, and rotor head pitching moment.
Pig, 3 shows the calculated rotor head pitching moment to trim over a range of airspeed and
rate of climb/descent for the predicted required C.G. range of the Lyra, for both STAGES 1 and 2,
This chart gives data for the tailplane configuration and setting eventually selected. Fig. 4
shows the effect of tailplane size and setting as given by STAGE 1 . The critical condition for trim
of high speed descent/forward C.G. is clearly shown, the asymmetry of the situation being caused by
the built in shaft tilt of 4°.
The trim predictions and flight test results have cqrrelated well for a high speed helicopter
having a rotor of novel and o riginal design together with a significant tailplane contribution. The
correlation of pitch attitude , collective pitch and longitudinal cyclic is shown by Pig. 5. In
general the agreement is good , the major differences being found in the case of STAGE 1 longitudinal
cyclic angles which are about 1° lass than measured values. The important parameter of head moment
to trim in climb, descent and level flight is shown in Figures 6 and 7 which indicate a reasonable
degree of correlation with fl ight results. Thus both STAGES of the trim solution, which rely
implicitly on the validity of the derivatives obtained from the performance programme, show that in
this respect the programme is usefil and reliable.
4. FATIGUE LOADING OF THE ROTOR SYSTEM
Fatigue loading prediction ia a vital aspect of semi-rigid rotor design philosophy and forms a
corner-stone of the design process. The flexible elements and blades of the rotor must satisfy
certain stiffness requirements and give an adequate fatigue life under the loads experienced throughout the flight spectrum. In the lag plane the stiftness constraints are defined by fundamental lag
frequency and damping for ground and air resonance stability«and in the flap plane by rotor control
powor and flight stability consLderations. Those stiffness requirements are not rigid, but they do
form additional constraints of the rotor design process, together with fatigue loading, endurance
limits for the choice of materials for the rotor system, and acceptable rotor weight and inertia which,
together with stiffness, influence frequency spacing and hence vibration.
The fatigue loading of the rotor is dependent on a number of factors one of which, aircraft
trim throughout the flight envelope, has been covered in Section 3. Other factors are the
distribution and magnitude of the oscillatory aerodynamic loading, the shape of various modes, the
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ber.din/; moraonto uaaociuled with each of theae modes und the froquonoy npacinp of the natural
frequencies of these modes with respect to harmonics of rotor speed. It i.-i this interaction with
other considerations which make it imperative that the prediction of fatigue loading forms an integral
part of the iterative design process. The computer programmes described in Section 2 provide the
basic tools for this interrelated design process.
The calculated loading for level flight conditiona obtained from these programmes provide basic
design information which has to be interpreted and related to an overall spectrum of loading. After
consideration of the various roles of the aircraft, it was decided that high speed level flight, with
the possible exception of some extreme C.G. positions, with extreme manoeuvres, should produce stress
levels equal to or less than the endurance stress limits of the rotor materials. The nett fatigue
life of the rotor would then be defined by fatigue damage done during manoeuvres, transient and
exoessivoly turbulent conditions.
The flexible element cross-sections are determined by flexibility requirements in the flap and
lag planes and the stress limitation for the section imposed by the dooi;;n stress level under design
loading. The design stress level is obtained from suitably factored fatigue test data and the design
loads from suitably factTred calculated loading. This nominal loading must then bo related to a
design loading spectrum to give a fatigue life basis for the rotor ayotem.
4.1. Predicted Fatigue Loading
The design loading for the Lynx predicted in this manner
or in excess of the design fatigue lives of the major rotor
between observed and calculated loading in the lag plane is
the design loading incorporates certain factors based on un
WMIlIWi ill i

-

has produced fatigue lives equal to,
oomponents, although discrepancy
an area of concom. As indicated
engineering interpretation of the
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calculated loading for steady flight conditionsj therefore coraparioon of the recorded flight
loads with the design loading wo'jld not provide a true indication of the theoretical load
prodictlon capability. Consequently a range of level flight caoea have been computed
specifioally for comparison with a particular set of flight test records. These cases are
level flight, conditions at 120, 140, 160 ani 170 knots airspeed for an aircraft weight and CO.
of 8650 lb. and 1.26 in. aft.
The oalciliated radial distributions of flap/flatwise oscillatory bending moments for those
four speeds are compared with the recorded moments by Pig, 6. The agreement obtained for the
flatwise bending moment along the blade for this speed range is good in each of the four cases.
There is also relatively goor1 agreement for the flap bending moment of the rotor head flexible
elements, an agreement which jjnproves with increased airspeed.
The lag/chordwise oscillatory bending moment radial distributions are compared with the
recorded moments by Pig. 9. Prom this comparison it is evident that the calculated moments are
less than those recorded in flight, significantly less in the case of the ohordwise moments for
the blade.
In both planes the moments are basically the vectorlal sum of a series of harmonic moments
ai.rl therefore the harmonic content of tho calculated and recorded moments should be compared
in an assessment of theoretical prediction capability. Such a comparison has been made and is
illustrated at two stations which are the rotor centre line far the rotor head flap and lag
moments, and 31^ radius for the blade flatwise and chordwise moments. These comparisons are
made by the bar charts of Figures 10 and 11 for tho rotor centre line, and Pigures 12 and 15
for 31^ radius.
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The first harmonic flap bending moment for the rotor centre line ia in agreement with the
recorded momenta due to the simulation of the flight trim conditions. There is however, some
discrepancy in the first harmonic moment calculated for the blade station, in particular for
the 120 knot case. The largest discrepancy between calculated and recorded loads is for the
second harmonic, especially for the hub where this component ia calculated to be twice the
order of the recorded component, whereas for the blade the second harmonic is calculated to
be less than that recorded. The calculated third harmonic moment is slightly lower for the
blade than the recorded component. The fourth and sixth harmonics are small components and
the calculations predict orders comparable to those recorded. The calculated fifth harmonic
moment is consistently greater and does noc exhibit the same trend as the recorded component.
Higher hÄrmonics are not shown ainoe their magiiitudes are insignificant at these stations.
In the lag/chordwise ;ienae the pre urainant component is the first harmonic. The calculated
magnitude of this component of the la, moment a'; the rotor centre line is comparable with that
recorded in flight. For the chordwiae moment on the blade however the calculated value is
approximately a factor of two less than t)iat recorded. The calculated values of the second,
third and fourth harmonic moments are also significantly less than those recorded for both the
hub and Made,
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5. VIBBATORY FORCIHG OF THE AIRFRAHE
Vibratory forcing prediction is an important aspect of helicopter design, but as yet it does
not form a comer-atone of the rotor design philosophy in the same way as performance, fatigue life
and ground/air resonance considerations. This is because concern about subjective and environmental
vibration is not a primary issue in the name way as aircraft performance, strength and freedom from
catastrophic instabilities. Vibration is an important factor however and due consideration must be
given to this problem at the rotor design stage. The most obvious area of influence is the frequency
spacing of modes with respect to the harmonica that are the source of the fixed co-ordinate vibratory
forcing. This influence is evident in the mass and stiffness distributions of the blade which, by
virtue of their effect on the modal response of the rotor system, have an influence on the basic
issues of rotor desi^i. Consequently prediction of vibratory forcing must remain an integral part
of the rotor design process.
It should be noted that attenuation of the vibratory forcing by careful rotor design will
enhance the fatigue life of components such as the main rotor shaft and gearboi in addition to
reducing the vibration levels which will enhance crew comfort and ability, and oiulpment endurance.

I

The source of the vibratory forcing in terms of harmonics of rotor head moments and shear forces
is known and has been indicated by Section 2,3. The modal contributions to these harmonic components
and the relative importance of the various modes are not generally known. A novel technique has
therefore been developed for the analysis of flight test records which defines those modal contributions
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and attoraptfl to reallue more of the inl'ofniatlon potentially available in tliooe record».

This teolmique tmu boon termed tho "Modal Analy aia Teclinique" and lo fUndanentally the aolution
of a aerioo of Bimultaneoua equationSg Each of thes e equatlona is formod by making tho anauraption
thnt the meaoured bending momenta ut uny inatnnt in time, at miy radial atation, are aimply the
vector aum of the moraentn auaociated with tte ronpon ae of all ttie modou of tho rotor ayatem. From
the definition of the bending momenta asoooi&ted wit li a unit reaponoe of tho modes, one aide of an
equation can be written in terma of tho moment for o aoh mode at the particular radial atation and
the unknown reaponoe of eacli of thoae modea. This a ide can then be equated to tho measured bending
moment at that radial station, Tho measured bending moment ID obviouoly some function of time and
conaequontly tho reaponoe of the modea muat /ilao bo functions of time. In practice the meaoured
bendinc momenta are baoioally harmonic In content m d can therefore bo represented by a »erien of
Fourier coofficionta. It followa that tho reaponao of the modes con also 1« ropresented by a aoriee
of Pourior coofficionta und the equation indicated a hove can be written for oaoh of these coofficienta
in turn, Thua at every radial atation where bending momenta are measured, a set of equations can be
obtained i*1 terran of the Fourier coofficionta of the unknown modal rosponao mid the measured bending
moment. From tho equations for each of these radial stations, a set of Dimultaneoua equations o/in
be written for a purticular harmonic coofficiont. I t is on these sets of equations that the modal
analyoia teolmique ia baaed and their solution will yield tho Fourier cooffic Lonta of the unknown
modal rosponao.
This definition of the modal reaponsi; allows the accurate interpolation aJid extrapolation of
phased harmonica of bending moment from the rotor centre line to the blade tip. From the shear
force distributions aoaociated with individual modea the ahear force diatribution can aimultaneouoly
be obtained. The rotor centre line values of momenta and ahears obt;dned ii thia manner enables the
fixed co-ordinate vibratory forcing to be defined and phaaod in terms of pitch, roll find yaw momentsj
vertical, longitudinal and lateral shear forces.
For the Lynx which has a four blade main rotor the predominant vibratory forcing is at the
fourth harmonic, with other components of diminishing order at tho eighth harmonic, twelfth harmonic
and so on; together with residual componenta of other harmonica that are not integer multiples of
the number of blades, in this paper diacisaion will be ooncentrated on the predominant fourth
harmonic component,
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The sign convention used in this section for both fixed and rotatin/r co-ordinate moments and
forces is defined by Fir. 14, and is the result of adopting the sipji couvontion used by Isakson and
Eisley (Ref. 1).
5.1. Comparison of Frodicted and Derived Vibrator/ Forclru;
The range of computed level flight cases used in Seclio;. 4, to.-ot1 er with the modal analysis of
the flijht ■cent results, will be used for this comparison of vibratory forcing.
The resultant vibratory moment vectors in the pitch, roll and yaw di.'ections for the speed
ran,;o considered are shown by Fif% 15 which also shows the tiarmonic ooefficiontr of these
moments. From these graphs it can be seen that for the resultant pitch and roll moment vectors
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there is good correlation between the predicted and derived values. The harmonic coefficients
of the pitch moment also show a reasonable derree of correlation, both in magnitude and phase.
With the roll moment, despite the good correlation of the resultant vector, tho"e is some
difference in both magnitude and phase of the harmonic coafficients. The calculated A4 coefficient, although low by an approximately constant amount, exhibits the same trend as that
derived from flight teat whilst the predicted B4 coefficient does not exhibit the same trend,
nnd is consistently greater than that derived from flight test. It can also be seen that
there is good correlatior. between the predicted and derived values for the resultant yaw moment
and reasonable correlation of the harmonic coefficiunts of this mo:.iont, apart from a phase
shift, up to a speed of 160 knots. Above this speed the calculated A4 coefficient does not
exhibit the steep increase of the derived coefficient.
The predicted and derived vertical shear force resultant vectors are shown by Fig, 16,
together with the harmonic coefficients of these forces. From tills fij^ure it can be seen that
the very steep increase of the resultant vortical shear force above 150 knots is predicted
although the relatively small increase that occurs between 120 nnd 130 knots is not predicted.
Although the trends of the calculated harmonic coefficients show some derree of correlation
they are of the opposite sign to the derived coefficients.
The resultant vibratory forces in the longitudinal and lateral directions are shown by Fig.
17 together with the harmonic coefficients of these forces. From those figures it can be seen
that there ia no correlation in the longitudinal direction. In the lateral direction there is
some degree of correlation between the oalcnlated and derived resultant and the A4 coefficient,
although the B4 coefficient exhihita no correlation.
5,2. Harmonic and Modal Contributions to the Pitch and Roll Moments
It la apparent from the preceding comparison of vibratory forcing that the pitch and roll
momenta are the moat predominant forcing components and will therefore need to be considered
in greater detail. These momenta are the reault of the third and fifth harmonic bending moments
in rotating co-ordiruitea; a compariaon of the predicted and derived rotor centre line values of
theae moments is made by Fig. 18, This comparison showa a reasonable agreement between prediction
and flight teat for BJ, the major coefficient. The trend exhibited by the A3 component ia not
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prodlctod l)y the calcultitlono which «ive u /ronerally higher value for thin coefficient. The
tronda und mftniiude of the fiftli harmonio nomponento do not agree with the fllcht-teet reoulti),
the oaloulatod moment being two to four tiraoo the moaaured raomoal, Conuequontly the predicted
pitch and roll momontn have a greater fifth harmonic content than thooo derived from flightteat, but uince the fifth harmonic la amall compared with the third, thla in Itnelf io relatively
inelgnlfioant.
Thooo harmonio moraonto and oonaoquently the fixed co-ordinate pitch and roll momenta are due
to tno t'orood reaponoe of the raodos of the rotor ayatem. The predictod modal contributions to
the pitch and roll momenta are therefore compared with thoae derived from tho raodul analyslo
of flight teat renulto. The comparluon Is shown by Pig. 19 for both the pitch moment and the
roll moment. Prom the analysis of flight-toat reaults it is apparent that the major contribution
is from the third harmonic reaponoe of the neoond flap mode, with araaller contrlbutlona from
tho first and third flap modes. There are contrlbutlona from tho other modeo which have been
omitted for clarity alnoe they are all leao than thoae ohown. Although tho second flap mode
contribution is the largest of the predicted modal contributions it is algnificantly less than
that derived from flight-toat analysis, Whoreao the contribution from the third flap mode la
significantly greater than the derived contribution. The predicted .and derived contributions
of the first flap mode are of the aame order.
The modal contributions to the pilch and rol] momenta can be oloarly seen from a polar plot
of tho fixed co-ordinato head moment vector. Those can only be plotted for a particular flight
condition and an example of such a plot is ohovm by Pig. 20. This compares predicted and
derived total resultant momenta and modal contrlbutlona to thoae moirento for 160 knots level
flight, tho maximum design cruise speed of the Lynx. It is evident from this polar plot that
the predicted and derived moment vector loci for both tho resultant and modal contributions are
significantly different. The derived second flap mode moment vector loci ia approximately
circular and can be seen to contribute the major part of both the pitch and roll moment veotora,
whereas the predicted vector loci although also approximately circular is only some 56^ of the
lorived vector. The predicted moment vector loci for the third flap mode exhibits a phase
slilft and is a more acute ellipse than t-iat derived from flight-test although the magnitudes
are more comparable. It can be seen that the magnitudes of tne contributions from the first
flap mode arc ccnparable although the predictod loci in this case is more circular than that
derived from fltght-teot. Coapirlson of the resultant moment vector loci shows their magnitude
to bo comparable although the predicted loci la more elliptical in form.
6. COMPARISO:: OF THE MODAL HARMONIC RESPOHSg
Tho aeroelastic behaviour of the oemi igid rotor, manifest by the response of the modes of the
rotor s/stoi.i, definea all the loading aotio us of the holicopter associated with tho rotor. A detailed
exaciination of the harmonio response of the modes will therefore identify the harmonica and modes
that account for the observed discrepancies . The significant harmonic modal amplitudes for the first
three flay nodes and the firat two lag mode s are compared with the predicted amplitudes by Figures
21 to 25. Theae figures show the harmonic response of thoae modes in terms of the principal tip
deflection of the mode. Prom Fig. 21 it oa a bo seen that tho predicted response of the first flap
mode agrees quite well with, the derived val uea apart from tho fourth harmonio, however this is
relatively small compared with the firat an 1 second harmonics. Local irregularities in the trends
of these harmonio anpliludes witi; incronsi'i • speed are not generally predicted. The predicted harmonic
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araplitudoa of the second flap mode whilat exhibiting similar trends with :jpeed aa those derived from
flight records do not have comparable magnitudes us shown by Fig, 22, The first harmonic amplitude
is over estiiiated, whilst the second and third harmonic amplitudes are calculated to be half the
order of the derived amplitudes. The predicted trends of the third flap mode siio.m by Pig, 25 also
in general agreed with the derived trends, with the first, second and third harmonic amplitudes
overeat im ted w-iilst the fourth harmonic amplitude is underestimated above .1 )0 knots. From Pig. ''A
it can be soen that apart from the first harmouio ths predicted response of the first lag mode is
consistently low, although the predicted trend of the second harmonic a-iplit.ule is similar to the
derived tread. The predicted harmonic amplitudes of the second lag mode ahown by Fig. 25 indicate
a reasonable degree of agreement for the first, third rind fourth liarnonioo whilst the second harmonic
is overestimated by a factor of approximately two,
7. COilCLaSIOIIS AND OBSSRVATIOUS DRAW!! FROM TIE CÜMPARISÜNS
In the preceding sections of this paper the three fundamental loading actions of aircraft trim,
oscillatory fatigue loading of the rotor, and vibratory loading of the airfrarae oboerved in flight
have beo.i compared with the theoretical predictions. The degree of correlation of the harmonic and
modal components of these loading actions has also been presented in some depth. The theoretical
and analytical teclmiqueo employed for the predictions have teen indicated together with the "fact
that in practice certain engineering factors have bee.i applied to allow for areas of wealcness in the
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theoretioal predictions. The predictions made for the Lynx have deaonatrated that these design tools,
accepting an 'engineering' interpretation of their results, provide a viable design capability.
Furthermore the detailed analysis of flight records has been shown to provide a basis for determination
of the absolute standard of the theoretical predictions and hence a directive for improving the theory.
Some further observations of the discrepancies between the predicted and actual loading actions will
illustrate this point.
Prom the examination of the harmonic amplitudes of the modal response certain factors are apparent.
For instance the over estimation of the second harmonic moment for the rotor head, and the under
estimation of this moment for the blade is due pri-aarily to the fact that the predicted second harmonic
response of the second flap mode, in particular the A2 coefficient, is too small. The agreement of
the predicted fixed co-ordinate pitch and roll moments is not due to a good agreement of the raodal
contributions, ref. Section 5, but due mainly to the fact that the third harmonic response of the
third flap node is overestimated, whilst the response of the second flap mode is undor oatimated. The
difference In sign of the predicted B4 coefficient of vertical shear is primarily due to the VA
coefficient of the third flap node being of the opposite sign to that derived from flight records.
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Such a coaparlaon In datall of predicted and derived modal response therefore defines the oaohanlama
that account for the observed alscreponcles In the loading actions. Prom this Information it Is
apparent fiat relatively small differences In tlie magnitude and phase of the response of Individual
modes can produoo a significant nett discrepancy. Thus in the lijht of this knowledge the theory
and computing processes used oan be ussessed will the objective of Improving the predicted umplltudes
of l.io most significant modal responses.
Since the response of any mode is detoi'mined by the 'work function' - the product of that mode
and the aerodynamic loading - the definitior. of the mode shape, the aerodynftmlo loading distribution,
and tho integration technique employed are critical paramüters. Modification of the defiaitlon of
the tip less effects, increasing the number of radial stations at which the above product is defined
and substantiation of the actual mode shapes are areas which offer the potential of Improving the
predictions. There are inevitably errors In the magnitude and distribution of the aerodynamio
loading, in particular the oaolllatory loading, due to a lack of data for osolllating aerofoil
oharacterlstioB and the affects of sweep of the velocity vector due to forward speed on these
characteristics. The definition of downwash, even the vortex ring model, is a simplified model of
the aotunl dounwaah and this may have a significant effect on the harmonic response of the higher
order modes. Similarly Interference effects with the airframa, tall rotor and vorticias shed from
the rotor hub may influence the response of these modes.
The theoretical techniques employed have demonstrated both their viability as design tools and
their potential to give a detailed definition of the rotor's aeroelastlo behaviour in steady flight
conditions. With the present standard of these techniques however there are some significant areas
of discrepancy. Their successful application for the design of the Lynx, and the good degree of
correlation obtained with flight test for the overall prediction of loading actions, should not
detract from the effort required to understand the reasons for the disarepojiciss, an understanding
that will inevitably improve the detailed correlation. It is only from a poaitlon of such an
understanding that the helicopter designer can achieve on enhanced degree of control over all the
loading actions at the design stage of the aircraft.
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COMMENTS ON LOADS PREDICTION
Paper by Dr. R. L. Bennett and
the paper by K. T. McKenzie and D. A. S. Howell
Henry R. Velkoff !'h. D.
U. S. Army Aviation Research
and Development Laboratory
Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, California 94035
USA

1.

Bennett

Dr. Bennett's paper presents the results of an extensive effort to produce a computer program for hellcopter rotor loads, and for determining helicopter flight characteristics. The C-81 program offers an
approach to calculate the effects of certain maneuver conditions and as such Is a definite contribution.
The program has been continually expanded to handle a wide variety of rotor configurations anJ aerodynamic
factors that can Influence the lift production of the blades.
Although the paper does not explicitly indicate It, the Inflow modal used Is baaed on momentum considerations with a triangular shape across the disk. It would seem that the next logical extension to the C-81
program would be to Include a more complete aerodynamic representation for the rotor wake for steady flight
conditions.
The program considers an extensive range of non-steady aerodynamic effects on the local airfoil sections.
It includes provisions for maneuvers; however, some concern exists as to the nature of the rotor flow during
the maneuver. It is not clear whether during a maneuver the wake remains unperturbed during the pilot input, develops Instantly or follows with some delay. If, as It appears to be, the wake In the program is
assumed to remain Instantaneously fixed, then It would seem as a logical next step that a wake model with
a suitable lag could be Incorporated(l).
The correlations of beam and chord bending appear to be good. It would have been Interesting to see
the computer program applied to other cases and other types of rotors
Time histories of calculated and
measured pitching moments would be beneficial. It Is hoped that in subsequent papers. Dr. Bennett can
present such added correlations and will be able to continually update the program to Include Improved wake
models as they become available.
2.

McKenzie and Howell

The approach presented in the paper by McKenzie and Howell is similar in principle to the methods presented by other authors in these proceedings. A lumped parameter analysis is used to define the blade
modal characteristics, and a modal analysis is used to represent the rotor. The aerodynamic model used Is
not made specifically evident, but a dauert model seems Indicated. Of particular tignificance is the
technique indicated whereby the modal contributions to the harmonic content of the rotor head exciting
forces are presented. This represents a positive step for the designer In that it provides a direct indication as to the sources of the vibratory Inputs which may be causing an undesirable level of fuselage
vibration.
In addition the response of the blades in their various modes for the various harmonics Is also derived
from the flight test data. Thus it is possible to get a better estimate of the validity of the analysis
with regard to the blade modal response to various harmonic Inputs. The reductions of flight data to the
harmonic content and the modal content is considered to be of considerable value from an Intuitive and
design standpoint. It would appear to be beneficial to relate the harmonic magnitudes in terms of generalized forcing functions, and these results compared with the technique presented by the Cornell Aeronautical
Laboratory and indicated In Reichert's paper contained in these proceedings. Since from a broad sense both
rotors are similar in having a hlngeless hub configuration, such a comparislon of generalized forcing
functions between the two sets of data could prove revealing and fruitful.
The significance of Che paper would be enhanced by an inclusion and discussion of pitching mements.
3.

Evaluation of Modal Analysis

A study of the papers presented In this meeting reveals that with perhaps one exception all the methods
utilize a modal approach to handle the rotor In aircraft trim and response and In the blade moment analysis.
In several of the papers, greater and greater attention Is being given to fine details of the rotor loads
problem. The availability of high speed computers allows this to be done with such relative ease, that
one may tend to overlook possible questions on the mathematical foundation of the methods used. It may be
possible that the very technique of analysis could Introduce changes of the same order of magnitude as the
fine physical refinements being incorporated.
The concern arises due to the use made of generalized Fourier techniques in modal blade analysis. If one
writes out the differential equation of bending of the blade. Includes the "aerodynamic forcing functions"
and attempts to obtain separation of the spatial and time terms, then it becomes evident that such separation cannot be achieved. If one considers blade motion in a vacuum, separation will occur. The blade modes
so obtained form a valid set of functions which can be used to describe blade bending,
Thus although the modal techniques using the "in vacuum modes" can be used to produce given blade deflections, they may not truly be solutions to the partial differential equations of motion for the blade.
For usual engineering accuracy the technique may still be adequate. For highly refined computer analyses,
second order effects such as this could possibly be significant.
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Commantaire pr^parö
concemant les communications ( 5 et b )

par R. BIR3CH
Ingenieur Dootsur - Ai^roupatialo D.K.P.

Le programme de calcul objet do la communication pr^sont^e par M.H.L. BENNETT de la
Bell Helicopter Cy, est remarquable par l'^tendue des problfemes qu'il traite, lesquela couvrent pratiquement l'enaemble des quostions soulev^ea par la m^canique du vol dea htilicoptferes (performances stability et manoeuvres - vibrations - effets des rafales, etc...). Ainai permet-il une ^tude trha efficace des proJets de realisation aiutquela les ing^niuurs sont confrontds, et sur cc plan beaucoup de
problfemes apparaiasent r^solua.
M. Mc Kenzie döveloppe les r^aultats d'application des mäthodes de provision appliqudes
par Westland au si interessant appareil qu'est le Lynx' en ce sens son expost? prend un caractäre concret
partiouliferement attachant, qui indique en g^ndral de bonnes correlations entre provision et experience,
Toutefois, si I'on se place aur le plan de la connaissance m8me des phenomenes, en particulior
d'ordre aerodynamique, dont sont le theatre lea rotors d'heiicopteres, certains de leurs aspects doivent,
nous semble-t-il, fltre soulignes.
Les premieres questions que I'on aimerait voir precisees par l'un et l'autre auteurs sont
les suivantes :
A quelle modeiisation du sillage tourbillonnaire et h quelle raethode de calcul des effets
d'induction de celui-ci a-t-on recours ?
.Tagit-il d'un reseau de tourbillons enveloppant des nappes heiicoldalea ou d'un calcul de
Vitesse induite moyerme ?
Le calcul des distributions d'offorts eat-il effeotue h partir du principe de la surface
portante, ou de la ligne portante ? Si oui, a-t-on tenu compte des interactions entre profils ?
Par ailleurs, leg donn^es a^rodynamiqueg entrant dans le programme sont apparemment issues
des propriet^s des profils d'ailes fonctionnant en ^coulement bidimensionnel (m8me si des corrections
empiriques sont ^ventuellement raises en oeuvre.)
D'aprfes noa propres confrontations entre theorie et mesures, cette manifere de considerer les
choses est valable dans les cas ou le coefficient local de portance n'excfede pas la valeur du decrochage
bidimensionnel, et ou aucun pMnomh". . transsonique n'est en cause ou sur le point de se manifester.
Ceci rejoint les conclusions que I'on peut tirer de 1'exploitation d'un rapport NACA ancien
(NACA.RM. L8A?0a) ccncemant L'experimentation d'ailes eiancees en flfeche, en regime compressible.
Nous examinerons jes points d'un peu plus prfes, ci-aprfes par calcul-experience ayant trait,
I'une aux conditions de decrcchage sur une pale d'hölice, done stationnaires mais en regime toumant.
I'autre sur l'influence des iffets transsoniques, ici ii.stationnaires, sur les pales d'un rotor experimental d'heiicoptfere.
Auparavant il semble que la question de 1'introduction des conditions instationnaires dans
la formation des circulations et celle des efforts aerodynamiques sur les pales demande un examen
partirulier.
Nous sommea en plein accord avec M. BENNET pour constater que lea experimentateurs nous ont
fourni une documentation importante sur le seul cas de rotation instationnaire des profils. (bidimensionnel).
Rien ou presque, ne nous est donne aur le pilonnement et le tamisage, et abaolument rien
sur le cas d'oscillation du courant exterieur, pourtant d'importance primordiale, ici. Enfin 1'influenoe
des effets tridimensiormels et celle du derapage demeurent trfes peu expjorees. Nous en sommes reduits h
des developpements exclusivement theoriques, dont on salt la fragilite, s'ils ne sont pas corrobores et
redresses pas h. pas par une experimentation adequate, e'est-k-dire portant sur les mecanismes m^rnes des
phenomfenes (et non our des comparaisons globales).
Si nous avons bien oompris 1'expose de M. BENNETT, son programme prend en compte les effets
instationnaires par incorporation dana 1'evaluation des efforts des termes Vitesse et acceleration de
deplaoement et rotation des profils, auxquols on asaocie dea coefficients d'influence lies h la frequence

reduite.
Cette manifere de faire, trfes adaptee aux problfemes de flutter entretenu, poasfede ici h nos
yeux, le petit inconvenient d'eilminer du problfeme dos termes purement transitoires. Ils y figurent
naturellement si les paramfetres influents sont introduits dans le calcul par des integrales de Duhamel.
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En rfSsumiS, ai lee programmes pröaent^B pivr MM. BENNETT et Mo KEHZIE röpondent remarquablement «UJI beaoina d«B ötudoa conorötoa, on ne doit paa oonaxdörer qua tout le problöme de la oonnalsaanoa de la prdvialon dea caract(5rlstiqu«8 de fonotionnenient dos rotors d'h^licoptbres est encore röellement riSaolu, notammont en co qui ooncerne :
- l'övaluation complötu des effete inatationnalroa autrea que ooux rösultant de la rotation
de proflla
- celle dea effete do compreaaibilit^ rum aubsoniquos et oelle dea effete de "ddoroohage"
on regime tridimeneiormel d(4rapt5.
II aerait h noa yeux important d'orienter lea recherohea pour eaaayer de combler en
profondeur cue graves lacunos.
Tolle peut Btre notro conclueion.

ANNEXE 1
On trouvtra ci-deseoue un diagrammo relatif k la distribution radiale du reesaut de preesion
apparaiasant h la traveraoe d'un disquo d'une h^lice travaillant, h oalage de pas de pale constant, pour
dea paramfetrea I'avancemant f = 7C A r. VM,D
d^croissanta, de aorte que la pale entre en d^orochage
progreaaivement.
La provision de calcul fondle aur 1'hypothfeae d'dcoulementa bidimenaionnele out donn^ une
configuration du type indiquö en traita intorrorapus, toute difförente de celle obeervöe.
Cette demifere suggfere la formation progroeaive d'une configuration tourbillonnaire analogue
h celle en comets des ailes k forte fl&ohe sous forte incidence (d^portance en extr^mitö).
Le coefficient de portance max. bidimenaionnel ^tait de l'ordre de 1 ,4. La oourbe X" = 0,7
conduit k une valour do ce coefficient devant ddpasser 2 dana le domaine de rayons relatifs 0,3 a
0,5.
II y a done lieu de ne pas aeulement prendre en conaidäration lea altöratione des conditions
de d^crochage apport^es par I'^tat bidimenaionnel inatationnaire.
Un phenomfene tridimensionnel atationnaire eat sous jacent, qui doit 6tre ^valu^ auaai.

ANNEXE 2
Une deuxifeme sdrie de diagrammea conceme lea diatributions de cl irges a^rodynamiques
calculeea et meauräea sur quatre profils de pales d'un rotor d'h^licoptfere experimental, pour des paramfetrea d'avancement oroiasanta jusqu'k 0,6,
Hos calcula incorporaient :
- lea effeta d'induction d'un aystfeme tourbillonnaire en nappea h^licoidalea d'un type
analogue k celui do Pizziali. maia aplatiea et döformdee pour figurer la dietorsion du pae et la
contraction du aillage.
- 1'introduction du paa oyclique
- la dötermination dea battements verticaux et horizontaux et I1introduction des composantes
de viteaaea qui leur sent attaoh^es.
- lea effets inatatiormaires touchant le d^voloppement de la circulation et
champa do presalon (done des efforta)

celui des

- lea effets d'int^ractiona tridimenaionnelles entre profile do pales qu'il faut absolument
prendre en compte particulier ai 1'on a recours au ach^ma do la ligne portante.
- lea effeta de compressibility eubsonique et ceux des d^laia do transmission dea aignaux
d'induction des ^l^menta tourblllonnairea liäa et libres, en creation ou disparition du fait du oaract^re
inatationnaire du problfeme.
- lea non lindarit^a des loia do portance et moment dea profils k I'^gard d'incidencea variant de - 180° k + 180° dana le cercle d'inveraion d'apr&s des donndes pour le moment soulomont
bidimenaionnellea.
La oomparaison entre courbea iaauea des oalculs et cellea iasuea dea mesures, compldt^es
par les courbea d'^volution du Mach et du d^rapage montre bien quo la provision thöorique est
satisfaisante partout ou le Mach local est inf^rieur k la limite d'apparition des ph^nomfenes
transsoniqiea. II y a d^aaecord local lorsque ceux-ci so manifestent.
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Le demlor diagramme, aur lequel pouj- quatr« r^gimea do fonctionnement aont portdee en
granduur et position, lea r^aultantea d'effort aur le rotor, oalculdea et mesur^es, indlque enfin une
pr^vlaion exoollente du oalcul, tant que ooe effete soniques interviennent eu (lei pour lea paramfetres
d'avancement inf^rioura h 0,6),
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Discussion of Poper i
System Design und hvuluution Usiiij! u Ckncrul Purpose
Helicopter Flight Simulution Program"
presented hy R.L.Bennett

Can you illustrate any Iransicnl loud eorrelutions'.'

K.L.Iknneti: In the paper thai I have prepared, I have shown some translcnl load correlation that wc have achieved
on a four bluded hingcless rotor in a symeiric pull up. It was for a Jg manoeuvre entered from a dive. The correlation was adequate. So I'll talk to yon later and show you the figure in the paper.
A.W.Kerr: You mentioned there were two problems about the change In natural l'rei|uency of the blade modes with
pilch and with r.p.in. Have you any capability in the programme to allow, during a dynamic manoeuvre, for the
variation of r.p.in. and its effect on mode shape or frequency?
R.L.Bennett: Yes, internal to the programme, we have a differential equation that describes the mast wind up, which
is the oscillation about the mean r.p.m.. so that in the 3 by } table, a 2 way interpolation was used to get the effect
of r.p.m, and geometric pilch.
J.L.McCloud; The previous authors showed a pretty large spread in the experimental oscillatories.
with this? Is this your experience also?
R.L.Bennett:

In the oscillatory what?

J.L.McCloud:

No, beam bending for example.

Would you concur

Pitch link loads?

R.L.Bennett: Yes, substantial scatter has been observed in experimental data and this is one of the problems in the
correlation efforts. It' the manoeuvre were repeatable in all of its many parameters, 1 think the scatter would be
reduced.
J.L.McCloud: So you believe it's the flight condition.
data obtained from a wind tunnel simulation?

Do you have more success, then, if you are comparing with

R.L.Bennett: We have recently concluded two modifications to the programme in the area of wind tunnel simulation. The first is to iterate on cyclic pitch to achieve a moment balance so that we can run the programme like the
wind tunnel condition itself. We are now engaged in a contract with USAAMRDL to check out the programme
against a Sikorsky wind tunnel test.
Previous results used, compared in the literature to AV LABS Report 68-3 were fairly good.

Discussion of Paper 6
"The Prediction of Loading Actions on High Speed
Semi-Rigid Rotor Helicopters"
presented by D.A.S.Iiowell

R.Gabel: Can you comment on calculated and measured torsional modes and pitch link loads?
in the slides.

I did not see that

D.A.S.Howell: The torsional modes and control loads are fairly close to what would be anticipated for a torsionally
stiff articulated rotor system. At the beginning of this presentation I mentioned that we attempted to minimise
torsional couplings at the design stage: we have a high degree of "matched stiffness" outboard of the feathering
hinge. I think because of this design objective we do not have the torsional couplings and fairly high control loads
normally associated with semi-rigid rotor systems.
J.L.McCloud:

Does the Lynx present to the pilot any information about hub moments?

D.A.S.Howell: No there is no information presented to the pilot concerning hub moments. We have found that the
relatively low roll inertia of the Lynx enables the aircraft to execute ,i roll manoeuvre without exceeding the design
loading distri' ution by a significant margin. There is also a fairly novel device called the "collective
'g' compensator", which is incorporated to improve longitudinal stability during pitch manoeuvres. This device changes collective
pitch by an increment proportional to normal 'g' levels up to a limit of approximately 2.5 g. It follows that the
predominant first harmonic inplane loads generated during nose-up pitch manoeuvres are reduced by this device
attenuating the peak 'g' levels experienced during the manoeuvre.
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REVIEW 4 by H.Velkofl
Reply by R.L.Bennett

First, I share your concern about the wake analysis. In C'-81 a modification of the momentum theory is
used to calculate the inflow. A wake analysis is certainly something to be desired especially in the transition
regime. I apologize for not presenting any of the data that I have as a function of time instead of only in
terms of oscillatories.
The aerodynamics in the manoeuver, that you talked about, is that we are using a numerical integration on
both the fuselage equations of motion and the rotor equation of motion. As the helicopter goes through the
air, we, at each time step, evaluate all of the aerodynamic and inertia loads that are acting on the fuselage,
wing, elevator, fin and on the rotor itself at that particular azimuth condition. I share your concern with the
verification of the yawed flow model. I would only like to explain that my concern is on the verification of
the non-steady aerodynamics.
I tried to indicate in my presentation that one of the major problems associated with the C-81 is the
verification of any addition to it. It is structured in terms of building blocks which we test with a great amount
of care. But, it is still a tremendous job to come up with a critical experiment to check out the modifications.
You were mentioning about a standardized set of oata for everyone to use, is certainly an interesting
concept.
I may have mentioned before, that right now, Bell Helicopter has a contract to use the C-81 programme to
predict the load that has been measured by Sikorsky Aircraft on a four bladed articulated rotor-model rotor.
I am sure you know that, at Bell Helicopter, we are not as experienced in articulated rotors as we are with two
bladed rotors - but we are seeking to use this programme in an honest correlation effort to find out exactly
where we are in terms of development of the programme.
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LOADS PREDICTION METHODS FOR HINGELESS ROTOR HELICOPTERS
by
G. Reichert
Mesaerachmltt-Bölkow-Blohm GmbH
Ottobrunn, Germany

SUMMARY

A hingeless rotor system allows the transfer of large moments from the rotor to
the fuselage, which results In a substantial Improvement of the stability and control
characteristics of the whole helicopter. This Is, together with the mechanical simplicity the main advantage of the rigid rotor. On the other hand, the transfer of large moments through the hub results in different structural requirements compared to articulated rotors.
The special loading condition of the hingeless rotor helicopter will be discussed.
For the prediction of the loads, the aeroelastic behaviour of the rotor blades including
characteristic coupling effects has to be considered. To determine the properties of the
hingeless rotor system in an analytical approach, a mathematical model can be used, which
simulates the aerodynamic and dynamic behaviour adequately. There is good experience with
an aerodynamically and dynamically equivalent system of an articulated rotor with high
hinqe offset.
Analytical data as well as flight test data will be shown for different flight
conditions including maneuvers. There is relatively good correlation. The loads necessary for the structural design of the rotor can be piedicted reasonably well. The methods
are not satisfactory for control loads in stalled conditions and for high harmonic vibratory loads.
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1. INTRODUCTION
At all times the rlfjid rotor with flapwise and lagwiae rigid attachment of the
rotor blades was very attractive to the designer because of its highly Blmpllflcd design
compared to the fully articulated rotor. However, in the early days of helicopter development the trials with rigid rotors were practically never succensful. The reasons were the
insufficient knowledge of the physics1-technlcal correlations and the lack of materials
to withstand the high structural loads. In the more recent era a relatively good understanding of the Important problems has been gained, and, in addition, suitable materials
became available which offer good strength properties also for fatigue loads.
The rigid rotor system allows the transfer of large moments from the rotor to the
fuselage which results in a suhatantial improvement of the flight mechanical behaviour
of the whole helicopter. On the other hand, this transfer of large momenta through the
hub results in different structural requirements compared to articulated rotors.
The main components of the UO 105 rotor system which will be considered (Figure 1)
are a very stiff hub and fiberglass rotor blades of high elasticity. There are no flapping and no lagging hinges, the blades are rigidly attached to short hub arms. The feathering axes of the blades are fixed to these substantially rigid hub arms. The blade motions
are pitching at the root and bending and torsional deflections. The main features of such
a rotor system can be described best by its flapping stiffness resulting in a flapping
frequency ratio of about 1.10 to 1,15 and an inplane stiffness with a frequency ratio of
about 0.6 to 0.75 for the first Inplane mode.
An analytical treatment, r. - for loads prediction, of such a rotor needs consideration of its aeroelastic behaviour including the coupling effects due to the elastic
blade deflections (10).

2. LOADING CONDITIONS OF HINGELESS ROTOR HELICOPTERS
The main purpose for the introduction of flapping hinges has been the prevention
of high moment loadings at the blade roots and the rotor hub. For hingeless rotors without flapping hinges there exists the possibility to transfer high moments from the blades to the hub and the fuselage. Besides of the mechanical simplification this results
in improved control and stability characteristics.
The high moment loads at the blade attachment area and the hub have to be considered in the design. Figure 2 illustrates the different loading situation nf a hingeless
rotor and an articulated rotor with a small flapping hinge offset. If the aerodynamic
lift at the blade is the same for both rotors, it produces the same load at the hinge or
blade attachment, respectively, and at the center of the hub; for the moments there is a
very strong difference at the blade root and the hub. The resulting moment at the center
of the rotor can be reduced to a certain degree by preconing the hub arms and thus producing an unloading centrifugal force. Normally, the precone angle will be chosen for unloading with the design rotor thrust. Other thrust conditions and of course alternating
thrust of the blades will result in corresponding moments at the hub. The figure shows
only the spanwise distributions of the alternating flapping and inplane moments for a typical forward flight condition. The most stressed section of a rigid rotor is the hub and
the blade attachment section, which has been anticipated. The blade main section is relatively low stressed, also in comparison to the articulated blade. The flapping moment
peak occuring at about 0.7 radius, which is customary with articulated blades, is of much
lower magnitude for the rigidly attached blade. The difference is due to the higher harmonic moments. As is shown in the frequency diagram of Figure 3 the rigid blade attachment
raises the frequencies of the blade modes. While for the articulated blade there are flapwise modes with frequencies some higher than 2U and Aii, they come closer to 2U and 50 for
the rigidly attached blade. The aerodynamic loads are decreasing with increase of harmonic
order, therefore resulting by the dynamic amplification in lower blade moments for the rigidly attached blade with natural frequencies near 3n and Sil compared to the corresponding
situation with the articulated blade hav.ng frequencies nearer to 2il and Ail. A similar
situation exists for the inplane moments.
The possibility to transfer high moments from the rotor blades to the hub and the
fuselage gives a different situation for the control and trim behaviour compared to helicopters with articulated rotors, as is described in Figure 4. The control of helicopters
with articulated rotors is mainly done by inclination of the thrust vector thus producing a moment around the center of gravity. For a helicopter with a hingeless rotor system
an inclination of the thrust vector is combined with a very strong hub moment, and the moment around the center of gravity is a combination of the hub moment and the roment due to
the thrust inclination. The loading of the rotor shaft and the gearbox with its suspension
is different in the two cases. For the articulated rotor the moment is built up linearly
from the hub to the center of gravity; in the case of the hingeless rotor the mast and
already the hub are subjected to a relatively high moment loading. The capability to produce large moments is much higher for the hingeless rotor, which is the main source for
its improved control characteristics.
Trim conditions, which need a rotor produced moment to overcome cg-travel or slope
landing conditions, for instance, require an alternating first harmonic moment in the rotating system for the hingeless rotor system, whereas In zhe case of an articulated rotor
because of the equivalence of cyclic control and blade flapping only an inclination of
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the thrust Is necessary, and the rotor shaft at the hub Is subjected to an alternating
longitudinal force In the rotating system. For the trim requirements In forward flight
there are nearly no differences in both rotor systems, because the cyclic control is needed to overcome an aerodynamic nonunlformlty, to which the dynamic systems of the rotors
are of lesser importance, see Figure 5.
Higher harmonic blade loads resulting from the flow conditions of the forward
flight produce alternating forces at the hub for both rotor systems, and in addition for
the hlngelesa rotor moments at the blade root and the hub. For a dynamically well tuned
hingeless rotor these higher harmonic moments are relatively low compared to the first
harmonic moments needed for trim or flight maneuvers. Figure 6 shows a typical case with a
pronounced first harmonic part. The higher harmonic loads are exciting vibrations; and a
low vibration level requires a good dynamic design for the rotor Itself and in combination with the fuselage,for all rotor systems.

3. SHORT DESCRIPTION OF CURRENT METHODS FOR THE PREDICTION OF RICUD ROTOR LOADS
The best way to understand the hingeless rotor is to regard it as a successful
attempt to produce a rotor whose flapping and lagging hinges are replaced by the elastic
deforratlon of the fiberglass rotor blades. To determine the properties of such a rotor
in an analytical approach, a system is to be used which simulates the aerodynamic and
dynamic behaviour adequately. For simple studies, it can be assumed that the blades have
flexibility only in the flapwise direction and are infinitely stiff in the chordwise and
torsional direcitons. The main features of such a flapping equivalent system are shown
in Figure 7. Practically, it is a conventional hinged blade with hinge restraint, simulating the first natural mode and frequency of the real blade, only with a relatively large
hinge offset. In Figure 8 the moment distribution over the blade span is illustrated for
a typical flight condition. It can be seen that the moment raises mainly in the very
stiff parts of the root section and the rotor hub; and it seems well justified to represent this blade configuration by an equivalent flapping system. Experience has shown that
this simple equivalent system can model the rotor well enourjh for stability and control
calculations as well as for the prediction of the determining loads including steady-state flight, maneuver and gust conditions.
A more refined equivalent system, as shown in Figure 9, is an extension of the
pure flapping system and has additional degrees of freedom in chordwise and torsional
direction. This model Includes control system flexibility, blade flapwise bending (first
mode), blade Inplane bending (first mode) and blade twisting (first twisting mode). While
inplane bending of the blade has nearly no direct influence on aerodynamic loading and
flight behaviour, it may effect the control system dynamics, if control flexibility is
considered. Torslonally elastic motions of the blades are included as they act as control
inputs and thus can have an influence on aerodynamic loading and on flight behaviour.
Effects of different positions of the aerodynamic center, the elastic axis and the center of gravitv of the blade profile sections as a function of blade span can be calculated (2; 3) ."
The aerodynamic model of the rotor is based on current blade element theory using
two dimensional airfoil data, considering stall, reverse flow, compressibility effects,
yawed flow and unsteady effects. For the aerodynamic model of a hingeless rotor the same
assumption as for an articulated rotor can be used fundamentally. For all practical purposes for which only low order rotor harmonic loading is of importance it seems to be
sufficient to use simple assumptions for the rotor Inflow. The mean Induced velocity can
be calculated by momentum theory with a trapezoidal distribution in forward flight. The
aerodynamic forces and the dynamic response of the rotor blades are obtained by an azimuthal step-by-step computation, solving the equations of motion numerically.
In the MBB-Company this aeroelastic rotor theory is the basis for all flight-dynamics studies as well as for loads prediction. It is completed by an analytical representation of the entire aircraft, including fuselage, tallrotor, tail planes and additional
wings or auxiliary thrust if desired. In all calculations the first step is a trimming
run, producing the proper control Inputs of the rotors and the other trim conditions. The
program can be used for steady flight conditions as well as to calculate the dynamic response and loading in maneuvers or gust conditions by a step-by-step computation.
This analytical method shows good correlation between theory and flight test results. Figure ID illustrates a comparison between measured and calculated huhmoment and
root bending moments for a forward flight condition. The moments are shown as functions
of rotor azimuth angle. There is good corrrlatlon for the low harmonic components. With
the assumption of the analytical model no better prediction of higher harmonics can be
expected, but on the other side the test results are showing that for the hingeless rotor the higher harmonics are of very low Importance. Figure 11 presents maneuver loads
in forward flight as a function of load factor. The longitudinal stick position, the mean
and alternating flapwise and Inplane bending moments are illustrated. The relatively good
correlation between theory and test data allows the conclusion that analytical models, as
described before, will be well suited for calculation work on hingeless-rotor helicopters,
for which mainly first harmonic loading is decisive for component sizing. The main advantage of the rethod, besides of its simplicity and clearness, is Its applicability for unsteady conditions.
The aerodynamic approach for the rotor inflow used in the presclbed aeroelastic
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rotor program is a modified actuator disc theory. There is no doubt that there are better
aerodynamic theories available, today, but the question arises If more accurate theories
can give better results, especially in loads prediction, in the view of engineering approximation. Sometimes, it seems that the Importance of improved vortex and wake theories
has been overestimated for helicopter design work. No doubt, it is a real scientific task
to develop more advanced aerodynamic rotor theories to improvu the understanding of the
physics of the rotor. Unfortunately, the advanced theories are too complex, and they are
difficult in handling, but the most important restriction is that most of them are only
working for steady-state conditions, whereas the critical loids are determined by unsteady conditions such as maneuvers and gust penetration, normally.
With an Improvement of the aerodynamics, resulting In accurate higher harmonic
aerodynamic loads, improved dynamics of the rotor considering higher blade modes should
be combined, because only a balanced aerodynamic and dynamic theory can give better results. With the knowledge of today it will be less problematic to refine the dynamic models though there are some problems considrring material properties especially damping
and nonlinear effects. More accurate dynamic theories will result in computer programs
with higher complexity principally, which can be used for steady-state conditions as well
as maneuvers, whereas for the aerodynamic refinement real basic problems exist in the
case of nonstatlonary flight.
There are some good reviews about current possibilities to use more accurate wake
representation for rotor blade airloads and aeroelasticlty (5*7), and it does not seem to he
neccessary to repeat them here. For design work, some more attention should be paid to
improved theories, which consider only the low harmonic distributions (8).

4. PREDICTION OF PITCH LINK LOADS
There is a special situation with the pitch link loads. Their rapid increase with
beginning blade stall at high forward speed or maneuver conditions may be the limitation
of the helicopter flight envelope. With a proper component sizing it seems to be not a
strength and fatigue problem of the pitch links themselves, but a strong increase of the
pitch link loads may be a sign of stall flutter and in any case it signals that the rotor
has reached its aerodynamic limitations. Therefore good prediction methods should be
available.
Figure 12 illustrates typical pitch link loads by a comparison of test data received with symmetrical and with cambered airfoil sections. Besides of the reduction of loads
over the whole speed range for the cambered airfoil caused by a shift of the aerodynamic
moment, a still more important effect can be recognized. The increase of alternating pitch
link loads with speed and in maneuver flight is reducted due to the more favourable stall
behaviour of tha cambered airfoil. Figure 13 compares calculated and measured pitch link
loads at high forward speeds but without pronounced stall. There is a reasonable good correlation even for maximum speed, with a Mach-number at the advancing blade up to 0.93. The
calculations are done with the same aeroelastic model as described in chapter 3 including
control dynaunics and blade coupling effects. Figure 14 shows measured and calculated waveforms for such a flight condition, which are in very good agreement. The high loads at the
advancing blade are due to Mach-number effects.
For a typical highly stalled condition the waveforms are changing as can be seen
in Figure 15 comparing unstalled and highly stalled conditions. Without stall the predominant harmonic contents are mainly first harmonic. In the stalled high speed case there are
very strong higher harmonic contents resulting from a disturbed blade torsion. Because of
the relatively strong coupling effects of a rigidly attached blade of high elasticity accurate prediction of blade moment loads will need an Improved dynamic blade model considering
all blade modes with frequencies up to the torsional frequency. While such an approach can
be done without basic problems, the real uncertainty exists in the aerodynamic nodel for
dynamically stalled airfoils. Although, in recent years, very important research work giving
a significant advancement was done, the situation is still Insufficient.

5. UTILIZATION OF PREDICTED LOADS IN THE ROTOR STRUCTURAL DESIGN
In all steps of the development of a helicopter, from preliminary design to final
certification, it is necessary to have information about the flight loads. In the first
steps, as long as the design is not yet defined, more rough information seems to be sufficient; but as soon as the rotor is defined performancewlse, a dynamic and structural optimization of the rotor and the rotor blades has to follow. While the fundamental blade
flapping mode is determined by the required flight behaviour, there may be design criteria
for the first inplane and first torsional blade modes by aeroelastic instability effects.
The higher modes should be considered mainly for their influence on higher harmonic loads
and vibrations. Resonance diagrams, as shown in Figure 3, a»-? most helpful in tie optimization process, in which mainly the dynamic characteristics are envolved. By a dynamic
tuning of the blade, using additional masses or changed stiffness, a design should be
found for which resonance conditions of the blade frequencies with the rotor exciting
harmonics can be avoided. Figure 16 illustrates amplification factors for the blade bending modes by generalized exciting forces of different harmonic order at normal rotor
speed. The amplification factors are higher for higher modes, but it has to be noted,
that the magnitude of the exciting forces is decreasing with harmonic order. Mainly first
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harmonic loads are exciting the fundamental bending mode, second, third and fourth harmonics the first bending mode and fourth, fifth and sixth the second bending mode. Dy considering more general Information about higher harmonic generalized forces, which has been
obtained from tests with different rotors showing relatively good conformity. It Is possible to look for a good compromise of the blade dynamic design. The variation of the generalized forces with harmonic order Is Indicated In Figure 17. The decay with harmony order
is very similar to that obtained with other rotors. The resulting bending moments are determined by the amplification factors and the shown generalized forces. The outlined
approach for the dynamic optimization of rotor blades has proved good since long years
(9), and is practicable still today. It does not need much detailed aerodynamic information.
For the initial component sizing for fatigue, the highest level flight loads should
be below the endurance limit for infinite life so that sufficient component life will be
available to absorb the larger maneuver loads. For other reasons a certain moment of inertia of the rotor is desired; therefore no weight-saving construction is necessary normally.
This will result in favourable conditions for the stresses. For the hingeless rotor the
determining loads are first harmonic, which can be calculated easily by the methods described in chapter 3. The structural design which is done in an iteration process has to
assure that both strength and dynamic constraints are met.
When the design is reviewed and fixed, loads for the complete missions and fatigue
spectrum will be calculated. In combination with component fatigue tests, these calculated loads will allow the determination of component lives. As long as the life estimation
is done using Miner's theory of cumulative damage, as is still common practice In helicopter engineering, the loads prediction methods described in chapter 3 seem to be well justified and sufficient, because only loads higher than the endurance limit will be considered.
But it should be noted, that only loads methods are suitable, which allow the prediction
of rotor loads in unsteady flight conditions, such as maneuvers, gusts, etc. The predicted loads also would be acceptable for load spectrum testing.
For the final qualification and certification of a helicopter measured flight loads
will be available. With these loads the fatigue spectrum and the determination of com] onent
lives will be revised. Only minor corrections will be necessary, if there was adequate work
in the previous stages of developmen«-..
Helicopter components have long service lives, normally. They come close to unlimited life. Figure 18 shows as an example the fatigue spectrum of a rotor blade. The loads
of maximum level flight are lower than the endurance limit, only extreme maneuver conditions result in higher loads thus limiting the life time. Similar relations will be for
all components of good structural design. Loads and mission profiles, which will be used
normally, are so conservative, that differences in calculation methods and uncertainties
in fatigue damage theories will be of little significance. The conservative assumptions
make statistically predictable failures exfremely improbable (10).

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Experience has shown that^ analytical methods for the prediction of loads are available giving good correlation between calculated and measured loads for level flight as
well as for maneuvers. The methods have proved good in the full speed and maneuver range
of modern helicopters with moderate advance ratios. The special loading conditions of the
hingeless rotor helicopter cause no additional problems of importance, as long as the
aeroelastlc behaviour of the rotor blades including characteristic coupling effects will
be considerad. For the prediction of loads it seems to be justified to take care only for
the fundamental elastic modes, which can be done by simulating the hingeless rotor by an
equivalent articulated rotor with high hinge-offset or by application of the modes directly. Because of the relatively strong control coupling effects, torsional modes should be
used in addition to Happing and inplane bending modes. Improvements to the aeroelastlc
rotor theory by adding higher blade modes would cause no major difficulties but soon could
bring the computer programs to practical limits of computer time and numerical tractabllity.
A major design objective is to produce a helicopter with a flight envelope limited
by power and not by structural limits. To be successful it ir, necessary to have a capability for the analytical prediction of loads for the total envelope,with reasonable accuracy for the highest loads. Deficiencies still existing for highly stalled conditions
can be reduced by the inclusion of available unsteady s .all aerodynamics in the computer
programs. Additional research work should be accomplished.
The described loads prediction methods can give nearly all information necessary
for structural designing for which only the highest loads will be considered, normally.
For a dynamically well optimized rotor the critical loads are low harmonic loads, for a
hingeless rotor mainly first harmonic loads. Higher harmonic loads are not of importance
for the structural design but they decide the vibration characteristics of the whole helicopter. Further improvement of vibration predicting techniques still seems to be necessary
utilizing Improved aerodynamics as well as an Improved dynamic representation of the whole
helicopter. Suitable routines can be limited to level flight mainly,thus allowing much more
complex mathematical models. A helicopter with a low vibration level in normal flight conditions will have good characteristics during maneuvers also.
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INTEGRATED ROTOR/BODY LOADS PREDICTION
by

K. M. Curluon
U.S. Army Air Mobility Rf.D Laboratory
Headquarters
Moffett Field, California USA 94035

A. W. Kerr
Lockheed California Co.
Burbank, California USA 91503

SUMMARY

An Interdiacipiinary analysis, which has grown out of a requirem nt for a nonlinear handling qualities
evaluation tool, has been mechanized in a fashion which provides a capabl lity to predict rotor loads affected by rotor/airframe Interaction in steady-state and transient flight conditlons. The modeling philosophy in developing this analysis combines the capabilities of a team of analysts from several specialties
to create a versatile model which provides consistent data for numerous a ppllcations. This philosophy is
presented in addition to a description of the model and a summary of its range of applications. Three
examples involving rotor loads prediction are presented: 1) evaluation of clearance between rotor blades
and fuselage during extreme maneuvers, 2) estimation of four-bladed rotoT reactionless implane mode stabillty and loads, and 3) general maneuver capability and transient loads estimation. Also presented are
areas proposed for continued development and refinement of the model to f urther increase its range of
applications.
SYMBOLS
c

rotor blade chord

ä

aircraft sideslip angle

h

aircraft altitude

By

rotor blade 1st flap mode displacement

p

aircraft roll rate

&2

rotor blade 2nd flap mode displacement

q

aircraft pitch rate

3 . ,
shaft

r

aircraft yaw rate

El

rotor blade inplane mode displacement

u

aircraft longitudinal velocity

9

aircraft pitch attitude

v

aircraft lateral velocity

w

aircraft vertical velocity

control gyro pitch attitude

w

Induced velocity at blade element

air density

x

% rotor radius

aircraft roll attitude

B

shaft bending0 angle
0

blade element pitch angle

control gyro roll attitude

*

aircraft yaw angle

INTRODUCTION

Analysis techniques for estimating rotor and total vehicle stability a nd response characteristics
have traditionally been developed by starting with a minimum number of degr ees of freedom to describe the
system and expanding simple, low-order analyses to include sufficient addit ional degrees of freedom to
match observed flight phenomena. Rotor blade load analyses have, on the ot her hand. Included a very complete description of blade mass, balance, and stiffness properties which pr ovide detailed load distributions
but, due to practical size and computation time constraints, preclude the 1 ncluslon of a description of a
body and its interaction with the rotor. Although such analyses may includ e ehe capability to approximate
body response effects on roto- loading, the capability to simulate the tota 1 aircraft response and rotor
loads due to a given pilot ac; ion is not practlial. In addition to a detai led physical description of the
rotor, traditional rotor load: analyses generally include the most advanced distributed Inflow models,
These models contain detailed vake representations which increase the compu tation time by a significant
amount
In undertaking the task to develop a nonlinear ha.idling qualities analysis for high performance
compound helicopters, it became evident that the level of sophistication which appeared to satisfy the
analysis needs for that engineering discipline was sufficient to provide good quality data in the areas
of performance, rotor low-frequency structural dynamic stability, and steady-state and transient loads.
By definition, this analysis contained an integrated rotor/body representation. The rotor blade motion
was described by a set of prescribed primitive modes obtained from a traditional 150 degree of freedom
blade loads model, computed with rotor rotation but without airloads. Airloads were generated in the
analysis through strip integration based on 1) an emperically modified uniform inflow which is a function
of rotor advance ratio and shaft moment, and 2) nonlinear blade section aerodynamic characteristics dependent on angle of attack, Mach number and distributed blade section thickness ratio and camber.
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At the time, thu basic analysis represented the work of a single Individual with a view tu needs in
his own specialty. Another analyst, whose Interest was primarily In loads prediction, modified the anulysls Independently to Include a capability for harmonic analysis of loads as well as several othar improvements. Soon other specialists were also creating their own modifications, often without a thorough understanding of the analysis that they were modifying. In all areas, results of the analysis were interesting,
but soon It was obvious that all versions were not consistent, and data management was unwieldy. A requirement to restructure the analysis was recognized and a program was undertaken to use the experience
gained In the prior development activities to orient the restructuring. The approach used has been presented In depth In reference 1, and la briefly summarized here.
ANALYSIS PHILOSOPHY
The approach taken In the restructured development of the analysis was to form an analysis project
team composed of a speclallst In each engineering discipline and an overall analysis manager, The purpose
of the management task was to assure that the analysis contained the most complete and up-to-date analytical description possible In each specialty within practical program size and execution time constraints.
The manager does not write the analysis; he assures that all elements of the analysis are completely discussed and understood by the team; that a consensus is reached for proceeding, and that the analysis is
programmed and checked completely. As a result, the analysis does not reflect a single specialist's view
of the state of the art and provides an analysis team, rather than one individual, with an In-depth understanding of an extensive and complex mathematical model, its area of application and its limitations.
The model describes the entire aircraft with considerable de: all In the representation of the rotor
and control system. A maximum number of significant degrees of freedom is selected at the outset to
avoid a common failing of the traditional analysis of approach, i.e. , Che discovery of dynamic phenomena
in flight rather than In analysis before flight. Once the extent of the model Is defined, the dynamic
equations of motion are derived completely in a Lagranglan energy balance form with an absolute minimum
of simplifying assumptions. Small angle assumptions are avoided completely at this point in the derivation and all equations are derived in matrix form. The matrix expressions of the analysis are programmed
in modules and these same expressions are expanded through a computer technique called FORMAC to provide
algebraic equivalents which are programmed and checked against the matrix modules. Simplifying assumptions and decisions on the elimination of terms are made systematically after the total analysis Is completed. Other elements (I.e., tall rotor, propeller, etc.) of the analysis are programmed and checked
in modular form and the Interfaces between modules are programmed and checked.
An element of major importance in Implementing an extensive analysis of this type is data management.
A method must be established to assure that whenever the analysis Is executed, there is a means of checking Input data and assuring that output options are sufficiently clear to avoid costly aborted computer
runs.
The matrix form of the equations of motion is designed to provide an additional analytical capability.
The equations of motion may be perturbed to provide constant and periodic linear coefficients which can
be used In linear analyses and to check linear analyses derived by other methods.
In this way the large,
complete model generates a consistent Sft of simpler analyses which can be used to study various flight
conditions In depth at a substantially leduced analysis cost.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The model which resulted from the foregoing philosophy has been written for a single four-bladed,
gyro-controlled hingeless rotor helicopter with additional capability for analysis of teetering or hingeoffset rotor systems with conventional controls. This aircraft may be conventional In design, winged or
compounded. The specific analysis is limited to a maximum of four blades; however, the analysis can be
expanded to Include more blades by following the detailed mechanical derivation procedure established for
the analysis. The model is divided Into three major categories shown in Fig. 1. These categories are
the control system, the rotor, and the body. Figure 1 indicates the manner in which these components are
related to one another, as utilized In the analysis. The analysis is the simulation of an entire rotorcraft which Includes a detailed dynamic description of the rotor and control system as well as the conventional six degree of freedom body dynamic description which operates in two modes Identified as TRIM and
FLY. In the TRIM mode, the aircraft is constrp.ined to a prescribed static flight condition while the controls are activated to obtain a force and moment equilibrium of the aircraft at that static condition. In
the FLY mode the rotor, controls, and alrframe are free to respond dynamically to control or external
inputs.
A more detailed logic flow diagram of the analysis Is presented In Fig. 2. Identified In this diagram
are all of the major elements of the analysis. The initial information required Includes a detailed physical description of the entire rotorcraft, specification of initial flight conditions at which the analysis
is to be performed, and any pilot or external input desired during the FLY mode. Once this information is
provided, all of the equations are set up with the proper Initial values and the analysis proceeds in the
TRIM mode. In the TRIM mode, the body and the rotor speed accelerations are not Included as part of the
solution of the equations of equilibrium, and the loading and motions of a single blade are computed to
reduce computation time. The trim procedure which adjusts basic control and body attitudes required In a
steady flight condition, 1E utilized to iterate to a trim condition. This procedure operates directly on
main rotor collective and cyclic pitch, tail rotor and propeller collective pitch, and aircraft attitude.
Trim may be established either for a straight and level flight condition or for a constant load factor
maneuver. When TRIM has been completed, the analysis proceeds to the FLY mode where all degrees of freedom which include four Independent blades, are activated and the aircraft responds for a specified length
of time to any desired pilot or external input. Pilot Inputs can be simple steps or pulses in any single
control axis, doublets, stick stirs or any other transient inpu"- within the capabilities of the control
system simulated. As a result, transient loads and resulting aircraft and rotor dynamic response can be
obtained. For correlation purposes, actual flight test control motions can be Input to provide comparative
response data. For specialized ippllcatlons, an analytic autopilot may be used to control the flight path
of the aircraft.
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Tlii! roiorcrul't In daicrlbad dynBRilcaliy In tlilrly fully-coupled degrati o! Irci'dum. In addition to
the normal six body dagraai oi fruedoni, thu rotor hub in dcicrlbed with pitch, roll, and IM^IKIII dlsplacemi'nt (ahaft deformal lun) as well as rotational speed for a total of four degrees ol I reedom. The control
Hyro/swashplate combination also has the same four degrees of freedom. Motion ul each of the four main
roti't blades are described by two flapwlse and one Inplane modes and a pitch horn bending degree of freedom which couples blade feathering to Lhe control gyro. These four degrees of freedom per blade make
sixteen for the four blades, bringing the total system to thirty degrees of freedom. A schematic description of the degrees of freedom are shown In Fig. i. In addition to these dynamic degrees of freedom,
there Is an approximation ol a 1st torsion mode for each blade. Since the frequency of this mode Is
usually high (over 4Si) compared to the other dynamic modes of Interest, a full dynamic representation of
this mode would Increase the computation time by an order or magnitude. This mode Is Included as a massless elastic response to blade torsion moments with a first order lag. It has been found that this allows
the blade to respond to provide more realistic airloads distributions.
The dynamic equations of motion In thirty degrees of freedom are written In matrix form as:
- [AHcJI + {G} - 0
where |AJ la a JÜ > 30 matrix of generalized mass elements, (ql Is a column matrix of accelerations of the
generalized coordinates, and (C) Is a column matrix derived from the Lagranglan Energy Functions, dlsslpatlon function and generalized forces, which takes the form:
(C) - -IB)U|) - ICllql + [Ql{f(t))
The equations of motion are solved as a time history at rotoi azimuth angles required to provide a stable
solution for the highest frequency mode present In the solution.
The blade modus are primitive modes In that they are determined from a lumped parameter analysis of
a rotating cantilever blade at a selected rotor speed and collective blade angle

In a rotor simulation of this type, it is difficult to compute the proper displacement velocities
and accelerations, and associated inertia and aerodynamic forces and moments which are required for high
resolution of the blade feathering moments. This requires exacting aerodynamic data as well as a precise
statement of the inertial loadings. To establish the feathering moments due to these loads, the relationship between the feather axis and the point of application of the loads must be precisely determined.
This is accomplished by a very accurate analytic construction of the undeiormed blade and a superposition
of the blade elastic bending on this shape. in order to achieve the highest resolution to the predicted
blade shape and feather axis position, the blade modes are defined at approximately the trim collective
blade angle. The blade static position is also constructed at this blade angle.
The aerodynamic description employed in the analysis is composed of a rotor Inflow model, nonlinear
steady and unsteady blade element aerodynamics, nonlinear b^dy aerodynamic characteristics, rotor/body
aerodynamic interference, and auxiliary airloads from the tail rotor and propeller. The auxiliary airloads are contained in modular subroutines and are functions of advance ratio and propeller and tall rotor
collective pitch. The main rotor downwash effect on the wing and horizontal tail angles of attack is an
empirical function of rotor thrust and advance ratio based on data from reference 2 and similar sources.
The nonlinear body aerodynamics may be input as tables containing actual wind tunnel test data.
The rotor Inflow model used is an empirical modification to uniform momentum downwash based on data
from reference 3 with adjustments lor shaft moments. The inflow at a blade element is of the form:
i

w,
1
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x [f(Xu)co.
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K)

x(p

sin

+ q

COS

ij;)

where w; isthe uniform momentum inflow, f(Xu v)
are functions ol longitudinal and lateral wake_anglesJ
and p. and q^ are functions of rotor roll and pllchini, moments and t ranslat ional velocity, w., p, and q^
are filtered with first order lags that represent the delay In establishing the inflow following a change
In rotor loading condition.
Blade section aerodynamic lift, drag, and pitching moment arc nonlinear functions of section thickness ratio, camber, angle of attack, and Mach number.
Blade element unsteady aerodynamic effects due to
pitch and plunge velocity are quasi-steady with a Theodorsen deficiency function of 1,0 and are of the
general form iound In reference 4.
These correction? for unsteady aerodynamic effects are added to the
steady airloads and are implemented in the following :orm at each blade element:
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where Un la the local Inatantanaoui normal velocity of the blade clement, Uc Is the local Instantaneous
chordwise velocity at the blade element, and Ü Is the blade element pitch an^le.
D

The rotorcraft primary control systems are simulated from the pitch control levers through the boost
system In all cDiitrol axes. Gearing and gains In the control path are Inputs to the analysis and may be
easily changed for studying the effects of design changes In the ontrol system. Control servos are
simulated by first order lags with rate limits and soft and hard physical stops. Control stiffnesses in
collective and cyclic pitch axes of the main rotor are included in the dynamic equations of motion.
The primary output is in the form of a time-history solution of the equations of motion. The standard output format provides plots of up to 40 output parameters in TRIM and 60 in FLY. In addition, a
complete set of digital output parameters Is provided at the end of each mode of operation. Typical FLY
output plots are shown later in the example applications. The analysis also provides plot capability at
the end of TRIM to show loads at various points in the system over a single rotor revolution on an expanded linear scale. Thesi. loads are harmonically analyzed and the harmonic components printed out.
As the FLY mode is initialed, an option is available to perturb all thirty dynamic degrees of freedom at all azimutli positions over a full rotor revolution to provide linear coefficients at each point in
time. These linear coefficients are then harmonically analyzed and the components form a set linear
matrices for linear analysis of phenomena near the selected flight condition. Standard linear analyses
can be accomplished by using the steady components or the harmonics may be used to perform Floquet analyses similar to that of reference 5. Both types of analyses provide Eigenvalues to assess system stability
and frequencies.
It is often difficult to establish the stability level of a single mode from a complex time-history
response. In order to obtain a measure of damping of a specific mode from a channel of data, a moving
block fast fourier transform (FFT) technique is used to analyze the same data output for automatic plotting. Response data like that shown at the top of Fig. 4 is analyzed by taking a small block, or time
interval, of the data and transforming it to obtain the response amplitude at each frequency in the data.
This transform is plotted as shown at the bottom of Fig. 4 for one block location. The block is then
moved repeatedly to start at later times and transformations are made producing a family of transfcim
plots. The computer then takes specific peak frequencies from the series of transforms and plots the log
of the amplitude as a function of time, producing output like that shown in Fig. 5. The damping of the
frequency of interest is obtained by taking the slope of time plot for that frequency. For the case
shown, the positive slope agrees with the unstable nature of cbc time history.
LOAD PREDICTION APPLICATIONS
The analysis as described can obviously provide rotor loads Information at the end of the TRIM mode
for steady-state flight conditions In the same manner as conventional steady-state rotor loads analysis.
The unique aspects of the method lie In the ability to perform analysis of loads related phenomena which
cannot be accomplished without the full aircraft description. I'hree applications which illustrate many
of the features of the analysis have been selected as examples. The first of these applications was an
investigation to determine tiic degree of clearance between the main rotor blades of the AH-56A compound
helicopter and the cockpit canopy during extreme control applications. As can be seen from Fig. 6, the
normal clearance between the rotor and airframe of this aircraft appears to be relatively low; however,
the dynamic characteristics of the hingeless rotor are such that the clearance provided is adequate for
all normal flight conditions and the most violent pilot initiated maneuvers. Preliminary analysis showed
that the clearance between the blades and the canopy Is more critical than that between the blade tips
and the tail cone of the fuselage. Blade bending data from the analysis and whirl tower tests were compared and showed close agreement, lending credibility to the analytical results. Figure 7 presents a
typical set of time-history results indicating blade/canopy clearance for very violent pilot inputs. In
this e<ample, the pilot pushes the cyclic control stick forward to its stop at the cyclic servo rate limit
while simultaneously commanding full left rsll. This combination of forward and left cyclic pitch Inputs
were found to be the most critical cases for clearance. On the same figure, the associated load factor,
aircraft pitch and roll response, and shaft moments are shown. These are Just eight of the 42 channels
of information available from the analysis for this maneuver case. Figure 8 presents a summary of several
of the different cases examined in the study showing tiie effects of flight velocity, rotor rpm, trim collective pitcli and roil Input on rotor/canopy clearance.
A second application of the Integrated rotor/body analysis Involves a rotor Inplane reactlonless
mode. This dynamic phenomenon first became evident when the reactlonless mode was encountered In flight
and produced chordwise blade loads sufficient to buckle a blade. The blade motions associated with this
mode are shown in Fig. 9, a schematic of a four-bladed rotor. This mode provides no cue to the pilot when
it is excited since adjacent blades always move In opposite directions, maintaining a fixed location of
total rotor blade system center of gravity. The inplane response is driven at the frequency of the first
Inplane bending mode (l.lsi) through (pitch-lag) coupling. Flapping response Is also driven at the same
frequency as the blades flap up with forward motion and down with aft. Therefore, this flapping motion
is also reactlonless since it Is balanced across the rotor and no net loads are transmitted to the rotor
shaft to produce aircraft response.
When the reactlonless mode phenomena first occurred in flight, only two of the rotor blades contained
chordwise instrumentation and one blade contained flapwlse instrumentation. Thus, it was not possible,
initially, to Identify the fundamental nature of the dynamic phenomena. Study of the flight test collective
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control loads indicated significant vibratory loadings at a frequency of l.b'A, or twice the chordwise
natural frequency, while the cyclic control was free of this frequency. This observation, when combined
with the chordwise and fU.pwlse data, resulted in the conclusion that the phenomenon was indeed a reactionless one.
Figure 10 presents analysis results, for a stable case, which reproduce the 2.6Q loads in the
collective control system.
Note also the analysis reproduction of "free play" in the collective system.
The effects of this characteristic on stability were being Investigated in this particular analysis run.
The stability of the inplane reactlonless mode is highly dependent on rotor loading and flight conditlon.
It was encountered in a long duration 20 knot air taxi condition in very calm air at a higher
than normal gross weight.
The analysis was conducted a t the above flight condition and it predicted the
presence of the reactlonless mode and closely approxima ted the level of damping observed.
Figure 11 presents the damping of the mode as a function of gross we ight. At a weight of 18,500 lbs, test and analysis
show close agreement and at 20,500 lbs the analysis Is slightly conservative.
The analysis indicated
that damping could be increased over a wide range of gr oss weights by Increasing built-in blade droop
between the blade axis and the feathering axis.
This r elatlonshlp was substantiated in subsequent flight
testing.
Figure 12 Indicates the character of the damp ing of the mode wich speed which shows a marked
decrease in damping at low speed in both test and analy sis results.
Figure 13 presents the inplane loading in the reactlonless mode following stick stirs at several
flight conditions and the moving block fourier transform analysis of this response showing relative
damping.
The third example Is a study which was performed for the U.S. Army under Contract DAAJOa-70-C-32 for
USAAVLABS reported in reference 6. This study was designed to evaluate maneuverability effects on rotor/
wing design characteristics.
For this study, the analysis was used to perform a series of transient
maneuvers with several conventional and winged helicopter configurations In order to evaluate load factor
capability and associated blade loads.
Figure 14 presents a description of the type of maneuvers analysed.
These were to be flown in coordinated turns, pullups, and push overs.
In order to accomplish these
maneuvers, an analytic autopilot Is required to represent the pilot flight-path control in executing the
maneuvers.
The autopilot provides rational control system displacements and corresponding maneuver command inputs and aircraft responses and performs the maneuvers in a manner consistent with good pilot
technique.
A block diagram of the autopilot used is shown in Fig. 15. The autopilot utilizes body pitch,
roll and yaw ratf and attitude, height, vertical velocity and normal acceleration signals for adjusting
the primary controls to follow the predetermined flight path. The A blocks are gains while the B blocks
are first order lags that match pilot stability and response characteristics for accomplishing the
maneuvers.
The purpose of the analytical autopilot is to simulate pilot control of aircraft flight path
and to provide a simple command history format rather than that of a true automatic pilot to perform the
usual pilot relief functions.
Using this flight path control technique, the maneuvers were successfully performed and blade loads
estimates were obtained at several blade stations for the full range of conventional and winged helicopter
maneuvers.
CONCLUSIONS
An analysis technique has been (level oped tor use In providing data for several engineering disciplines
using a somewhat unconventional modeling philosophy.
Tills analysis has been used in several applications
which involve rotor blade-load assessment s and show correlation with test data.
The analysis has been
shown to be a useful tool and several are as for further development should be pursued.
In particular, the
aerodynamic description can be Improved 1 n several areas.
The model as currently formulated contains an
empirical description of the rotor downwa ah on the wing/fuselage and horizontal stabilizer.
The effect
of the flow field around the body on the rotor has not yet been Included. A first step would be to inelude the Influence uf wing vortlclty on the Inlluw of the rotor.
Wind-tunnel measurements of body inAlthough a full wake vortex Inflow
duced flow In the plane of the rotor disc could also be included.
analysis would be Impractical, a distribu ted Inllnw at a trim condition could be obtained from a wake
vortex model and perturbed by the same le chnlque currently used.
A further refinement of blade element
is well as the liu IIIHIOM ol hvsleretlc blade-stall effects.
unsteady aerodynamics would be deslrabl
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Rtviaw of:
Raichart,

G.

"Load

Prediction Hathods for Hlngaleas

Rotor Halicoptars'

and
Carlson,

R.

M.

and Karr,

A.

"Intagratad Rotor/Body

Loads Pradiction"

by
K.

H.

Hohanamaar

Raichart raports on hingalass rotor load pradiction methods developed at Hesserschmitt■
Bolkow-Blohm (MBB).
Carlson and Karr present a summary of the methods developed for the
same purpose at the Lockheed California Company.
Off hand it would seem that the mathematical models developed at HEB and at Lockheed are drastically different.
The MBB model
uses rigid straight blades hinged at the root with a flapping hinge, a lag hinge, a torsion hinge outboard and a torsion hinge inboard of the flapping and lag hinges, all hinges
having elastic restraints.
In addition, collective and cyclic control flexibility is
contidared.
In a U-bladed rotor this .'eads to 12 rotor degrees of freedom and in case of
a rigid body with 6 more degrees of freedo-a to a total of 18 degrees of freedom.
Lockheed's Rexo r program uses ISO degrees of freedom for each blade to obtain the
normal blade modes 1 ncluding effects of rotation but excluding aerodynamic effects.
In
the final analysis o nly 2 flap-banding modes, one lag-bending mode and one torsion mode
per blade are retain d.
Except for the additional degrees of freedom of the LockheeU
gyro control system which are absent in the MBB hingeless rotor, the Lockheed Rexor program adds the second blade flap bending mode to the modes used in the MBB program.
It
also considers the c urvatura of the blade modes which is neglected in the MBB program,
The aerodynamic assu mptions in both programs are rather similar: a relatively crude inflow
model, quasisteady a erodynamics, large angle assumptions for blade pitch, interblade aerodynamic coupling, lo ok-up tables for compressibility and stall effects.
Neither program
considers hysteretic stall effects.
Using a different degree of freedom for each blade
makes for rather Ion g computer runs to obtain a trim condition.
Both companies are using,
therefore, an abbrev lated trim procedure based on the assumption that all blades perform
the same motion with an appropriate phase shift.
Tnere is a difference in the method of
derivation of the ba sic equations.
The MBB program used force balance equations, while
Rexor used energy ex perssions and associated Lagrange equations.
The first method has
the advantage of aas iar tracing of the origin of the various terms, the second method
has the advantage of a better assurance that all significant terms are included.
The MBB math« mat i cal mode 1. i n spi te of its rat her dra stic s tr uctural s implif icat ion s , can c« rtaln ly b e expect ed t 0 giv e a good acco unt of the flig ht dynami cs problems.
As f ar as bla de st ress es are c once rned it seems to p rovide reas onab ly accura te maximum
s tre sses in t he sp • cia 1 case o f th e B-l 05 rotor whic h has c onst ant thickness and constant
chor d blades, for whic h maximu m st ressi ng occurs at the bla de r oot .
For tap ered in thicknass blades w ith t heir greater cur vatur « and the ir i ncrease d st ress es at fur ther outboar d blade s tatlo ns , the MBB mode 1 Is most like ly 1 nadaqua t« t o pr edict max imum blade
stre sses.
Ra icher t ma de a goo d po int 1 n stating tha t aarod y nam ics theories currently
ava i lable are too comp lex and not suff 1 ciently s übst ant late d to rep lace the classical
quas istaady a erody nami c assump tion s and that con sequ «ntly t ho r ath« r crude s tructural
repr esentatio n of the rotor ma tche s the rather c rude aerody nami cs .
There ar a, however ,
def i nite limi tatlo ns a nd quail f ica t ions In the u
f th« s trai ght blade ana lytical model. some of which vil 1 be bri «fly disc ussed.
Second and Third Harmonic Blad«

Loads

Th« data presented by Reichert shows that tha second blade flap bending mode has a
resonance factor of U.7 at 2.7 P.
Ignoring the resonance factor as in the straight blade
analysis, th« second and third harmonic blad« response must b« expected to be considerably
in error.
This «rror may b« small at th« blad« root, but is substantial further outboard
and may b« unacceptable for tapered thickness blades.
In addition th« curvature of the
first flap-bending mod« will have increasing effects at Increasing advance ratio.
It
would b« int«r«sting to compare th« results of a blad« loads analysis including first
and second «lastlc blad« mod«s with th« results of th« straight blad« analysis.
Reactionless

Mod« Loads

In a u-bl«d«d rotor r«actionl«ss mod«« ar« excited by th« second harmonic.
According
to the data giv«n by R«ich«rt th« resonance factor of th« second blad« flap-banding mod«
It 2 for 2 P «xcitatlon.
This excitation is usually quit« strong and should lead to appreciable r««ctlonl««s mod« loads.
It would b« interesting to know wh«th«r th« loads in
th« r«actlonl«s« or-diff«rentiai coning mod« have b««n observed.
U P Vibrations
In a u-bladad rotor a u P vibration is transmitted to th« body by 3 P and 5 P oscillations in th« rotating fram«.
Th« data pr«s«nted by Reichort show resonance factors of
3 and 8 for 3 P and S P excitation of th« second and third flap-b«nding mod« resp«ctively.
Neither of thai« load amplifications ar« obtained in th« straight blad« modal.
A realistic estimate of th« >t P vibration l«v«l is obviously not possibl« with thia model.
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Autorotatlonal Load»
Usually Hi« highar haraonic alaatic blada loads ars axcitsd mor« in autorotatlon
than In hallcoptar flight conditions.
Th« straight blada analysis should ba lass accurata
in autorotatlon.
It would be Interesting to know whether good correlations between analytical results and flight neasuraments have also baan found for autorotatlon.
Pitch

Link Loads

The agreement between the calculated and measured pitch link loads shown by Reichert
even for an extreme flight condition is gratifying.
This agreement would indicate that
little coupling exists between blade torsion and the neglected higher flap-bending modes.
In case of such coupling which could be used to reduce vibrations, one would expect less
agreement between analytical and test results.
In summary one can say that the straight
blade model developed by HBB is basically a flight dynamics model for hlngeless rotorcraft but can nevertheless be used to handle some aspects of dynamic loads, particularly
for constant thickness hlngeless blades.
For other aspects a better structural representation of the rotor is required.
for the purpose of discussing the Lockheed loads prediction program 1 would lika 'o
make the distinction between a global dynamics model of rotorcraft and special purpose
working models.
The analytical modal briefly described in the paper by Carlson and Kerr
aims to be of the global type, though it is presently still short of this goal mainly in
the aerodynamic representation.
Though such a global modal has many useful applications
it would be wrong in my opinion to consider it to ba the principal tool for dynamic rotorcraft design and for dynamic load prediction.
I believe, a careful balance in the applications of such a global model and of various special purpose analytical models should
be worked out, and my comments will be mainly directed toward tills problem.
Program Siig and

Execution Time Constraints

These constraints are mentioned though not detailed in the paper.
Lach flight condicion and maneuver requires a large block of computer time, typically 20 or more CPU
minutes.
Any design or trouble shooting effort will general ly require variations of nuEven if the
merous parameters, which should be studied over the entire f light envelope.
hardware is given and no parameter changes contemplated, it is good practice to study
the effects of essential dynamic parameters in order to find out whether uncertainties
as to their actual values, deterioration with operational ti ma, or inaccuracies in the
andlytical model could result in overloads or in dynamic ins tabllitias.
The global model
described in the paper by Carlson and Kerr is clearly not we 11 suited for such purposes,
Since the model includes a very large number of parameters, it usually is not very difficult, after a critical phenomenon has been observed in win d-tunnel or flight testing,
to obtain reasonable agreement between the model output data and the observations by relatively minor adjustments.
However, the goal of a dynamic design is to find a parameter
combination with a healthy margin with respect to critical p henoraena, so that the hardware will be free of critical loads or vibrations in spite o f uncertainties or flaws in
the prediction method.
Because of the program size and exec ution time constraints it
will be difficult to achieve this goal with a large global a naly t ical model.
The

Visibility Problem

The global analytical model described by Carlson and Kerr was obtained with the help
of the Lagrange energy method and includes several coordinate transformations, from the
feathered blade position to a reference blade position, from rotating coordinates to nonrotating coordinates.
Presumably body fixed coordinates were used as is conventional in
flight dynamic;, which introduces many additional inertia
terms for each mass element.
Thus it will be hard to associate physical meaning with most of the terms occurring in
the final equations or to separate the more important terms from the less important terms.
Visibility of the major parameter effects is very important for a successful dynamic design, so that a number of less accurate but simpler special purpose models are likely to
be more useful design tools.
The main purpose of the global model, as I see it, should
be to check the limitations and ranges of applicability of the special purpose working
models.
Ra laneed Soph ist ica t ion
Great sophistication was used in the kinematic and structural representation of the
rotorcraft, but much less sophistication in the aerodynamic representation,
Large angle
non-linearities and couplings from elastic blade deflections are carefully considered.
However, the wake structure is rather crude, using inflow measurements for steady conditions also for unsteady conditions by merely adding a first order lag.
The important
and complex interaction between the tip vortex from one blade and the subsequent blade
is not considered, unsteady aerodynamics with moment and lift hysteresis is apparently
also not fully incorporated.
It is true that many of these aerodynamic fundamentals are
presently not very well known.
This, however, raises the question whether a high degree
of structural sophistication can be justified unless an equal degree of sophistication
is available for the aerodynamic inputs.
Let me now add a few comments on the special problems mentioned in the paper by
Carlson and Kerr which have been treated with the Rexor program.
Once such a global program is available it is tempting to exercise it for many of the problems needing a solution.
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N«v«rthal«st It saams a lagitlmata quattion to ask whathar or not at laaat son« of the
problems could not hava baan solvad by a much smallar apaclal purposa program.
Canopy Claaranca Analysis
The main purposa of an analysis with full coupling batwaan all bladas is to includa
the transient nodes and establish whether ur not one of these modes can become unstable
under certain conditions.
As mentioned before, a greatly simplified analysis assuming
that all bladas perform the same motion with appropriate phase shifts, was found to be
quite satisfactory for establishing trim conditions.
The question I hava is whether or
not the problem of canopy clearance could not hava been solved with adequate accuracy by
such a greatly simplified analytical model.
Reactionless Mode Instability
A nothe r applicati on o f the glob al mo del in th a pap er by Car laon an d Ke rr is to the
Again t he qu estio n co mas to ray m ind wh ether
probla m of reactionlas s mo da ina tabi lity.
or not a go od approxim atio n for thla prob lam could not be ob tain ad by a ver y much simpler
It is know n f r om sin gle blade
spscia 1 pur pose model, poa sibly by a sing la blade analy sis .
analys ea pu blished IS year s ago that for a chordwi ae st iff b lade a atru ctur al or kinematic
coupli ng wh ich increas as p itch w ith lag. the flap lag m ot ion can become uns table; while
For a
for a chord wise soft b lade insta bill ty oa n occur w hen p itch deer eases w ith lag.
chordw isa s tiff blade upco ning r esul ts in the unfa vorab le pi tch lag cou plin g. so that a
flight cond itlon with the highes t co ning angle wil 1 hav e tha lea st marg in w ith re spect
Carlso n an d Kar r show th at ml nimum dam ping of the react ionlesa
to fla p-lag instabilit ymode w as ob served at a bout 20 kn ota which probably is t he sp eed for max imum flapp ing
becaus e of maximum dow nloa ds on wing and tail, tha t the damp ing dacreas ed w ith in creasing
All of this in dica tas at least
gross weigh t and incre asad with incr aaain g blade d roop.
qualit ativa agreement with a sin gl« blade analysis with its most import ant parame ter, the
pitch- lag c oupling rat io.
It wo uld be in teresting to c ompar e th a resul ts o f a si ngl«
blade analy sis with th osa of the glo bal a nalysia s hown in th e pa per
Improvements of Global Model
In the conclusions tha authors list a number of improvements which should be incorporated, like the aerodynamic effect of the wing and the body on the rotor Inflow and the
hysteretic blade stall effects.
Both these effects can indeed cause large incremental
blade loads.
Their inclusion will make the global analytical modal still more unwieldy,
and the development of simplified special purpose models serving the dynamic design process becomes more urgent.
Historically the global models did not hava a vary good prediction record, though after hardware experience with a critical phenomen they proved to
be good at producing this phenomenon.
Nevertheless, the global models will remain an
extremely useful tool to spotcheck the range of validity of tha special purpose working
models.
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PREPARED COMMENTS ON THE PAPERS
BY G. REICHERT AND R. M. CARLSON
AND A. W. KKRR
by
J. L. JenklnB
NASA Lftngley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia, U.S.A.

It is a great pleasure for me to participate In this Specialliita Meeting on Helicopter Rotor LoadE
Prediction Methods, particularly. In view of the two excellent papers which were designated for my review.
Knowing also that I followed Dr. Hohenemser, who unquestionably would provide the indepth comments on
the theory of rotor structural analyses, allowed some latitude in framing my comments. I, therefore, have
elected to present some general thoughts regarding these Interdisciplinary computer programs as described
by Mr. K'-rr and Mr. Reichert, as well as to discuss some specifics.
Having been, on occasion, a user of some of these large computer programs which analyze the total air
vehicle system, I am keenly aware of the Inherent difficulties associated In their implementation. Thus,
I was particularly struck by the analysis philosophy outlined by Mr. Kerr In his paper relating to the
approach taken in developing the computer program. 1 fully endorse the specialist team approach as
described by Mr. Kerr and the emphasis placed on the derivation of governing equations, the program
structure, check procedures, data management, and documentation. Further, I would recommend Mr. Kerr's
previous paper (fief. 1 of his preprint) as being highly desirable reading, and a logical roadmap for
anyone commencing the task of developing a comparable computer analysis.
The pitfalls of such a program are numerous, both for the initiator of the program and the user,
especially when they are not one and the same. Consequently, the Importance of adequate documentation
cannot be overemphasized. This should Include a clear delineation of the assumptions and limitations of
the various subroutines in order to avoid the frustrating experience of wondering why and how certain
portions of the computer printout ever came out like they did.
As we look at the complex structural system we arc- attempting to model analytically, as Illustrated
In Figure 1, and consider the even more complex aerodynamic environment from whence come the forcing
functions, It Is clear that "our reach can exceed our grasp," which is as it should be, with reservations!
With the Introduction of large capacity/high-speed digital computers, we have tremendously increased
the scope of the problems we con analyze. We have progressed from a simple, single, rigid-blade dynamic
analysis to a single elastic blade, then to multiple elastic blade analyses, and now are progressing into
flexible control systems and air vehicle dynamics. Along with this dynamics complexity, the aerodynamic
routines have become perhaps even more complex. For example, stall, compressibility, unsteady aerodynamics,
and wake effects all have entered into the analytical effort. With these sophisticated analytical representations of the total, air vehicle system, care must be taken to insure access to the various subroutines
through output techniques; otherwise, the user loses insight into the problem and can have as much difficulty establishing "cause and effect" relationships with a computer printout as with the output of flight,
test data.
One of the real technical advantages of a computer analysis Is the ability to dissect a large problem
into smaller subproblems which can be analyzed in their own right. The ability to exploit this advantage
must ti maintained in both the setup and output routines of the computer program. Just as there Is difficulty in establishing the contribution of the many subproblems such as unsteady aerodynamics, vortex
interactions, and aeroelastic effects in the flight environment, there is an equally difficult task in
establishing the contribution of the subroutine solutions to the total problem unless adequate information
and diagnostic routines are maintained.
We are all aware of the many technical disciplines wherein there Is less than total confidence in our
ability to analytically model them.. Figure 2 illustrates Just a few. It is, therefore, a difficult task
to establish the "rightness or wrongness" of the many interrelated pieces of the whole. With uncertainties
In the blade aerodynamics, wake effects, and structural routines there is the inherent problem of deciding
wherein lie the errors. Thus, one of the major challenges for those of us engaged in experimental research
is to devise unique and/or inventive tests which can provide the data necessary for verification of the
varied technical disciplines applied in these air vehicle system analyses.
Another advantage of the total air vehicle system analysis is the ability to synthesize a flight
vehicle beforehand, either to verify safety of flight or for concept evaluation prior to committing to a
flight hardware program. The problem then arises as to what to use for input information and how sensitive are output results to discrepancies in these input parameters. Perhaps the two authors would comment
on the problems of this type they have encountered when attempting data correlations and, particularly, on
the sensitivity of output values to computer input parameter discrepancies.
As Mr. Reichert has pointed out, these Interdisciplinary computer programs provide a large part of the
Information necessary for basic structural design loads. However, we are into an era of potentially
significant civil application of rotorcraft, wherein a more stringent design criterion must be met. Here,
I an speaking of the rather encompassing term, ride quality, where vibrations play an important part.
Obviously, we must be able to analyze loads problems In much greater depth in order to bring forward with
confidence a new generation of rotorcraft for civil application. Of course, we also have some ways to go
in our ability to predict maneuvering performance and limits which, more often than not, are vibration
limits rather than power linlts. In this context, it would appear that Improved vortex and wake theories
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well be essential. To illustrate, I have drawn frca work done by Mr. Ward of NASA Lan8ley Research
Center and reported in the Journal of the American Helicopter Society in January 1971. His ex111111ination
and analysis of rotor blade differential pressures and structural loads data point up some of the interrelated factors which impose a limit on the .aneuvering flight capability of rotorcrart.

In the case considered, the data were obtained on a four-bladed rotor in limiting maneuvers . Illustrated in Figure 3 are planf orm views of the undistorted helical path of the four tip vortices laid down
by the rotor in forward flight.
The paths indicated three potential vortex crossings for a typical blade
eleaent, 0.95R in this particular case. The blade station was instrumented in order to ascertain the
pitching-moment coefficients shown in Figure 4.
~t& for two flight conditions are shown.
The level flight (lg) pitching-moment coefficient, shown
th
shed line, indicates very little activity throughout the azimuth sweep of the blade. On the other
hand, the data for the l. 5g pullup maneuver indicate very dr111111atic section pitching-moment ~cursions at
the poi.nts where the vortex crossings are indicated. These three points are illustrated by the circular
arrows. In level flight, the wake i s apparently transported far enough below the rotor so that there are
no adverse effects. In .aneuvers, however, the curved f lightpath alters this relationship and significant
interactions occur.

by

There are, of 'our ~ e, other fl i ght conditions wherein these interactions may be expected. In this
vben the design criteria relate to vibration ar.d maneuver l imits, it would appear that wake models
may be essential to the design analysis.
regs~,

Mr. Reichert's paper bas already referred to the free wake analysis by Mr. Sadler, published in
NASA CR-1911. The progr111111 computes wake geo.etries, wake flows, and wake-induced velocity influence
coefficients f or use in blad~ loads calculations. A typical computed wake profile as tracked by the tip
vortices is shown in Figure 5.
For the case i llustrated , an i nvestigation was being made to define the influence of nonuniform blade
azimuthal spacings on vo rte~ i nteractions and blade / vortex encounters. This wake analysis program was
limited to level flight condi t ions and, as Mr. Rei chert indicated, critical loads are determined by condi tions such as maneuvers and gust penetration. Under a recently completed NASA contract, Mr. Sadler's
work was extended to handle the wake f lo~ i n steady maneuvers and is reported in NASA CR-2110.
While the maneuver wake program ha E only been exercised in a someWhat cursory manner for checkout and
demonstration purposes, it d es predi ct ttp vortex/ blade interactions in the azimuthal regions and with
fre1uenc i es as were expected fo r helicopters in steady maneuvering f l ight. It i s hoped that more extensi ve
ut i:.ization of this progr111111 wi ll provide bette r i nsight i nto the complex interrelationship bet ween the
wak~ ~eometry, blade/ vortex i nteract ions, and dynami c stall. The ult i mate objective being to confidentl y
deal~ · to vibration cri te~i a.
Allow me t o change subjects now t o some thoughts on the selection of hub precone for hingeless rotors.
e st~bl i sh i ng t he design precone
angle such that centrifUgal moments offset the des ign thrust moments brought to mind some test data acquired
on a hingeless rotor compound helicopter which ill ustrate the important roll precone can play in controlling
loads. In the case of a compound helicopter, the design thrust moment i s not as di sti nct l y defi ned as it
is for a pure helicopter. With the addition of a wing, the ma! n rotor thrust is highly dependent on the
flight velocity. Data typi cal of thi s trend ar e shown in Figure 6.

Mr. Reichert's remarks, in his text, regarding the norm&l proc edure of

B,y virtue of the f ixed collective-pitch mode of operation, the rotor gradually 1nl oad s with increasing
f light speed, thus creating a completel y dif ferent environment as f ar as the hub moments are concerned. To
illustrate, the data shown in Fi gure 7 depict the hub moments corresponding to the thrust loading data of
Figure 6. The maximum hub moments (i.e., the sum of the mean and the half amplitude cyclic moments) are
plotted as a function of airspeed. Several load fact or condi tions are also shown. For these conditions,
the centrifugal restori ng moments obviously are the dominant loads for flapwise bending. Thus, maneuvering
flight is accomplished at the higher speeds with less critical flapwise loads than in the level flight
condition. For example, the f lapwise loads in a 1. 6g maneuver at 150 knots are no greater than those
encountered at 110 knots in level flight.
Recognizing that the critical stresses are defined by combined loads, the des igner has latitude in controlling the component loads. To do so, however, his design analysi s must be valid and, of course , some
forethought must be given to the mission prof ile for ~hich the aircraft is intended.
In summary, let me again ccamend the two authors on their fine papers and, for that matter, all of the
gentleaen who made this a .ast interesting and productive meeting. As exemplified by these papers, we are
beginn.ing to see si gnificant improvements in our capabilities to mathematically describe and analyze the
aerodynamic and dynamic ca.plexities of a rotor. Unfortunately, aR is so often the case, there are still
soae hurdles to clear. Rotor loads associated with deep stall, as encountered in severe maneuvering flight
and vibratory loadings, have not yieldf'd so readily to our !U'lalyses.
It has been said that the rotor is an excellent integrating device and to a large extent this is true
wben ve restrict ourselves to tille averaged evenGs or events "in-the-large." As evidenced by the papers
of this meeting, our problems are time dependent, unsteady, and dynamically complex . This put s a burden
on all technical disciplines; the theoretician must retain the significant parameter s i n his governing
equations which requires understanding and insight; tne computer program must be viable both economically
and technically and, 1110st importantly, the experimentalist must devise the techniques to obtain data
appropriate to the task of substanti ating or veri~ing the analyses or at least, as a last resort, to
provide the hindsilht as to what should have been retained in the governing equations.
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Discussion of Pnper 7
'Load Prediction Methods for Hingcless Rotor Helicopters'
presented by (l.Reichert

A /..Lemnios: In the written version of your paper, I noticed you have a figure 12 that you did not show on the
screen. This one shows the pitch link loads of the BO 105 with 0012 aiifoil profile and a 23 012 airfoil profile.
Which of those two airfoils are now being used on the BO 105?
G.Reichert: The cambered airfoil.
A.Z.Lemnios; Can you explain why the 23 012 gives lower pitch link loads than the 001 2'.'
G.Reichert: For the higher thrust condition the difference is mainly affected by the shift of stall to higher loads.
The overall difference in conditions without stall effects is due to trailing edge modifications at both profiles and a
slightly modified blade e.g. In addition, especially for a hingcless rotor, small changes in the blade loading illualion
will influence pitch link loads. A small change in the loading situation will result ior example from a slightly differcnl
lift slope of the airfoils.
W.Z.Slepniewsky: I would like to ask you one question. How did you obtain your experimental manf'Vi.i mads1
Whether in basically transient symmetrical pull up or in steady state turns
G.Reichert: The data 1 showed here are based on turns but we have also data of pull-up maneuvers.
We did flight testing and calculation work also for maneuvers such as the UTTAS requirement as mentioned In
the discussion yesterday. Also for this case the correlation was good.

Discussion of Paper 8
"Integrated Rotor/Body Loads Prediction"
presented by A.W.Kerr

P.J.Arcidiacono: Could you tell me what kind of running times are associated with your programme for different
applications?
A.W.Kerr: The application with which we have the most experience right now, as you might imagine from our
flight experience, is in assessing reactionless mode stability.
This requires establishing a trim condition and approximately 8 seconds of response time. Currently, a run like
this with an 8 second dynamic maneuver response requires a little over 20 minutes to run.
This is very close to the same sort of time that was experienced on the C-81 program. 1 would say that times
are quite comparable between the two programs.

REVIEW 6 by K Hohenemser
Reply by G.Reichert
I only want to give a few comments. The first concerns the representation of the elastically bending blade by
an equivalent hinged straight blade. 1 have here a diagram showing the first flapping mode, and two straight blade
lines for different hinge locations. We can match the equivalent systems to be very close to the bending line at the
outer part of the blade, and this part of the blade is the important one concerning the aerodynamics. The two
systems shown are both dynamically equivalent, they have the same frequency {by hinge offset and hinge restraint)
and we can make sure that we can get a good aerodynamical representation. With proper selection of the equivalent
hinge offset and hinge restraint there will be only a very small difference if you will consider a modal representation
or the straight line representation. On the other side it would not be too difficult to include the real mode in the
analysis but we think it would not be necessary in this special case.
I would like to comment to the generalized forces and the amplification factors. Maybe that there is not
complete information in the diagram shown in the paper. The model which is used is only a single degree of freedom
system presenting the blade mode by an equivalent mass, an equivalent spring and an equivalent damper. In addition
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to the generalized forces we have to consider the equivalent springs for a final comparison of the resulting moment
These are, of course, different tor the different modes, and this perhaps would make It more clear
Concerning the question of the representation for autorotationai conditions I have to mention thai we have a
lot of autorotationai flight test data. It is true that the correlation is not as good as in normal llight. These autorotations show some more higher harmonic loads. A similar situation occurs for low speed Hying conditions.
To investigate reactionless modes or second harmonic modes we did some flight testing with instrumented
blades with 90 degrees shift of azimuthal position. There is some difference, but second harmonic loads are not
very high.
Concerning the question about the pitch link loads, I agree that the coupling effects due to torsional and
blade bending effects are not very strong for the normal BO 105 blade.

Reply by A.W.Kerr
Just a couple of comments. At least now we can say that we do not have a torsion mode. We have added a
full dynamic torsion mode since the paper has been written. One of the reasons that it was not included originally
was that we did include the elasticity in the control system and the pitch horns as degrees of freedom, both of
which are the major contributors to low Ire juency dynamic blade feathering motion. The torsionally stiff rotor
blades themselves have a much higher frequency, but we have found it desirable to include as an option a full
representation of the blade torsion itself.
I have to agree with Dr Hohenemser that there is a definite visibility problem which comes from using the
Lagrangian approach. One way that we can get insight into what is going on is by comparing perturbation matrices
with the linear equations that we derive from linear analysis where equations of motion are derived from a Newtonian
or d'Alembert approach. By doing this we have found errors in both types of analysis. We have found terms that
have been left out of our strictly Newtonian approach when we have used the complete analysis to generate our full
matrices. One of the problems that we have with the large analysis in its earlier version was finding missing terms
from time to time, so we have elected to go to the Lagrangian method in the derivation of this model.
In terms of canopy clearance, I also agree with Dr Hohenemser that the problem could be studied with a single
blade analysis or one with fewer modes. As Dr Hohenemser has pointed out, the reactionless mode and Its coupling
with the gyro control system requires the complete analysis to estimate the damping which is present in this system.
We have not succeeded in getting good correlation using our standing linear analyses, and although we feel that
eventually we will be able to develop a linear model that gives better correlation than we have right now. We now
rely on our extensive mode damping for our rotor system.

REVIEW 7 by J.L.Jenkins
Reply by A.W.Kerr
I would like to speak of the one question which Mr Jenkins asked about the large computer models, and that
Is what our experience has been with the sensitivity to input parameters when we are trying to do correlation. The
problem of correlation of total vehicle models is to get all elements to correlate simultaneously. We all know that
we can bring in a correlation that will look good in a paper, but It has been my experience that there are so many
variables which must be either preset or adjusted in order to make sure that, for instance, the flight conditions on
the rotor are precisely the way they are on the test aircraft. As a result. It Is quite often easy to get correlation
for particular parameters. However, if you examine the total vehicle, and look at all of the data you can get for a
particular flight condition, you find that having forced the solution so that the rotor blade loads are correct,
something is Incorrect on the body or vice versa. So. it Is true that there is a significant problem in correlation,
and that problem Is compounded when you start to try and correlate various extreme operating conditions and
maneuvers where everything is changing Including the loading conditions on the rotor. This is an area which is of
great concern to me In terms of establishing a correlation criteria and determining when a correlation is adequate.
The one other point that I wish to mention Is that I think that the vibration problem in terms of pilot and
passenger comfort as it affects the commercial aircraft Is going to be solved because of the new requirements which
the Government Is placing on military aircraft in order to provide the maximum .05g vibration level that was
mentioned earlier. This Is a fairly new requirement, and It is an area where I think that industry Is beginning to
expend considerable effort. I think that there Is going to be a great deal of progress in this area In the near future
in order to meet these requirements.

'
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Reply by G.Reichert
I fully agree with Mr Kerr und his comment about the sensitivity of the input parameters and 1 feel that this
sensitivity is stronger for hingeless rotor helicopters than for a helicopter with an articulated rotor because the
hingeless rotor is much more sensitive to small control inputs or to small differences of parameters.
I would like to give a comment concerning the precone angle selection. Normally, the precone angle will be
chosen for unloading with the design rotor thrust, but for a hingeless rotor the blade inplane stability situation may
be more important, because the precone angle is strongly influencing inplane damping characteristics in a sense that
a low angle would improve stability and a high angle could lead to an unstable situation. The situation is not as
critical as sometimes is believed. For the BO 105 the precone angle is Vh degrees. This value is about that of
design thrust. There are no inplane stability problems all over the flight envelope.
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SUMMARY ANALYSIS

Robert G. Loewy
College of Engineering and Applied Science
University of Rochester
Rochester, New York 14627

At the beginning of this meeting our chairman, Professor Thielemann, in his opening remarks
the summarizer to consider what progress has been made recently in rotor ~ oads prediction
methods; what the implications of such progress are for helicopter capabilities, reliability and
cost; and finally, what 1~mains to be done. I will attempt o do that.
char~ed

What: has been accomplished to date? From what we have hear d, it would s.eem that our ability
to predict helicopter rotor loads has progressed. In keeping with Professor Stepniewski's admonition not to get the mathematics too far ahead of the physics, I' 11 say, firs v, ehat 1-'E!' ve increased our understanding of the physics that is involved. In addition, we have also increased
our f'acility in applying the mathematical methods that mu~t: be csed. And we have be91; ;1 tn reduce
the co~t of conventional rotor designs by these prediction methods and-;Q decrease th~ risk in
the design of unconventional rotors by using our increased analysis capabilities.
Let me take some of these things step-by-step. First the phys :i.cs. The physics involved in
rotor loads, as most of our speakers have said, can be considered in two areas, structural
dynamics on the one hand and aerodynamics on the, other.
The structural dynamics of rotating flexible bodies--as one of our reviewers, Ray Pizia~ i,
indicated--involves nothing very new. One ~ght say, "nothing new since Isaac Newton." However,
Dr. Gaymann emphasized helping the desigher, the manufacturer and the man in the maintenanc ~ shop.
It is not possible to approach cc- ..plex structural dynamics problems with that attitude and hope
to p·--c<:eed like a researcher. The researcher knows precisely the operating condition to be
analyzed and usually has the results to be matched, He us uall y has enough time to attempt correlation, and when something doesn't "match," to go back again and t~ nd the thing that has been
left: out. He often has the time to begin with a clean pi~ce ot paper and ~dy, "I'm going to
start from the beginning and include 'everything' in my analysis." If we are to help the designer, ffianufacturer, and maintenance man involv~a in projects where corr elation isn't: t he game,
but "making it work is •••• " with a set:, usually too-short time scale, and with a ser, usually
too-small budget •••• then the approach must be different . We usually can't begin with a clean
piece of paper, ~ut must draw on experience. This generally means l imiting the number of degrees
of freedom, leaving out some effects that we feel will not: be important, and being satisfied with
the accuracy of the characterization of springs, mas ses and dampers as they are known at ~he tiffiP. .
Clearly, one has to be very careful that all the important structural dynamics aspects are in
fact included. Just how difficult this really is , as I .said from the floor earlier when ~truc
tural dynamics were being discussed, is evidenced by the fact that, where aircraft have gotten
in serious trouble, where things have fallen apart--literally~ aE~rt •••• it has been structural dynamics aspects tt. ~ ~ have generall y been at the root of the pro lem.
What have we learned in the structural dynamics are a? I think we are now alert to some
things that were often obscure in t~e pas t . I'll try to recite a few. First, twist couples
flat-wise and edge-wise bending. Second, large initial flat-wise bending deflections combined
with Coriolis forces usually produce large to~sion moment s . Third, large, initial edge-bending or
"sweep-back" is kinematically equivalent to 63, the coupling between flapping and pitch. The
list may be much longer, but here's just one more; the presence of large twist and 16 produces
the equivalent of kinematic coupling between lag and pitch. These are some of the things we are
more alert to now than we were five or ten years ago, and in certain cases any one of them can be
crucial. We heard about anot~er phenomenon today from Mr. Bennett which I hadn't heard previously
and that is "cyclic detuning"; this aeroelastic effect may also prove to be quite significant in
some cases.
Let's turn to the aerodynamics area. What has ~anspired aerodynamically in the last decade
of rotor developments? First, ten years ago i t was uncommon for an azimuthally non-uniform inflow
to be accounted for, i.e. by integrating wake-induced effects. Now this is common. We are also
beginning to discard more routinely th~ assumption that the vortex wake is rigid. Thus, we have
made progress as regards the induced velocity fields in which a rotor blade operates. We have
also become more aware of the intricacies of ~ortex-airfoil interactions, and are now, at least,
sophisticated enough to know that we should be worrying about whether we can get away with assuming a lifting line or must use lifting surface theory--whether ~ can use discrete shed vortices
or whether we must use a conti nuously shed vortex sheet. In the data we use for our airfoil sec ~
tion characteristics, we have more insight as to how fully stall must be represented to evaluate
accurately things like pitch link loads, and we are also sophisticated enough to know that stall
evidences itself sometimes separately--i.e. under different conditions--in lift, drag and pitching
moments. We know that the aerodynamic effects of sweep and span-wise flow are important . In all
these ways, we have advanced.
Turning from these physical matters to the mathematical area, it is clear that the use of
computers has allowed us to take "a great leap forward"--to coin a phrase. We use digital computers to calculate natural frequencies and modes very routinely, not only for uncoupled modes
(that's been ~oing on for many, many years) but now for "fully-coupled cases," by which we generally mean coupled flap bending, lag bending and tor~ion. ~ is now becoming routine.
Although some people have been doing it for some time, the pr~ctice of including the effects of
flexibility and inertia in the stationary system on the natural frequencies, modes and loadings
of structures in the rotating system is becOIIing more widespread. The power of the computer has
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also allowed us to make routine use of "table look-up" routines tor aerodynamics....mach number,
unsteady, and large anjle effects, etc
It is now possible and often practical to do step-bystep integrations in a way which was out of reach before the advent of large-scale digital computers; non-linear effects are now, therefore, routinely handled by such step-by-step integration
around the azimuth. The computer has allowed us to "close the loop" with iterative schemes which
were not practical without them. We use iteration now at virtually all levels of sophistication.
We use it, for example, to solve the non-linear aerodynamics problem, then calculate the aeroelastic response, and then go back to the aerodynamics portion, correct for motions and iterate
until, hopefully, convergence. Iteration is also used routinely to satisfy boundary conditions
for components....such as at blade roots....and for the entire aircraft, as occurs in "trim"
calculations. Where at one time we would have had to guess at control inputs and be satisfied
with the moments and forces that resulted, now we go back and forth between them until the proper
balance is achieved. Finally, we have begun to "close the loop" with iteration in design problems, as we heard from Andy Lemniosj i.e. design parameters are being varied and the performance
calculated iteratively until the design has been optimized.
The mathematical difficulty of dealing with non-uniform, non-constant coefficients in our
differential equations is also giving ground. The use of Floquet theory to identify the special
kinds of instabilities encountered in forward flight as a result of the varying aerodynamic
effects as the rotor sweeps through the azimuth is becoming routine. And we have just begun,
because of this increased computer power, to admit that perhaps one blade on a given rotor does
not behave exactly like another on the same rotor. We are now able, despite the increaced number
of degrees of freedom that this implies, to put as many blades separately on the hub as may be
necessary.
We are all agreed that the use of large-scale digital computers is hardly an unmixed blessing, and some arguments for limiting our reliance on them were eloquently expressed by Professor
Hohenemser in terms of working models vs. global models. Experience suggests that no model is so
global that you can't leave out the most important effect. On the other hand, the position taken
by Mr. Kerr is equally supportable; the level of judgment needed to include the important effects
in a working model is an order of magnitude greater. Thus, both global and the working model
approaches should go forward together—and in fact they usually do.
A similar argument arises between LaGrangian and Newtonian approaches. It's no good to
simply "take what you get" from a LaGrangian approach and use it blindly. On the other hand,
until experience is so complete that you can always be sure that "you've got it all," it would be
a mistake not to use the LaGrangian approach as a means of checking the results of a Newtonian
approach arrived at using intuition and/or experience.
As another part of the mathematical approach, there is the question as to when a particular
calculation should be a "pre-calculation" and when it should be an inherent part of the overall
rotor load prediction program. No universal agreement exists in all cases, but there are some
where there is a general feeling of security in the approach chosen.
First consider the mathematical idealization of the hardware to be analyzed. In Andy
Lemnios' paper, he spoke of the "reconstitution step." This has become, in some instances, part
of the overall rotor load prediction method. In others it is a pre-calculation. In one approach
reported by Dick Gabel, discrete masses, connected by beam elements, are individually used as
degrees of freedom whereas, in others, a select group of calculated natural modes and frequencies
are used as generalized coordinates. Making use of the natural mode pre-calculation, requires a
subsequent choice among the resulting modes and frequencies for generalized coordinates, and this
presumes considerable experience; leaving out one of importance is a common source of serious
error. This argues for the discrete mass as opposed to generalized coordinate model in unfamiliar cases.
Airfoil data is generally assumed to be something that results from a pre-calculation or
from a test, not something calculated as part of the general prediction method. That it should
remain so is a point made very strongly by Mr. McCroskey and is fairly well agreed to within the
rotary-wing community.
Wake geometry and induced inflow are generally determined in pre-calculations in rotor load
prediction methods, but in distorted wake analyses, iteration is bringing these matters increasingly into the overall procedure.
Thus, it would seem that in both physics and mathematics there has been progress. But what
has this done to improve the state of the art in rotor design? We are able to predict bending
moments at higher harmonics and at lower forward speeds better than we did before. We are beginning to predict control loads accurately, even into stall. I think this is illustrative of real
progress. We saw some data even in this meeting in which the best efforts to match control loads
weren't very good, but we also saw some where correlation was good well into stall. We are able
to predict vibratory hub forces and moments with the beginnings of some certainty. The very
stringent vibratory-"g" requirements that John Shipley spoke of will only be met if we have the
ability to predict vibratory hub loads early enough in the design cycle to allow taking the steps
necessary to reduce those loads.
We have begun to use the results of rotor load prediction methods, as I alluded to earlier,
in design directly; that is, we have begun to optimize rotor designs based on a balance among
performance, power requirements, oscillatory hub loads for vibration reasons, and oscillatory
loads on the blades themselves and in the control links, from stress considerations. In one case
--Mr. Bennett's paper—we heard that a very complex analysis such as C-81 is being used on an
"open-shop" basis by designers to determine control requirements. Furthermore, although I have
not conducted such a study (and I don't know that one has ever been made), I have the impression
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Chat progress in these methods has in fact reduced Che cost of developing new rotors. Instead of
running into unexpeccedly high loads almost everywhere the first time the full flight envelope is
explored, we now only run into them occasionally, at some extreme flight condition.
What still needs to be done? Again, let me speik of the physics, the mathematics, and
design. In the aerodynamics area the vortex wake still is a problem for us. Here is a case
where the physics is not being looked at carefully enough in my opinion. We heard from Mons.
Gallot that perhaps the stability of the helical vortex traiJ beneath rotors ought to be more
carefully considered. I agree. As a matter of fact there are recent publications by Sheila
Widnall at MassachusetCs Institute of Technology, and by Gupta and someone named I.oewy at the
University of Rochester, that shows that not only are there one or two unstable modes for a helical vortex, but in fact there are only one or two stable modes. That is, a continuum of modes
exists in which the vortex will distort, tending to obliterate the initial helical pattern. We
need still more airfoil data than is now available for unsteady stall characteristics, and for
unsteady compressibility effects. Certainly the transonic characteristics Mons. Hirsh spoke of
should be examined more extensively.
In terms of airfoil-wake interactions, we do have to decide when to use surface theory and
when not to use it. We need to know more about the size of the vortex core. Its dimensions wl]l
influence the kind of fluctuating angle of attack variations and induced resultant velocity variations experienced by an airfoil in passing close to a vortex. Finally, as regards aerodynamics,
the question has been raised as to the aerodynamic differences between© and oJ^ effects.
Turning to structural dynamics, the case has been made very well by Professor Hohenemser and
it has been implicit in virtually evfrything that has been said here, that the method must be
well suited to the case at hand. In the Lockheed paper a torsion representation was used which
contained no inertial effects. Whilt that was later revised, the initial assumption worked out
reasonably well. That could certainly not have been satisfactory tor the Kaman rotor, which had
a natural frequency in torsion of 3^L (three per rev.). As another example, one flexible flapbending mode was sufficient in the Kaman case, and no lag-bending mode needed to be represented.
This certainly would not have been adequate for the cases presented by Vertol-Boeinq, where the
second and third flap-bending and the first and second lag-bending modes all proved to be important. Thus, matching the method to the particular situation is a matter of the utmost importance.
Swash-plate dynamics have been alluded to. These are generally not currently included in
our analyses. We know that swash-plates and their supports are not only flexible, but are anisotropically flexible, and often add damping to the system. This in fact may require Chat, for
some analyses, we will have to provide separate degrees of freedom for each blade. The criteria
for this decision are not yet clear. Certainly the kind of blade-to-blade couplings that result
from flexibility of the swash-plate gives us some pause. Other aircraft couplings have to be
explored thoroughly enough to find out when we must include them; for example, when Co include
fuselage-hub degrees of freedom and when we needn'c include Chem.
And finally, as regards whaC should be done in Che "physics" cacegory, we probably need more
emphasis on diagnoscics....a poinC made by Mr. Piziali. Simply asking if Che end resulc compares
well wich Che quancicy we expecCed, is rarely good enough. We usually need to know some deCails;
whaC goes on beCween input and output? This includes things like chordwise pressure distributions. It also includes attempts to correlate, not just the peak-to-peak stresses at a given
location, but complex response, that is, phase and amplitude, of each mode Co each of the various harmonics of the forcing functions.
What efforts are c ailed for in the area of mathematics? I believe that we need to begin
more of our iterative s chemes with the solution of the equations which are obtained by linearizing the pertinent non-1 inear case. It is unnecessary to begin a forward integration from scratch,
We usually know how to solve the linear problem, so why not appl y those linear solutions to the
first steps of the inte grations? This is done frequently in the structural dynamics area. It is
not done at all in dete rmining Che wake geomeCry, so far as I kn ow. Our first step in solving
problems involving the wake is usually to assume uniform downwas h, constant tip speed and forward
Actually, we need not be limited
speed; a helical wake o f a given pitch and inclination results
to thjt starting point, Both fo'ward flight and hovering applic ations of momentum theory exist
and will lead to a conf iguration for the trailing vortex which i s far from a helix and much
closer to reality. Tha t can be used as the starting point.
Mr. Sorbey's suggestion that we should have a new look at non-linear solutions to complex
non-linear problems is a point well taken. Perhaps we can handle these Chings beccer than by the
bruce-force approach of "forward inCegraCion." CerCainly in Che case of differencial equations
with non-constant coefficients we don't simply use a forward integration. We have begun rather
commonly to use Floquet theory. This, by the way, might be profitably applied as a way of
evaluating the "cyclic detuning" we heard about from Mr. Bennett.
Finally, Professor Stepniewski called attention to the question of when to use probabilistic
methods in favor of deterministic methods. The scatter encountered in flight tests certainly
suggests that some of the things we have considered deterministic may in fact not be so. We may
find it profitable to consider more thoughtfully whether Che process of inceresc calls for
sCochasCic or sCaCisCical approaches and make a conscious decision as to the proper methodology
to apply.
In the analyses intended to support design, we need to develop maneuver load and other transient load prediction methods more suitable for design purposes. At the moment these cases are
handled as very special, painstaking calculations. We have not yet got our tools for handling
them to the point where they can be used routinely and with confidence. In this same general
area of design, it is also important that we begin to automate more, taking fuller advantage of
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the computer to facilitate the application of our analyses to optimum design,
had a beginning at this and it should be pursued vigorously.

We seem to have

In concluding these remarks I offer the opinion that this meeting has brought to this group
of experts a much more complete awareness of what is going on In other companies, other laboratories and other countries than they would have otherwise enjoyed. This is bound to be useful.
I hav» learned from it, and I feel certain that if all of the participants here have not been
made aware of something completely new to them, they have at least been stimulated to some new
ideas of their own. It is not possible to state with confidence when it will be profitable to
hold such a meeting again, but it seems to me that we should be thinking about it, and as soon
as further advances have reached a point when It will be worthwhile, a similar meeting should be
held again.
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